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SPORTS

Alexander
supports
Gov. Patton
UK's new cast
has 'Cats back
in NCAA hunt
Page 10A

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Gov. Paul Patton's televised
announcement Wednesday about
- his plans for higher education in
Kentucky has perhaps ruffled
more than a few feathers.
But at least one person and one
university will be on Patton's
side when state educators meet
for a special session May 5 in
Frankfort.
LOCAL
That one person is Dr. Kern
Alexander and that one university
is Murray State.
Until recently, MSU and the
University of Kentucky's turf
battles over higher education
have taken on David (Alexander)
and Goliath (UK) proportions. It
After much hard work. Murs_eeras _as though now the advanray and Calloway County were
tage has been placed in the
recently approved to implement
underdog's hand.
a Big Brothers/Big Sisters ProgAs recent reports have indiram (BB/BS).
cated, Patton appears to have
This program is a collaborabared Alexander's torch with his
tive effort of the faculty,staffand
vision for a complete overhaul of
students of Murray State Univerthe state's educational system
sity and the citizens of Murray
beyond high school.
and Calloway County. The pur"I've been pleased throughout
- pos.-of -the Big - Brotiters/ ,
that-the.-gferernor -afire-slat& his-Sisters program is to screen,'
studied this issue with such intenselect, train and monitor adults as
sity," Alexander said in a Ledger
role models for children who are
interview Tuesday. "He, I bein need of such se ices.
lieve, undostands the situation,
There are overidiDO single
And more importantly, he underparent families in Murray and
stands the implications."
Calloway County who could
Those implications include
benefit from a Big Brother or Big
stripping UK of the community
Sister volunteer.
college system and turning the
The BB/BS program is sponLexington campus into a research
sored by the Murray Family
school. Patton will also propose a
YMCA and supported, in part,
new governing board over the
by the United Way.The approxistate's post-secondary system that
mate annual cost of the program
would replace the .Council on
is $25,000. The majority of moHigher Education.
ney to run the program will be
Alexander points to the refrom fund raising efforts of the
structuring of the community colBig Brothers/ Big Sisters of
lege system as the single-most
Murray and Calloway County
valuable sum in the higher educaAdvisory Committee.
A "BB/BS Bucket Brigade"
has been started by the American
Humanics Department of Murray State University. Brightly
colored buckets are being placed
in several Murray/Calloway
County businesses to collect
change. These buckets are also
being passed around during various civic and service club meetings.
The main fund raising drive
for the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
of Murray and Calloway County
will Kick-Off on Thursday, April
10 at 4:30 p.m. at the Murray
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — PoChamber of Commerce Buildlice have arrested a 38-year-old
ing. The co-chairpersons of the
Paducah woman on a conspiracy
Financial DevelopmentCommitto commit murder charge in the
tee, Jo Crass, Joe Dick, Jim
death last July 16 of Bobbi WilFrank and Betty Lowry, encourliams, co-owner and manager of a
age the citizens of Murray and
well-known Paducah restaurant.
Calloway County to help make a
Officials declined to say how
Valva Massey Buford was indifference in the life of a child.
volved in the case.
She also was charged with possession of illegal drugs and drug
WEATHER
paraphernalia after a Monday
Tonight.Becoming cloudy.
night search of her home. She
Showers and thunderstorms
was jailed in lieu of $500,000
likely after midnight. Low 50 to
bond.
55. Southwest wind 10 to 20
mph.- Chance of rain 70 percent.
The FBI, meantime, filed exFriday...Cloildy with showtortion charges against a suburers and thunderstorms likely.
ban Chicago man for allegedly
High 65 to 70. Chance of rain
attempting to extort $300,000
70 percent.
from Neil Williams, the victim's
husband.
The FBI said that Randel W.
Yost, 45, of Park Forest, Ill.,
claimed to have documents indicating that Williams had paid
money to have his wife
murdered.

Big Brothers/Big
Sisters program
approved locally

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

TAKING A BREATHER: Just back from helping clients, UndS Permvell, Lori Hopkins and Nancy

it

I think one of the
big unanswered cvestions is money.

Ingram take a moment for themselves outside the Purchase District Home Health Agency building on
Olive Street Wednesday afternoon.

Dr. Kern Alexander

Crowell ready to listen
to compromise on funding

MSU President
tion equation oublined by Patton.
"I think the community college
issue is the number one thing for
Murray State right now," explained, Alexander. _1 think the
most Important thing to help our
education in western Kentucky is
to have the community colleges
and technical schools working
with Murray State University.
Not with some university that's
four and a half hours away."
Receiving more autonomy and
more control over local programs
is something Alexander said will
be important to the future of
higher education. These are
issues he hopes the governor will
address.
"He (Patton) says that we need
better coordination at the state
NI See Page 2

r TUPELO, Miss. (AP) — TVA
may have to compromise on the
utility's proposal to end taxpayer
funding in exchange for dropping
non-power programs such as water and land stewardship, Chairman Craven Crowell said
Wednesday.
"During the past two months,
several issues have been raised
by members of Congress and
others, and it has become apparent to me that a compromise
position may be necessary in order to move forward with the
changes that will be required to
prepare TVA for deregulation,"
Crowell said at a TVA board
meeting.

New
charge
filed in
slaying

Two $1000111 -22 Pomo

FOIUM
11A

I

Yost, who was charged Tuesday, is alleged to have told Williams that unless Williams paid
him $300,000, he would take the
documents to police in western
Kentucky.
•See Page 3

Craven Crowell
TVA chairman

Crowell proposed in January
ending funding for non-power
programs in fiscal 1999 so the
agency could concentrate on
power production as deregulation
of the electric utility industry
looms.
But his plan worried members
of Congress and others throughout TVA's seven-state region ab-

TVA's federal funds go for
flood control and navigation_
maintenance on the 652-mile III See Page 3

Cellular phones
making difference
in violence cases

INDEX
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... t has become apparent to me that a compromise position may be
necessary in order to
move forward with the
changes that will be required to prepare TVA
for deregulation."

Tennessee River, and stewardship
of 11,000 miles of shoreline and
14 million acres of land, including the Land Between the Lakes
preserve in Tennessee and
Kentucky.

BERNARD KANEkedger & Tinos pholo

GOT 'THE BLUES: Taking advantage or a perfect spring day,
Rob Jackson practices playing the guitar on his porch Wednesday
afternoon in Murray.
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
It's late, you live alone with
your children in a home off a deserted county road. Your
estranged spouse, against whom
you have an emergency protective order, has shown up at your
door and you have no phone to
contact authorities.
This scenario is sadly common
in Calloway County and causes
some women to live in constant
fear.
Since last September, the Calloway County Sheriff's Department has sponsored a program
that puts cellular phones in the
hands of victims of spouse abuse.
The program was the
brainchild of Kentucky Attorney
General Ben Chandler and is being used in about 16 counties around the state. Several counties
in the Jackson Purchase are involved in the program including
Calloway, Marshall, Christian
and Trigg.
"Florida started a program like
this and (Chandler) became very
interested in starting one (in Kentucky)," said Jennifer Schaaf, director of communications for
Chandler's office. "This program
gives women a sense of security
and hopefully makes them more
independent."
Through a state grant from
Chandler's office, the domestic
violence program was implemented here.

SHERIFF STAN SCOTT
Sheriff Stan Scott then took the
program one step further using
federal funds set aside for the
Communities on Phone Patrol.
The latter was set up for neighborhood watch programs.
Scott has now acquired seven
cellular phones that are being
used in the two programs.
The phones are donated to the
sheriff's office by U.S. Cellular
and can be used at home or in the
car. They are programed only to
dial emergency personnel and
cannot be activated for personal
use.
Scott said since their implimentation, both programs are
making a difference.
"I don't think there is any
doubt that the programs are
working, particularly the domes-

111 See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
level," Alexander said. "But he
also says that we should have institutional autonomy.
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Patton unveils
higher ed plan
By The Associated Press
Gov. Paul Patton's proposal
for additional postsecondary
education funding starting in
1998 fiscal year.
General increase
—$20.3 million
Research fund
—University of Kentucky,
$4 million.
—University of Louisville,
$2 million.
Regional university fund
—Eastern Kentucky University, $1,455,000.
—Kentucky State University, $480,000.
— Morehead State University, $865,000.
—Murray State University, $1,059,000.
—Northern Kentucky University, $737,000.
— Western Kentucky University, $1,404,000.
Workforce Development
fund
—$3 million.
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"We should be able to have our has not been discussed.
own board of regents and and we
"I think one of the big unanshould be able to make these de- swered questions is money," Alecisions that are Vital to our own xander said. "That is one issue I
institutions. Only people who are think everybody's forgetting
close to these institutions should about.
be making those decisions."
"We have pointed out that the
Being able to create more University of Kentucky already
programs at MSU and other state has more money than most SUM
institutions is a key piece to the universities. We don't want to
let
puzzle of higher education, ac- this thing get out of control to
cording to Alexander.
where money is heaped on Lex"The governor is apparently ington in pursuit of some national
going to recommend that some quality standard. while Murray
additional freedoms be given in State and other institutions art alcreating programs that are more lowed to deteriorate," he said.
efficient," he said. "This is someMoney, Alexander said, is the
thing that we've made a strong most vital statistic to MSU's
point on and it's something that I future.
think he agrees with us on."
"We have a quality university
Even though Patton's plans for here and we want it to get bethigher education appear to be in ter," he said. "To do that, we've
accord with Alexander and MSU, got to have more money. Murray
perhaps the most important factor State is not funded at the level it

FROM PAGE 1
tic violence program," Scott said.
"I think it's one of the best things
we've been able to do to help in
these situations."
Scott said the phones are given
to victims of domestic violence
'on an as-needed basis and is
coordinated through the court
system.
Scott described a recent incident where the use of the cellular
phone helped a woman in danger.
"We had a situation just last
week where a woman was driving
in her car and her husband tried
to force her off the road," Scott
said. "By having a cellular phone
through this program, she was

able to contact us and we could
respond to the situation. If she
hadn't had this phone, he might
have been able to do bodily harm
to her."
Scott said the phones are usually given to women who are going through court precedings involving an -abusive spouse, but
others can be eligible.
Once a domestic violence situation dies down, Scott said the
phones are given back to the
sheriff's office to be used by
another victim.
"Most of the time, these men
will realize they can go to jail for
harassing these women and the
situation usually takes care of itself," he said.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
James Earl Ray told the son of
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
today in an extraordinary face-toface prison meeting that he did
not kill the civil rights leader.
"I had nothing to do with
shooting your father," Ray told
Dexter King.
La terr'1 5 -thin-tires
meeting, Ray said when asked if
he killed the civil rights leader:
"No I didn't. Sometimes you
have to make a personal
evaluation."

Dexter King replied:
'I believe you and my family
believes you."
The two met at the Lois DeBerry Special Needs Facility
where Ray is serving 99 years for
killing King and is being treated
for terminal liver disease.
The Kinj family has,joined
a -ea for Ray to get a trial for the
1968 assassination in Memphis,
saying that's the only way they'll
know the truth about King's
death.
King was shot as he stood on a
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Medicine Shoppe
Michael Harrison Firearms
Microage Computer Center
Mitch & Dianna Phillips
Motor Parts & Bearing
Movie World
Mr. Gatti's
Murray Animal Hospital
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Murray Supply Co.
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Papa John's Pizza
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The use of cell phones by driver coming into town or if
domestic violence victims is one there is a suspicious vehicle
facet of the program. Scott said parked in the driveway of an unthe community phone patrol occupied home. In a recent situaprogram is also being utilized by tion, they called us about somesome neighborhood watch organi- one trying to break into a home.
We were able to get out there and
zations in the county.
He said the use of the cell stop the situation because we
phones by these organizations has ;were notified of it in time," he
helped stop some crimes before said.
they have occurred.
Scott said if the federal and
"They get out and ride around
state
funds are ever withdrawn,
their neighborhoods and look for
he
will
still try to maintain the
suspicious activity. We don't
program.
want them to play cop and they
don't want to either. They are
"It's been working great and
primarily our eyes in places
it's come in handy in several siwhere we can't be 24 hours a
tuations. This is something I defiday.
nitely think we should keep do"They call if they see a drunk
ing," he said.

Peoples First
Perfection Turkey Calls
Phillip Powell
Piggly Wiggly
Pinkerton Tobacco-Red Man
Pittman Wheel Alignment
Pizza Hut
Players Riverboat
Purdom Motors
R & G Exhaust
Rolling Hills Nursery
Ron's Muffler
Ruthie's University BP
Ryan's Steak House
Scott Ferrell
Seven Seas
Shoney's
Shooters Supply
Sirloin Stockade
Smoke Shoppe
Southern States
The Gallery
Thurman Furniture
Turkey & Turkey Hunting Magazine
Twin Lakes Office Supply
University Tire
Wallis Drug
Wal-Mart
Wildlife Research Centel', Inc.
Williams Radiator & Glass
Wings Supply
Woodcrafters
Captain D's

hotel balcony in Memphis, where
he had arrived to help direct a sanitation workers' strike. Ray,
now 69, pleaded guilty to the
slaying, avoiding a possible death

sentence. He recanted a few days
later and has been proclaiming
his innocence ever since.
Today's meeting was expected
to last less than an hour.
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In the 1940 NFL championship game, the Chicago Bears beat the
Washington Redskins by the score of 73-0.
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once more, I think he's right."
WQTV-Channel 46 in Murray
rebroadcasted the discussion on
Kentucky's higher education system at 11 a.m. today which involved Patton, Alexander, UK
President Charles Wethington
and University of Louisville President John Shumaker.
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"It's my view, and it was the
consultants' view, that the council has had bad leadership. It's
had all of the statutory authority,
but it just hasn't had the
leadership."
Despite criticisms of Patton's
plan, Alexander thinks the governor is steering higher education
in the right direction.
"I believe the governor will
carry through with his plans and I
believe that he is committed to
them," said Alexander. "And,

II Cellular...

The Calloway County Longbeards Chapter
of the National Wild Turkey Federation
want to thank all the following for their
donations and sponsorships which helped
make our 1st annual fundraising
banquet a success.
The NWTF promises that 80 cents of each
dollar, after expenses will be used for
wild turkey projects.
Thank you for your continued support.

BHB Firearms
Bow Hunters Archery
Larry Repp Electric
Michael Adams, MD
Pockets Shell Food Marts
Smith Masonry

Si
should be funded. We are presently the most cost-efficient
school by far in Kentucky. We've
proven that we're cost efficient.
But just because we're cost efficient, it doesn't mean that we
don't need money."
To assure that the money is
evenly distributed among schools,
Alexander said the Patton and
state educators will have to monitor the situation closely.
"We've got to look carefully at
the distribution of resources,"
said Alexander. "That has not
been covered very well in any of
these discussions."
According to Alexander, one
advantage for MSU is the demise
of the CHE which will be orchestrated by Patton.
"The governor's suggestion of
a governing board is I think reasonable and appropriate," he said.
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Some parents will see health care costs rise
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state has no choice but to
force some poor parents to pay a
larger share of their child-care
coats in order to provide day care
for more children of welfare recipients, officials say.
"We are trying to spread the
money further," said Nancy
Rawlings, special project manager for the Department of Social
Services. "We know we don't
have enough dollars to serve

everyone unless we have those
rates. It's a struggle."
Kentucky officials say they
have plans to allocate $30 million
more money for subsidies, but
they think the higher fees are
needed to make child care available to more welfare recipients,
so they can take and keep jobs.
For example, a single mother
with two children in a full-time,
minimum-wage job — paying
$823 a month — would see her

child-care co-payments jump
from $22 a month to $97 under
the proposed plan.
Still, the state says that the $75
million it plans to spend won't be
enough to serve the estimated
55,000 to 68,000 welfare children
who will need child care while
their parents work. Even with the
increase in co-payments, state officials think possibly as many as
26,000 children will fall into the

Legislators get to buy NCAA tickets
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Several state legislators have requested NCAA Final Four tickets
from the University of Kentucky,
but say the tickets won't affect
their votes as the General Assembly tackles higher education
reform.
The legislators will buy the
tickets at face value, said UK
spokesman Bernie Vonderheide.
"If a legislator makes a request for tickets we try to make
them_ available ...," he said. "We
react to requests from alumni,
friends, supporters, legislators
and other public officials."
Vonderheide would not say
how =many legislators have requested tickets or provide a list
of Big Blue lawmakers. "The list
is very fluid and doesn't solidify
until just before the games," he
said.
Legislators said the tickets
won't color their decision on
whether to go along with Gov.
Paul Patton's higher education reform proposal, which includes a
plan to strip the state's 14 community colleges from UK.

UK President Charles
Wethington opposes Patton's
plan to take away the community
colleges and has raised doubts
about other parts of the governor's proposal.
Legislators are offered the
chance to buy season tickets to
UK football and basketball
games. The tickets were provided
free until just a few years ago
when ethical concerns were
raised.
UK has also sold NCAA tournament tickets to lawmakers in
recent years, Vonderheide said.
House Speaker Pro-Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, said he hasasked to buy tickets and sees no
conflicts of interest or ethical
dilemmas.
"I've purchased season tickets
to football and basketball games,
and it's never blurred my decisions on higher education," he
said.
UK has offered the governor
eight free tickets to the games,
Vonderheide said. "No matter
what the issue or who the governor is, the governor will always

be offered tickets to UK basketball and football games."
Patton is taking the tickets but
will pay for them out of his own
pocket, said spokesman Mark
Pfeiffer.
Senate President Larry Saunders, D-Louisville, said he and
several other lawmakers have
asked to buy tickets.
He said he didn't think the impending battle over higher education presented any conflicts.
"I think the same thing would
be happening if this (Patton's effort) wasn't going on," he said.
"It happens every year."
House Speaker Jody Richards,
who hasn't asked for tickets and
doesn't plan to go to Indianapolis, said he doesn't think legislators are swayed by access to
prime ticked.
"People like UK basketball
but they aren't going to make decisions about higher education
because of some tickets," he
Said.
"It's not the community colleges out there playing on the basketball floor."

MI Slaying...
gang may have been paid to kill day, Yost said. he is a railroad
FROM PAGE 1
mechanic.
No bond was set for Yost, who Ms. Williams.
Investigators said that Neil
Police said that Neil Williams
is in the McCracken County Jail.
Williams now lives in North Car- reported the extortion attempt to
Kentucky State Police Detective Tom Powell said there is no olina but was visiting Marshall Marshall County Sheriff Brian
evidence to indicate that Wil- County on March 15 when he Roy, who shared the information
was contacted by an unidentified
with the state police and the FBI.
liams was involved with his
male, allegedly identified later as
Neil Williams returned to his
wife's murder.
-------Nortlt-C-strelitta-botneon or-about
Ms. Willi=civas MUM"ill- ha —
Yost is alleged to have told
March 17 and with the cooperahome near Sharpe in Marshall
Williams that he was a Chicago tion of police instructed a relative
County by her husband. He made
police officer and had documents of his to act as a contact with
the discovery when he returned
indicating that Williams had
Yost and others to discuss the dewith his children. The victim, cohired someone to kill his wife.
mand for money to buy the docuowner of Holman House RestaurYost claimed the documents
ment., police said.
ant, had been beaten and
were obtained during a police
Over the next several days, the
strangled.
raid
of the Hell's Angels motorrelative talked with Buford and
At the time, the couple was
cycle gang, in Chicago.
Yost. The conversations were reseparated.
If he wasn't paid $300,000, corded by police, according to
Commonwealth's Attorney
Yost threatened to give the docucourt documents.
Tim Kaltenbach said the FBI and
ments to the Kentucky State Postate police are investigating a lice. The FBI
said that Yost is not
claim by Yost that members of a Chicago
police officer. In an
the Hell's Angels motorcycle appearanc
e in federal court Tues-

EARN
6.00%

•Crowell...
FROM PAGE 1
out what would happen to these
programs in TVA's absence or
transfer to another agency.
TVA's non-power funding this
year is $106 million.
Crowell said compromising
would reassure everyone that the
vital services TVA has handled
would be maintained.
U.S. Rep. Zach Wamp, RTenn., offered an alternative last
week that would continue federal
funding at reduced levels for
most of the non-power activities,
including LBL.
Wamp, the chairman of TVA's
congressional caucus, wants to
reduce TVA's non-power funding
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Azaleas
Rhododendron
Purple Leaf Plum

Southern Magnolia
Kousa Dogwood
Bradford Pear

WE DELIVER
Mini Flags
Potting Soil
Buy One Get One
FREE!
NE,AltRrVALS Unninal Varieties of Japanese Naples & Topiaries
CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY
407 N. 12th St.
753-1725 or
1-800-472-8852
I

Open Mon.-Sat. 9.5

I.

(Next to

Calloway County

* Spacial Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

Fairgrounds)

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Stock #97021

$9199500
'Power Steering
'Power Brakes
'AM/FM Stereo with Clock

'Cloth Interior
'Deluxe Wheel Covers
'Air Condebner

1097 Dodge Stratus
Stock #97167
4 Door
Sedan

$14,299°°
'Automatic Overdrive
'Power Steering
'Power Brakes
'Air Conditioner
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'Tilt & Cruise
'Cloth Interior
'Deluxe Wheel Covers
'AM/FM Cassette

----"10011PI
AM**

'Automatic Overdrive
'Power Steering
'Power Brakes
'Tilt & Cruise

$16,995"
'Power Windows & Locks
"Cassette
•16" Wheels & Tires
'Deluxe Wheel Covers

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."
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New Location - 121 North

1997 Dodge Intrepid

990

IlingNills,

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7.00 p.m.

Stock #97112

Add Instant Color And Beauty To Your
With One OfOur Spring Flowering Trees Or Shrubs:
Crabapple
Redbud
Fragrant Viburnum

Every Friday Night

Prices Are Good March 26
Through March 31 Only!
1997 Dodge Neon
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children, said Debra Miller, assistant director of Kentucky Youth
Advocates. It can be a struggle to
collect co-payments now, and the
higher rates will only increase the
difficulty, she said.
"The centers tell me now we
can't collect the old $1-a-day co
pay," Miller said. "How are they
going to collect S5 and $6 a
day?"
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Louisville,
chairman of the House Health
and Welfare committee, which
will review the plan, said Wednesday: "To look at it on paper,
it's a perfect plan. But in reality,
I don't think this plan will
work."

Peppers Has Great Savings On
1997 Dodge Vehicles

RATE f;t*ARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

Also Available As I.R.A.

for child care, the welfare-reform
plan also won't pay for private
child care if free programs, such
as Kentucky Education Reform
Act preschool or Head Start, are
available.
The plan also has a maximum
cap on rates — ranging from $16
a day for infant care in central
Kentucky to $5 a day for stateregistered in-home providers.
Generally, the state has decided
to pay higher rates in central
Kentucky — northern Kentucky,
Louisville, Lexington and down
to the Tennessee line — than the
rest of the state.
Also, some providers may
simply refuse to take subsidized

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwvp

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED AN'SrITY

to $96 million next year with a
$66 million floor until decisions
are reached on which agencies
would take over those functions
and how they would be financed.
Wamp said he was encouraged
by Crowell's response and that he
hoped they could reach an agreement before the House Appropriations Committee considers
TVA's appropriations in May.
"If we don't build consensus
inside the TVA fence, you can
rest assured that people elsewhere
in the country won't do it for
us," Wamp said in a statement.
Crowell said the TVA appropriations task force will consider
Wamp's proposal and any other
serious plans.
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...nitaitie 41
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gap.
"How do you expect me to
live as a parent?" Sonja Williams, a mother of three, asked
state officials at a public hearing
in Elizabethtown.
"1 mean, I have a good job,
but my job is not that good. ... I
can afford the other stuff, but I
can't afford child care."
Parents with the lowest incomes would pay nothing. The
state hopes of subsidize day care
for 22,000 additional children
under the plan.
Child-care advocates and some
legislators fear the state's plan
could backfire.
They said the higher fees could
push poor parents to leave their
children home unsupervised, or
cost them their desperately
needed jobs when cheaper, less
reliable child-care arrangements
fall through.
The plan, released late last
week, has been the subject of
public hearings this week and
will be reviewed by a legislative
committee next month. It also
must be approved by the federal
government before it takes effect
Oct. 1.
In addition to demanding
higher co-payments from parents
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CHRYSLER •PLYMOUTH
DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
2400 E. Wood St. *Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
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EDITORIAL

L.P. Miller's
legacy lives on
It is hard to imagine the obstacles Leon Perry Miller
had to overcome to get anywhere in life.
But overcome obstacles he did and Calloway County
is a better place because of him.
Miller's recent death at the age of 89 reminded us of
his contributions. He left behind a living legacy in his
wife, children, grandchildren, friends, colleagues and
former students.
Miller was one of eight children of an Almo tobacco
farmer. After finishing the eighth grade at Almo, there
was no high school in the area that would accept black
students.
In a 1995 Ledger interview Miller said of that time:
"I can remember watching all the white children pass by
my house going to high school, but I could not go because they didn't have a school for me."
So in 1927 his parents sent him to Frankfort to attend
high school. It was at Kentucky State where he met his
wife Bessie. They returned to Calloway County where
his 41-year career as an educator began. A teacher and
principal at Douglass School, he taught ninth and 10th
grade English and introduced to the school athletics,
gym facilities as well as practical courses like typing.
He is called a humanitarian and pioneer. Many credit
Miller with easing any tensions that might have arisen
once Murray High School was integrated.
Former student Mae Ola Jones said of Miller: "He put
spirit in you to do the best you could with what you
had."
His requirement that all his Douglass students memorize HenrxWads
.w,prth4pgfellow_'s...`!A_Psatru._of
Ede" may not have made sense at the time. But it is that
poem that so many of his students recall when speaking
of Professor Miller.
We know of no better tribute to the man:
"A Psalm of Life"
"Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
Life is but an empty dream! —
For the soul is dead that slumbers,
And things are not what they seem.
Life
And
Dust
Was

is real! Life is earnest!
the grave is not its goal;
thou are, to dust returnst,
not spoken of the soul.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our destined end or way;
Dust thou are, to dust returnst,
Was not spoken of the soul.
Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our destined end or way;
But to act, that each tomorrow
Find us farther than today.
Art is long, and Time is fleeting,
And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Still, like muffled drums, are beating
Funeral marches to the grave.
In
In
Be
Be

the world's broad field of battle,
the bivouac of life,
not like dumb, driven cattle!
a hero in the strife!

Trust no, Future, howe'er pleasant!
Let the dead Past bury its dead!
Act, — act in the living Present!
Heart within, and God o'erhead.
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time.
Footprints, that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.
Let us then be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.

Rate hike draws scattered fire
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fed
bashing just isn't what it used to
be.
For public officials, there's
usually no downside to beating
up on the Federal Reserve for
raising interest rates. Such hikes
potentially affect every American. And the nation's independent central bank has no natural
political constituency.
Presidents have longed railed
against such rate increases, as
have members of Congress of
both parties.
Yet Tuesday's move by the
Fed increasing interest rates for
the first time in more than two
years drew little open criticism,
except from predictable quarters.
For the most part, the White
House, most of Congress and financial markets seemed to be taking the news in stride.
The Fed's modest 0.25 percentage point increase in the key
federal funds rate — transformed
at once into a matching increase
in the banking industry's prime
rate, to 8.5 percent — will affect
loan costs for millions of
Americans.
Analysts suggested the low
level of outrage was just one
further example of the continued
strong' economy and proof of the
public relations expertise of Fed
Chairman Alan Greenspan, who
has been able to sustain a remarkable relationship with Congress,
Wall Street and three presidents.
"He's doing a good job," said
Michael K. Evans, professor of
economics at Northwestern University. "We don't have a reccs-

calls the secrecy-loving autonomous board "the last American dinosaur." He thinks Congress
should exert more oversight control over the board, which he now
contends servss.lig,, banking interests more than the public.
"I think everyone's afraid to
question the Fed," he said when
asked why there is so little Fedbashing these days. "But when
Street veteran Robert Rubin, then the Fed makes a mistake, everya top Clinton economic adviser one in the country pays for it."
and now treasury secretary, urged
Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa,
Clinton early on to follow a non- another frequent critic of Greensconfrontational approach to pan, said, "Instead of fighting
Greenspan — and Clinton has real inflation, the Fed seems to be
followed it religiously.
spellbound by the mythical ghost
Furthermore, the quiet but soc- of inflation." Sen. Paul Sarbanes,
iable Greenspan is no slouch in D-Md., seemed to agree. "We've
terms of political smarts.
had a good run. The Fed should
He moved quickly, for in- have lett,.the economy alone,':
stance, in doing his own damage Sarbanes said.
control after his warning last
Fed defenders argue that, to
winter against "irrational exuber- keep inflation from mushrooming
ance" sent financial markets into out of control, the Fed must act
many months in advance. Thus, it
a temporary tailspin.
When Senate Majority Leader is not always clear at the time of
Trent Lott, R-Miss., suggested a rate increase just what it is that
publicly that Greenspan might the Fed is fighting.
have wandered out of his jurisdThere wasn't even a hint of
iction with such comments, displeasure at the Fed move at
Greenspan quickly came calling the White House.
on Lou in the Capitol. The two
"We share the goal of mainmet for nearly an hour.
taining solid economic growth
with low inflation," Rubin and
David Jones, chief economist Council of Economic Advisers
at Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. in Chairman Janet Yellen said in a
New York, calls Greenspan "the joint statement.
most politically savvy Fed chairman in recent times."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Is Greenspan getting a free Raum covers politics and naride?
tional affairs for The AssoSome lawmakers think -so.
ciated Press and frequently reSen. Byron L. Dorgan, D-N.D., ports on economic policy.

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
sion because the Fed under Alan
Greenspan has finally learned
what to do."
Furthermore, Greenspan telegraphed Tuesday's rate increase
far in advance, so that, unlike
some past Fed rate hikes, there
was little surprise involved. The
Dow Jones industrial average, in
fact, actually gained 50 points
following the- announcement.
Of course, the fact that it isn't
an election year also helps mute
any Fed criticism.
Greenspan, 71, a Wall Street
economic consultant who was
President Ford's chief economic
adviser, was appointed Fed chairman in 1987 by President Reagan
and reappointed by - Presidents
Bush and Clinton.
While Bush grumbled indirectly about tight Fed money policies during his losing 1992 presidential campaign, Clinton has
gone out of his way to refrain
from any criticism of Greenspan.
This began with a large symbolic gesture, when Greenspan
was invited to sit beside-Hillary
Rodham Clinton for the president's first State of the Union address in 1993.
White House aides said Wall

FROM OUR READERS

Reader responds to KET debate
Dear Editor
Monday evening's debate between Gov.Patton and President Charles
Wethington of University of Kentucky seemed quite one-sided. The
governor introduced facts backing his proposal and President Wethington countered with his "ill-advised" and "it will hurt the student" medley
that didn't at all play well for those in any way acquainted with well-run
community colleges and any educational knowledge about transcripts.
Supposedly, the hurt to the students would come from their no longer
having the University of Kentucky transcript. That type chicanery is
reminiscent of a much older profession, especially since the credits
weren't always accepted by UK itself or other colleges.
The really hard questions that should be asked are: How come the
Land Grant College didn't lead the fight for transferable credits and a
state wide equality of courses and course numbering system years ago.
That would certainly have helped the students. In other state systems, its
called parellel courses;they've been around for years. How come UK has
such a low graduation percentage? How come its graduate program is so
poor? How come the current community college presidents seem

satisfied with a system so obviously in need of improvement. Are they
unaware? Too comfortable? And/or scared?
The President from the University of Louisville recognized the hot
political fires and, perhaps wisely, tap-danced around them. President
Alexander deported himself charitably, refraining from rushirig in to
right certain wrongs, making salient points the few times he had
opportunity.
A "patriotic hero" many years ago said,"My country right or wrong."
Slavery and the Civil War that followed were wrong. Viet Nam as
presented was wrong.The UK bureaucracy is wrong for Kentucky. What
makes America great is that it learns and frequently adjusts.
What will make the University of Kentucky great is answering these
hard questions by alumni and legislature. Pitino proved there is life after
Rupp. We need winners, not whinners.
Don Hellkamp
306 S. 5 St., Murray, KY 42071

Reagan quits the party
If the Reagan who had resigned
from the Republican Party had been
Ronald instead of Michael it might
have a greater impact, but radio talk
show host Michael Re,agan's decision to become an independent, at
least temporarily,is still significant.
On his radio show last Monday
night, Michael said, "The Republican revolution my father began is by
all appearances dead, sacrificed on
the altar of civility by party leaders
more interested in making friends
and being liked than in fulfilling the
mandate they were given by the
voters."
Ronald Reagan was fond of saying that he didn't leave the Democratic Party, "the party left me."
Michael Reagan said he and the
GOP have parted ways for the same
reason, "I'm leaving a Republican
Party that is rudderless and in full
retreat from the conservative values
and beliefs my father championed ...
when the Republicans come back to
grass-roots America, I'll come back
to the Republican Party."
The evidence seems to support
his decision. From retreats on issues
such as child care — Sen. Orrin
Hatch, Utah Republican,joined forces with Sen. Ted Kennedy, Massachusetts Democrat, in support of
health insurance for children because, said Hatch, he didn't want to
give the impression that Republicling "hale kids" --to surrendering
on the bread-and-butter issue of tax

Wi
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Cal Thomas
Syndicated collunutist
cuts, funding for the National Endowment for the Arts and maintaining the Department of (re) Education, the Republicans are behaving
like a party still mired in the
minority.
Some Republicans are now apologizing for the way the defeated
nominee for CIA director, Anthony
Lake, was treated at his confirmation hearings. In fact, Republican
senators were doing theirjob,publicizing policy decisions involving
arms sales to Bosnia (while not
telling Congress), questionable
campaign contributions and Lake's
general lack of intelligence experience.
Republicans are being intimidated by Democrats, who never
behaved civilly when they attempted to destroy Clarence Thomas and Robert Bork. Nor was there
a civil bone in any of their bodies
when they drove Richard Nixon
from office.
What Democrats are running the
show they care little for the feelings

of Republicans and conservatives.
But on the rare occasions during the
past 50 years when Democrats have
been in the congressional minority,
they have tried to iavoke a Rodney
King strategy ("can't we all just get
along?") to put the Republican
agenda on hold until they can regain
the reins of power.
The problem with Republicans is
not that they lack manners, but that
they lack vision, and they lack what
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, in another context, referred
to as "cojones" (with the exception
of a small band of conservatives that
includes House Majority Leader
Dick Armey, who said,"There will
be no budget without a significant
tax reduction.") Either one of these
would be enough to wound a party,
but both can put it in critical
condition.
Republicans in Washington have
lost sight of the people, something
Ronald Reagan never did. They lust
after the approval of the liberal
Democrats and their fellow travel-

'

ers in the big media. They'll never
get it, but that doesn't keep them
from prostituting themselves in
hopes of being respected in the
morning.
Harry Truman's wonderful line,
about getting a dog if you want a
friend in Washington, has been
modified. Today, a Republican can
substitute for the dog,since so many
have become lap dogs.
If Republicans would do what
Ronald Reagan did and hold on to
their principles while directing their
comments to the people — always
resisting seeking approval from the
big media and the Democrats —
they wouldn't have to cave on tax
cuts and the rest of their agenda.
That's what Michael Reagan hopes
his "wake-up" resignation call will
do.
In his autobiography, "An
American Life" (which the current
Republican majority should go back
and read), Ron,ald•Reagan writes of
"a sense of ificompleteness" when
he left office and of a mission not
fully accomplished. He bequeathed
that mission to his successors. They
have failed him and are allowing the
morning he brought back to
America to resemble a sunset.
Michael Reagan shares those sentiments. If the Republican Party
fails to recall and act on the vision of
his father,perhaps Michael will find
himself with a lot of company in
what could become an
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Winners announced in art guild exhibition
Fifty-two artists entered 105
pieces in the Murray Art Guild's
eighth annual juried exhibition.
Fifty-four works were chosen for
the show.
Caroline Daniels of Benton was
awarded the first place prize and
received the Guild's Richard Jackson Memorial Award for her
mixed-media painting titled "Veronica's Space."
The second place award from
Peoples First of Calloway County
went to Mary Jane Littleton of
Murray for her "Smoked Peach"
hand built pottery piece.
Third place from Peoples Bank of
Murray went to Jeremy Wei§ of'
Murray for his etching, "Arkansas
Flooded Rice Fields."
Fourth place prizes from Unittd
Commonwealth Bank and Republic
Bank & Trust Company went to
Chad Scott of Murray for his "Tone
Box" and the Ann Stapp of Dover

FIRST PLACE

for her pastel "Mountain Meadow."
A Merit Award from Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank went to
Linda Little of Paducah for her oil
"Roots."
Dodee Sergeant of Benton won a
gift certificate from Frame Village
for her oil "Cobalt Vases." Nick

Helton of Murray received a gift
certificate from D'Art for his pen
and ink drawing called "A Debate of
the Masses."
The exhibition will remain at the
Guild through April 4 and may be
seen Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.

Murray State University
Residential College Activities
Clark College: 762-2802
-Easter Egg Hunt with Hester College on March
27. Meet at Clark at 6:30 p.m.
*Honor Society meeting call Tony Kennis at 762-6353 and leave a
message.
'Call Rebecca Hefner 762-3345 if you are interested in running for
an office in Clark College next year.

Elizabeth College: 762-5487
'April 3 Elections Nominations petitons are due in the. Dean's office
by March 31.
"Campus Cleanup. April 12, 10 a.m. to noon. Meet at the
amphitheater.

Hart College: 762-2134
(Left) These are the winners of the
Murray Art Guild's eighth annual jur• led exhibition.
SECOND PLACE

'Walking Club meets Mon - Fri. at 4:30 p.m. in Hart lobby.
(Anyone is welcome to participate)
'Sign-up sheets are available at Hart desk for the Honors Club.
Anyone with a CPA of 3.2 and is involved in two or more extra
curricular activities, can become a member.
•Hart College Formal Dance and Dinner will be held April 5th. The
cost is $18.50 per couple. If interested please call 762-2135 for
more info.

Hester College: 762-5486
-Nominations for Executive Board officers continue until April 5.
Give names to Vice President Sarah Wight. •
*Barbecue at Hester Patio April 17. Call 762-2395 Or 762-5486 to
obtain a ticket.

FOUR SEASONS

Regents College: 762-2105
*College elections will be held Wed. April 16. Nominations are open
through Fri. April 11. President, Vice President, Commuter
Representatives and other officers will be elected. Get involved! .

Seminary Choir will conduct
concert in MSU arts building
The Seminary Choir of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
will present a concert in the Performing Arts Hall of the newlyrenovated Fine Arts Building on the
campus of Murray State University
on Monday, March 31 at 2:30 p.m.
The choir consists of 47 auditioned
singers, all graduate students who,
for the most part, are preparing for
careers in church music or teaching
in higher education..
The Seminary Choir has appeared at regional and national
conventionsofthe American Choral
Directors Association. It has also
appeared with the Louisville Or-

chestra and is planning a concert
tour of England in August, 1997.
The choir is conducted by Dr.
John H. Dickson, coordinator of
conducting studies at Southern
Seminary. He has appeared al
ACDA conventions both as a clinician and conductor and has directed
festivals and all-state youth choirs
in several state Baptist conventions.
The concert is free and the public
is invited to attend. For further
information, contact Dr. Bradley
Almquist, director of choral activities at MSU, in the music department at (502) 762-4288.

BRING IN
THE WHOLE
FAMILY FOR

Easter
Buffet
Honey Baked Ham • Roast Beef
Green Beans • Corn • Mashed Potatoes
Giblet Gravy • Cranberry Sauce • Hot Bread

Rebecca Lee,
daughter of Greg
and Laura Lee of
Murrily;„,ls Itst
one of the
dancers that will
be performing
various dances
In the upcoming
spring performance, "Four
Seasons:, The
West Kentucky
Ballet Company
under the artistic
direction of
Nancy Nemey, is
preparing for
this performance
held in the Johnson Theater on
May 16-18.

Richmond College: 762-6522
-Council elections in April. Call Michelle at 6522 if interested in
running for an office. Commuters remember this is your College
too!

drilf762:413g
'Carnival of Wonders - April 19 + April 26 - Kings Island Trip:
Election for President., Mascot, Motto - Do yqu want to run for
office? Call 762-3585

White College: 762-4552
*April 8 Elections: President, Vice President, & Two Members At Large.

BOOK REVIEW
Success Is A Choke
by Rick Pio
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Brought To You Each Week By...

('DMORE
BOOK-S-CARD
We're ready to
help you celebtrate
Easter!
It's all right
here in our store — everything
you need to commemorate
Easter in the spirit of
the season.
EASTER IS EARLY THIS YEAR—MARCH 30!
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1997 Spring
Collection
Now On Display!
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SERVICE NOTES
ARMY SPEC. JAMES E.
BEVILL has been decorated with
the Army Commendation Medal.
The medal is awarded to those
individuals who demonstrate outstanding acheivement or meritorious service in the performance of
their duties on behalf of the
Army.
Bevil is a wife systems repairer
at Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga.
A 1989 graduate of South
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Johnston High School, Benson,
N.C., he is the son of Mary C.
and Larry T. Hardison of Rt. 2,
Coats, N.C.
His wife, Melissa, is the
daughter of Michael E. and
Donna K. Thurman of 208 Irvan
St., Murray.

Milk shake goes
by many names

Murray-Calloway County Need Line has listed items needed this
week for the food sacks given to clients. Items needed include
canned meats, cereal, canned fruits, crackers and dried beans. These
may be taken to the Need Line office, located on bottom floor of
Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Need Line is United Way Agency.

The, milk shake was born in
1889 and goes by a variety of different names.
Depending on the part of the
country in which you live, you
might call a milk shake a
"frappe," a "frosted," a "date
shake" or a "thick shake."

(13,4;,/,/'
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Need Line lists pantry items
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Easter sunrise service planned
An Easter sunrise service will be Sunday, March 30, at 6:30 a.m.
at Playhouse in the Park at Murray-Calloway County Park. Dr. Terry
Ellis, pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray, will be the speaker.
The service is being sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association. Each one should bring a lawn chair. The Rev.
Mike Rumble, president of the association, invites the public to
attend.
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Easter pageant at Westside

Sling Blade
Pier I Imports

R 1:00 3:40 7:00 9:35

PG 1:30 3:40 7:05 9:15
Howard Stern's Private Parts
R 1:15 3:30 7:15 9:25

•
•

Matinees Saturday
& Sunday
Only!

Karol Kemp,
bride-elect of
Mike Utley,

•

OWES TO 60

•

Chestnut Street • 753-1&51

• Rent Your Movies Al The Movies!

Every Bunny Loves Easter...

30% Off All Easter Ite%
•

cr E
4,11.

Thursday thru Saturday
See All Of Our §prirtg Merchandise
And More Arriving Daily!

HOLLAN
D DRUG
Bob Dunn. R.Ph.
Court Square • Murray • 753-1462

,

Valerie Ann Barrett
and Hugh Miller Lively III

join our
bridal registry.

•
•
•
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Barrett-Lively wedding
planned here Saturday

The Aleutian Island Military
Veterans 3rd nationwide reunion
will be May 19 at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Also a re-visit to Attu and the
family of Attu 1943 Medal of
Honor winner, Joe Martinez, in
Ault Co., on April 20 is planned.
Attu was invaded by American
military May 11, 1943, taking it
back from Japan who had occup-

•
•
•
•

Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church will have a special
Youth Easter program on Sunday, March 30, at 5 p.m. at the Main
Street Youth Center, North Fourth Street, Murray. The public is invited to attend.

asitets
4

Send a basket of Easter joy this year.

and Receive

25% Off

Coordinating Accessories
(New Summer Dresses, Hats, Bags, Jewelry and More!

-ReD•iC•ICtlitY
Ladies Fine Apparel

305 S. 12th •

Murray • 753-7441

Murray club plans events

For information, send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to
Al King, P.O. Box 130327, Sunrise, FL 33313 by Monday, April
7.

SPECIALTY FOODS

Buy An Easter Outfit

Celebration at Brooks Chapel

Murray Country Club will be serving its annual Easter brunch on
Sunday, March 30, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. This is for members and their guests, but please call 753-6113 for reservations. An
Easter Egg Hunt will be at 1:30 p.m. Sunday at the club.

ENGLISH FARMS"'

Selected Sportswear

Liberty, Oak Grove and North Pleasant Grove Cumberla
nd Presbyterian Churches will have an Easter sunrise service
on Sunday,
March 30, at 6 p.m. at the Liberty church, located off
Highway 94
East. Russ Milton will be the speaker. Breakfast will be
served following the service. The Rev. Don Faulkner,. host pastor,
invites the
public to attend.

ied Attu June 7, 1942. Joe Martinez was killed in action May
26, 1943, in the battle of Attu, almost the last island on the Aleutian chain in Alaska.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25% Off

Churches plan sunrise service

A unique gift that's sure to please.
Choose from several pre-arranged baskets, or fill your own for a special
personal touch.
Call or visit today and discover
hundreds of gift basket options.
There's a basket for every
•
price range!
And don't forget...

Greater Hope plans program

Bible Believers plan service

Courthouse to close Friday
All offices in the Calloway County Courthouse will closed at 11
a.m. on Friday, March 28, in observance of Good Friday. The offices will reopen on Monday, March 31.

Project Graduation sale planned
"Treasures and Stuff' sale to benefit Project Graduation 1997 will
be at the Murray High School cafeteria on Saturday, April 12, from
7 a.m. to noon. Anyone wishing to donate items for the sale may
bring them to the cafeteria on Friday, April 11, from 4 to 9 p.m. For
more information call Sue McNeary at 753-5703.

Now Thru Saturday, March 29th
•
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EASTER
Merchandise
Plus All
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BASKETS

10th & Arcadia
Murray
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753-0921

Reg.
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*Closed Easter Sunday, March 30th
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Bible Believers will have services in the rear of the Weaks Community Center, Murray. The first service will be on Easter Sunday,
March 30, at 10:30 a.m. Services will be at that time for each coming Sunday. "Bible Believers is a non-denominational group of Bible
believers," said Burlin Woods who will be the speaker. For more
information call 753-3625 or 753-4222.
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The sixth annual Easter Victory Celebration will be Friday and
Valerie Ann Barrett and Hugh Miller Lively III will be married on
Saturday, March 28 and 29, frbm 7 to 9 p.m. each evening at Brooks
Saturday, March 29, 1997, at 1 p.m. at Green Plain Church of Christ,
Chapel United Methodist Church. This is an outdoor drama of the
Murray.
Crucifixio
n of Christ with 11 different scenes, and a combined effort
A reception will follow in the Hospitality Room of the University
Branch of Peoples First Bank of Calloway County, North 12th Street, , of several churches and several different denominations in the surrounding counties. The church is locted P/2 miles east of Dexter off
Murray.
Roosevelt Road (Hwy. 1346) on Brooks Chapel Church Road.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and
the
reception.
Episcopal churcil plans _sexvices
The- brite---dect is thedaughter of Pre'Stori and MarilYn Barrett of
Holy Week services at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West
Murray.
Main St., Murray will include Maundy Thursday service tonight at 7
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Vernelle Morris and Hugh
. p.m.; Stations of the Cross at 3 p.m. and Good Friday service at
Miller Lively III, and the grandson of Ms. Margaret Brinson, all
7
of• p.m. on
Friday, March 28; Easter Vigil at 8 p.m. on Saturday, March
Augusta, Ga.
•
"29; Easter Sunday Holy Eucharist at 10:30 a.m. Sunday, March 30.
Ms. Barrett, a 1995 graduate of Murray State University, is emThe Rev. Carolyn West, Vicar, will be celebrant and preacher.
ployed as-a Registered Dietitian at Columbia Smith County Memorial
Hospital, Carthage, Tenn.
NA RFE will meet on Friday
Mr. Lively is employed as a Nurseryman at Chuck Johnson's
Members of NARFE, the National Association of Retired Federal
Nursery, Cookeville, Tenn.
Employes, will meet Friday, March 27, at 11:30 a.m. at Dutch EsAfter their wedding, the couple will reside in Carthage, Tenn.
senhaus, according to Glen Sims, president. Presenting the program
will be Cindy Ragsdale, Licensed Social Worker at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. All members and interested persons are
urged to attend.

Reunion to be May 19

Even The Easter Bunny...
Knows The Coolest
Place In Town!

to

Westside Baptist Church will present and Easter musical drama,
"He's Alive," on Friday, March 28, and Sunday, March 30, at 7 p.m.
Tommy Scott is the director for the pageant. The public is invited to
attend. The church is located at 300 Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray.
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Samantha Nicole Davis
and JeffHart

Davis and Hart vows
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Puckett of Dexter and Mrs. Kinsie Davis of
Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Samantha Nicole Davis, to Jeff Hatt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Hart of Murray.
The bride-elect resides at Dexter and is employed at Briggs and
Stratton of Murray.
The groom-elect resides at Murray and is employed at Trucks,
Trailors & Buses of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 31, 1997, at noon at Dexter
Church of Christ, Dexter.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
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invited to 'attend.

Project Committee

771
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Thursday, March 27
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m./City
Hall building.
Calloway County School Board special meeting/6.30 p.m./board office.
Parents in Partnership (PIP)/610
p.m./Pagliai's. Info/753-1960.
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club, the
Dusty Spurs/3:30 p.m./Murray State
University dairy farm.
Murray Woman's Club spring general
meeting/6:30 p.m./club house.
Compassionate Friends' Support
Group/7:30 p.m/hospital board room.
Info/762-1274 or 498-8324.
Murray Magazine Clyb/2 p.m. with
Toni Hopson as hostess.
North Elementary School Site-Based
Decision Making Council called
meeting/3 p.m.
Southwest Elementary School SiteBased Decision Making Council Principal Search Committee/3:30 p.m.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library. Info/436-2453.
St. John's Episcopal Church Maundy
Thursday service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Maundy
Thursday service/7 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church Maundy
Thursday Communion service/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Maundy Thursday service/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Trustees Committee/6 p.m.; Maundy
Thursday Communion Service/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Shoney's
Hazel Confer open
pm. for'
senior citizen' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
TOPS KY 1469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weighin/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veieransf7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Foreign Language Festival for high
school students/Murray State University. Info/762-4524.
Murray State University Concert Choir
performs at Nashville, Tenn.
Kentucky Music Education Association Band Festival concert/2
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Calloway County High School Lakers
host baseball game with Carlisle
County/410 .p.m.
Murray High School Tigers play bseball game at Hickman County/4 p.m.
"The Diary of Anne Frank'
production/7 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
FA Center, MSU. Info/762-4421.

HOSPITAL

.... •
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, March 25, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Thompson baby girl, mother, Crystal
Hertel, Murray;
Smith baby girl, parents, Leslie Susan and Stephen, Benton.
Dismissals
Ken E. Breeding, Mrs. Lorene Webb
Wynn, and James Gerry Nash, all of
Paris, Tenn.;
Ms. Nina M. Fox, Hazel; Ms. Alma
F. Garcia, New Concord; Roy E
Schmidt, Cumberland, Tenn.;
Zachary R. Katzman, Mayfield; Mrs.
Malita D. Oliver, Cadiz; Estil W. Johnston, Kirksey;
Mrs. Kelly R. Edwards and baby boy
and Miss Rachel L. Youngblood and
baby boy, all of Benton;
Mrs. Theresa Rogers, Mrs. Louise J.
Weatherly, Ms. Judy K. Stalbaum,
Ms. Jorine Kendall Blanton, and
Bobby Dale Rogers, all of Murray.
Expiration
Paul Redden, Murray.
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Friday, March 28
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p.m for
senior citizens activities
Weeks Center open 8 a m -4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8.30 a.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882
Main Streit Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p m Info/
753-TEEN
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p m./building at Fairgrounds Public
in v ted
First United Methodist Church Holy
Week service/noon.
St. Lao Catholic Church Celebration
of the Passion Service/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church leave/5 p.m.
to attend Easter Pageant at Trace
Creek Baptist Church, Mayfield.

CASH FOR HOME OWNERS
CREDIT PROBLEMS UNDERSTOOD
No Application Fee

Borrow:
$10,000
$25,000
$40,000

For Only:
$95/mo.
$239/mo.
$382/mo.

Friday, March 28
First Presbyterian Church leave/5
p.m for Good Friday service at Westminister, Paducah.
"The Diary of Anne Frank'
production/7 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
FA Center, MSU. Info/762-4421.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m -4 15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum Trading
Post hours/10 a.m.-4 p.m

I
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Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Leah Stuart,
bride-elect of
Justin Patton,
join our
bridal registry.

8.75 APR 180 months.

Fixed Rates 800-669-8957
Capital Seekers, Inc.
-

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men 61 Women

767-0780

University Square
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Murray, KY

Spring into a new you
& lose those egg-stra
pounds!!
Call today for a
FREE Consultation`
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of the foods that you can choose as
part of this weight loss program.,
Chicken, Shrimp, Egg, Steak, Snapper,
Cheese, Bread
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Thursday, March 27
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am- 10 p m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 am -730 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4.30 p.m.
Friday, March 28
Calloway County Courthouse offices
will close at 11 am. in observance of
Good Friday.
Sixth annual Easter Victory
Celebration/7-9 p.m./Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church.
NARFE, the National Association of
Retired Federal Employes/11:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus.
Palestine United Methodist Church
pre-Easter service/7 p.m.
Easter musical, 'He's Alive"/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
Senior Citizens Golf play/9
a.m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.

Fundraising Committee members of Project Graduation for Calloway
County High School met Tuesday, March 25, to plan for the coming
occasion. Project Graduation will be the night of May 27 following graduation exercises of the Senior Class of CCHS. This is an all-night activity for the seniors. Pictured', from left, seated, Brenda Thorn, Karen
Darnell, faculty coordinator, Kathy Henson, standing, Suzanne Adams,
Dawn Mitchell, Kay Hays, Cathy Wilcox, Carol Foster, Kenneth Foster
and Tom Wilcox. Donations for Project Graduation may be mailed to
Calloway County High School, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY
42071.

NOW'S THE TIME TO SAY YES!
BECOME A PAID-IN-ADVANCE
SUBSCRIBER TO

Inay,

PAYING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION IS EASY
WHEN YOU PAY THROUGH THE OFFICE

In-

ble

Ore

• Eliminate Collections At Your Door.
• Prevent The Possibility Of Double Collections Or Paying
The Wrong Carrier.
emDeal Directly With The Circulation Dept.

*Spring Dresses
11
of-

$35 to $180

20-33% off

1/4 off •All Jewerly & Handbags
•Seperate Blouses 1/4 off
20% off
*All Spring Shoes
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-7 :1/4 off
*Vanity Fair

30% off

.Hats 25% off
'Jog Suits

25% off

Selected Groups of New Spring
Coordinates By:

• Notice Of Renewal Sent For Your Convenience.
• An Updated Method Of Doing Business.
• Easy Payments Of Three Months, Six Months, Or One Year.

CALL OUR CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT AT 753-1916
OR MAIL ORDER FORM BELOW TODAY!

PETER WITCH
Portraits by
Northern iste

25%

KawksEey tio
10ight

off

Entire Stock Spring Suits

Downtown Court Square

I would like to pay my pay-in-advance
subscription through the office.
Please enter my subscription for
(please check one):

20% off

gmlqurs
Mon.-Thur. 9-5:30
Fri 9-7, Sat 9-5
Sun. 1-5

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Three Months
D Six Months
LI One Year

$18.00
$36.00
$72.00
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Alcott is selected

MARCH MOVIE MADNESS!

NO!

Movies for
Pick up Friday Morning Bring Back Monday Afternoon

sl

Autumn Alcott has been
selected as a Kentucky State Acteen Panelist by the Kentucky

RENTAL SALES

Special Good thru March 1997

CENTER

•

wormy

7$341•1

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
12th St • 759-9622

N
resolutionsolution4- 209
1510 Chestnut St •753-4295

Support Education

a•

Autumn Alcott

The Cumberland House

Women's Mission Union, a part
of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention.
Alcou said, "I love Acteens.
Through this organization we
show the love of Christ to others
through missions. I'm excited to
serve God as a State Panelist."
A member at First Baptist
Church, Alcott serves as Mission
Action leader for the Acteens
group, a mission organization for
girls in grades 7 through 12.
She is currently working on the
"Service Aide" level of StudiAct
which encourages girls to meet
the needs of others. She is also a
member of the Youth Council
and the Youth Choir at her
church.
A junior at Murray High
School, Alcott is active in -Speech
Denny Lane, right, of the Peoples Bank of Murray, presents a check
and drama where she competes in
from the bank for $1,000 to Terry Parker-Bell, treasurer of Murray Woboth dramatic interpretation and
man's Club, for the "Eyes in the Dark" protect. Funds are being raised
original oratory and was a memfor the purchase of two CaimsIRIS video imaging helmets for the city
ber of the first place State Drama
and county fire departments. The InfraRed Imaging System, or IRls, is a
Team.
helmet-mounted, hands-free camera system that uses infared light to
Alcott wil be competing at the
detect heat through heavy black smoke which accompanies most house
CFL National Tournament in
fires. Donations to the fund may be mailed to Murray Woman's Club,
May in Baltimore, Md., and is
Eyes in the Dark Fund, P.O. Box 162, Murray, KY 42071.
currently in the cast of the musical, "Godspell." She is corresponding secretary for the Speech
Team.
An honor roll student, Alcott is
an assistant editor for the Black
& add neWspaper staff, on the
Future Problem Solving section
of the Academic Team, a member
of the Spanish Club, and plays on
the Lady Tigers Soccer Team.
Alcott is an officer of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and
helps plan meetings and retreats.
She also served as a teen leader
for Postponing Sexual Involvement, an abstinence program for
the seventh graders at Murray
Middle School. She is a member
of Tri-Alp,0,,An organization for
Christian girg, as well.
As one of the six State Acteen
panelists, Alcoa will be serving
on the program of the State Acteen convention to be held April
4 and 5 at First Baptist Church,
Murray. About 950 girls from
across the state are expected to
TRISH STARR photo
attend.
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many aniAlcott will also be serving as a
mals now available for adoption. They are pictured, a Calico spayed
page at the Kentucky State WMU
adult cat; and not pictured, a grey Tabby, adult female cat Hours of the
_shelter are 1 lo.5 p.m, Monday, Thesday, Tbursday and Friday, 11 col
,CorkycntionA.LoajUilte.-A10:11.
and 12. She is the daughter of
to 2 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more
Steve and Paula Alcott of
information call the shelter at 7594141.
Murray.
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RESTAURANT

NOW OPEN
FOR SEASON
•
Thursday - Friday - Saturday - Sunday
at 5 p.m.
,
•
Enjoy Our Famous Seafood Buffet,
Prime Rib, Steaks, & Chicken

CALL 502-388-7721F0R RESERVATIONS
US Hwy 641 and 62 at Suwanee

Bank donates for helmets
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Easter sunrise service will be Sunday

JCPenney
LOVE

YOUR

An ecumenical community
Easter sunrise service will be
conducted by the Aurora Area
Ministerial Alliance at the Kenlake State Resort Park on Sunday,
March 29, at 6 a.m, in the Garden
Room of the hotel which overlooks Kentucky Lake.
As early as the spring of 1979

STYLE"

'Easter Celebration
Saturday, March 29 coiii71
at JCPenney Murray, Ky only

COME WIN A PRIZE
FOR EASTER!
The first 95 adults will
have the chance to win a
$95 gift certificate by
picking an Easter egg.
The other 94 customers
will receive 25%, 30% or
40% off one purchase.

some of the employees of Kenlake Hotel felt that their guests
should be privileged to celebrate
Easter with a sunrise service and
because the husband of one of the
employees was a minister such a
service was held.
After several years other ministers and churches participated.
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Clyde i5ti Robin

SuperSeed &
Picture Perfec
Seed
Mixes
• Informal

Gardens as
nature designs them,
for minimum care
• SuperSeecl—plant this
perennial garden now.
enioy d b many years
• Picture Pertect—the
finest wildflower varieties
'YOU(

My Fancy
Victorian
Trellis

niv

Mr

• Made from the
highest quality heavy
guage polyvinyl
• Rust-free. stainless
steel fasteners
• Srtrong enough to
support the heaviest
climbing plants

6 ft

29.99

5.99

x121,

CP 144
CP 141

Choice

9.99
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All Purpose Plus.7
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Bloom Plus- Plat t' tod

• New 3 5 lb siles
contain seven EasyLoad Feeder Packets
tor use with any
hose-end feeder or
*Offing can
• Provides essential
micronutrients

3.5 lb
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Visit With The Easter Bunny \
From 1-3 p.m. the Easter Bunny
will be handing out candy
to the children.

(
0
-'
16 Repel*
Houseplants & Gardens
wall Animal Repellent
or Roses & Floaters
• Used to prevent
Insect Spray )..;.-„ .'
browsing damage

• With natural botanical 4
pyrethrins
• Safe for indoors & out
r
• Kills whdeffies
aphids. mealybugs,
etc on contact
Your Choice

24oz
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday - Sa u day 10 a m to 9 p m — Sunday 12 30 p.m to 530 p
Aj'‘ A A
A A__/\

around trees.
shrubs and gardens
• Apply straight from
the box, or hang
from trees, poles
and fences

3.99

US?

2Ib

6.99

Van Mierlo
baby is born
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Van
Mierlo of Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Timothy Keith
Van Mierlo, born Thursday,
March 20, 1997, at 8:26 a.m. at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
The baby weighed eight
pounds nine ounces and measured
1 2 inches. The mother is the
20/
former Dianna Frost. Two sisters
are Stephain Van Mierlo and
Erica Van Mierlo.
Grandparents are Kay and
Charles Van Mierlo of Puryear,
Tenn., and ron and Cindy Frost
of Cedar Hill, Mo.
Great-grandparents are Betty
and Frank Davis of Puryear,
Tenn., and Mrs. Vivian Bauman
of Cedar Hill, Mo.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Mon. - Thurs. 8-5 p.m.
Sat. 8-6 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.

Hwy 94E. • Murray
759-4512

From this beginning the Aurosra
Area Ministerial Alliance was
former. Today the Easter Sunrise
Service attracts approximately
200 people.
This year the participating
churches are Aurora Christian,
Bethel Fellowship Pentecostal,
Maple Spring United Methodist,
Palestine United Methodist, Russell Chapel United Methodist,
Saint Henry Catholic, Union
Ridge United Methodist, and Unity Cumberland Presbyterian.
The free will offering received
is used to give aid to transients,
community members and other
aid societies.

Hoffman's
irA

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

ISO

753-4461
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lers Body Shop, Inc.
(S(nce 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing
Urge or Small)

637 S. 3rd St.
753-3134
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- 6th Annual

Easter Victory
Celebration
Outdoor Drama At

Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
Church
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bell in 1947

11 scenes which include a
new ascension scene.

A NA

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bell in 1997

Murrayans will be married 50 years
For_ mer
_
The children of Charles and Shirley Bell will host a 'Celebration for the 50th anniversary of their
parents.
The event will be Saturday, April 5, 1997, at 7 p.m. at Shiloh Baptist Church Family Life
Center, Highway 58, Kingston, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell were married April 5, 1947, in Chicago, Ill. They resided in Murray for many
years when he was the former owner of
Murray Memorial Gardens.
They have one son, David Bell and wife, Nancy, Murray, and one daughter, Mrs. Debra Wood
and husband, Larry, Franklin. They have
seven grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
All friends and family are kindly requested to help in creating a collection of memories from Shirley
and Charlie's first 50 years of marriage.
The family requests that you write one memory or experience that you have shared with them
and bring it to the reception or mail it to Dave
Bell, 122 Medye Lane, Murray, KY 42071. For further information call 489-2981.
"The loving memories they have shared with you would be the most treasured gift they could receive;
therefore, it is requested that no other
gifts be sent," a family member said.

Fri. & Sat., March 28-29
7:00-9:00 Nightly
,Located 1V2 miles east of Dexter on
Brooks Chapel Road off of Hwy.
1346 (Roosevelt Rd.)
For more information contact Joel Jackson
753-6943 or Donna K. Dick 437-4092.
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Now starring...
Team
Player

New cast has UK on brink of another title
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It's
practically a new cast of players as
Kentucky seeks a repeat performance
in the NCAA tournament.
Tony Delk, Walter McCarty and
Antoine Walker, the nucleus of last
year's championship team, are playing pro ball, as is Mark Pope. Derek
Anderson played 18 games this season before going down with a knee
injury.
Anthony Epps is the only returning
starter from last year, and he's been
replaced at point guard by Wayne
Turner while moving to the shooting
guard spot. Turner didn't play,in last
season's title game against Syracuse.
"I think some of the guys on .the
team want to win it this year because

they probably feel more a part of it,"
buted a lot more getting to this point
said All-American forward Ron Mer- of the season," said Edwards, who is
cer, a part-time starter last season. averaging 9.0 points.
"A lot of people really didn't expect
Jeff Sheppard, a key reserve a year
us to win this year because of the inago,
is a redshirt this season. Oliver
juries and things like that."
Kentucky (34-4) plays Minnesota Simmons, a seldom-used forward,
(31-3) in the semifinals Saturday transferred at mid-season.
"This is a team in every sense of
night at Indianapolis.
Scott Padgett sat out last season, the word," said Mills, a former walkand didn't become eligible until last on. "This is eight-nine guys who rely
December because of academic prob- on each other to win games. We got
lems. Jared Prickett, who has started Ron, who we couldn't do without
in 19 games, missed last season as a right now. Every other player has had
to step up big at certain times during
medical redshirt.
Allen Edwards saw limited action games."
In the NCAA tournament, Mills is
last season as a reserve while Cameron Mills ar,icl- Nair Mohammaft got third on the teavin scoring with 12.3
the bulk of their playing time last
• See Page 11A
year on the junior varsity squad.
"This year it feels like I've contri-

The 1997
Ished wit
Jamie Hit
Coach Tc
and Chri

Murray High sophomore forward Becky
Greene, right, was
named to the 1997
Girls' Sweet 16
All-Tournament team
after scoring 24
points in the Lady
Tigers' first round
ganie against Ashland last Thursday in
Frankfort.
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The Final Four

Doyle foils
Evansville
with 2 HRs

Kentucky matchup
rekindles memories
for UM's Haskins

•Senior second baseman
drives home four, scores four
to guide 'Breds in 7-5 victory

•Minnesota coach
says hard feelings
about UK's past have
lessenea .overtime

By STEVEPARICER---Sports Editor
-

By RON LESKO
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Save everything. That's what
Clem Haskins is telling his
players this week. You never
know which memory you might
want to relive 30 years from
now.
Like that letter Pat Riley
wrote Haskins in 1967, when
Riley was a senior at Kentucky
and Haskins was a senior at
Western Kentucky. The letter
that helped take away just a
sliver of the bitterness that
welled in a talented young man
whose skin color was the only
reason he never got a chance to
play for the home state's most
popular team.
"It said he realized at the
time that we were the best
team in the state and he wished
us the best of luck in the
NCAA tournament and hoped
we could win it all," Haskins
said. "You get things when
you're young like that and you
throw it away. And I pass that
on to my players, I tell them
to keep everything. I wish I
had kept that letter."
Haskins, who will lead Minnesota against Kentucky in Sa-

Eddie Doyle is scoring one run per game
as the 'Breds' leadoff man. On Wednesday,
he decided to drive himself home.
Doyle, a senior second baseman, slugged
two home runs and collected four RBIs to
lead Murray State to a 7-5 come-frombehind win over Evansville at Reagan
Field.
Murray State (14-11) has now won twostraight non-conference games after dropping two of three to Austin Peay last
weekend at home in a key OVC series.
"We were disappointed after the
weekend," said 'Breds coach Mike Thieke.
"We felt like we were better than Austin
Peay and the stats show that. We gave up
five earned runs all series and we scored
10 runs and they scored nine."
MSU notched yet another impressive
non-conference win Wednesday. Already
in 1997, MSU has beaten three SEC teams
and two prominent Missouri Valley
schools.
Doyle was a major force in Wednesday's
win.
• See Page 11A
'Breds second baseman Eddie Doyle,
right, drove in four runs on two home
runs in Wednesday's 7-5 win over
Evansville.

THE ANAL FOUR
At The RCA Dome
Indianapolis
National Semifinals
Saturday, March 29
North Carolina (29-6) vs. Arizona
(23-9), 4:42 p.m.
Minnesota (31-3) vs. Kentucky (34-4),
35 minutes after first game
National Championship
Monday, March 31
Semifinal winners, 8:12 p.m.

p
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turday's second national semifinal, still has the memories.
Many are painful, although the
three decades between then and
now make it easier to talk about that era without bitterness.
"Time heals old wounds," he
said.
But it cannot wipe them
away.
Haskins grew up on a farm
in Campbellsville, Ky., a small
town about 100 miles from
Lexington. It might as well
have been 100 million miles
from the campus where Adolph
Rupp had built a college basketball dynasty but refused,
like many schools at that time,
to recruit black players.
Haskins never had a chance
to play for Rupp. Instead, he
headed west to Bowling Green
and, along with Dwight Smith,
became the first black basketball
players ever at Western
Kentucky.
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Women's NCAA Tournament

MHS tennis sweeps
Injuries plague women's Final Four Marshall in opener
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — Call it
the survival of the unfittest.
The women's Final Four teams
have filled up emergency rooms,
tied up X-ray machines and
bought up rolls and rolls of tape
in order to get this far.
Two of them — Stanford and
Notre Dame — were so decimated by injuries that they had
volleyball players suit up. The
other two — Tennessee and Old
Dominion — has players tear up
knees, catch `pneumonia and
come down with something
called Hoshimoto's Disease.
Somehow, they made it
through, if not quite all in one
piece.
"I'm so proud of this team,"
Notre Dame coach Mullet
McGraw said. "They've played
with tremendous heart and
they've not hung their heads at
all."

WOMEN'S FINAL FOUR
At Riverfront Coliseum
Cincinnati
National Semifinals
Friday, March 28
Old Dominion (33-1) vs. Stanford (34-1), 6 p.m.
Notre Dame (31-6) vs. Tennessee (27-10), 8 p.m.
National Championship
Sunday, March 30
Notre Dame-Tennessee winner vs. Old Dominion-Stanford winner, 7:30
p.m.
They're beat up, but they're
the last ones standing. When they
play the semifinals at Riverfront
Coliseum on Friday, it will be a
testament to their pain threshold
that they made it this far.
No one has been through more
pain than Notre Dame (31-6),
which has suited up a volleyball
player and a student manager to
survive the season. The Irish
were down to seven scholarship
players at one point because of
injuries.

On the medical front, it's been
nothing but bad luck from Day I.
Twenty minutes into the first
practice of the season, guard Danielle Green tore an Achilles tendon, ending her season.
Five tames into the season,
guard Niele Ivey tore a knee ligament, ending her season. Volleyball player Kristina Ervin joined
the team and broke her nose after
six games.
It didn't end there. In February, guard ltari Hutchinson broke

her hand and missed eight games.
And guard Adrienne Jordan injured her hip in tournament play.
"All we've heard all along is
we only have seven or eight people, we don't have enough horsepower, we don't have the depth,
we don't have the size and we
don't have the quickness,"
McGraw said. "This team likes
to hear what they can't do, then
they turn around and do it."
Notre Dame can compare scars
with Tennessee (27-10) in their
semifinal on Friday night. The
Lady Vols lost point guard Kellie
Jolly before the season began,
one reason for a poor start.
Then Laurie Milligan, who replaced Jolly at the point, tore cartilage in her knee and had
surgery.
"At the time we were going
through that, we were wondering
if we were going to see the end

Murray baseball
opener canceled
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE — Murray
High opened the 1997 tennis
season with a boys-girls sweep
of Marshall County Wednesday.
The boys claimed a 7-1 victory while the Murray girls prevailed 6-2.
In boys' singles action,
Jeremy Hunt defeated Sean
Thompson 8-3, Rohit Tendon
won over Nick Passafiume 8-0,
Mark Stockton defeated Adam
Lyles 8-4, Rahul Tandon beat
Nick Puckett 8-3, Bryan Dennison blanked Evan Long 8-0 and
Robert Howard lost to Clint
Colburn 8-5.
In doubles, Stockton Dennison beat Lyles-Thompson

6-3 and the Tandons defeated
Long-Puckett 6-3.
In girls' singles play, Murray's Leigh Haverstock beat
Lindsey Phillips 8-2, Mary Kay
Howard beat Cami Colburn 8-3,
Elizabeth Trawick lost to
Mandy Chiles 8-6, Kim Alexander defeated Julia Travis 8-1,
Rebecca Miller beat Arinne
Farmer 6-2 and Lauren Miller
topped Elisha Smith 6-5.
In doubles, HaverstockAlexander beat Phillips-Travis
6-5 and Mary Kay and Kim
Howard lost to Chiles-Colburn
6-4.
The squads are now off until
April 7, when they host Paducah Tilghman.
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Baseball
Murray's scheduled season
II See Page 11A

III See Page 11A
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BRIEFS

The 1997 Calloway County Little League 6th grade champions finished with a 10-0 record. Team members were (front row, from left)
Jamie Higgins, Chase Futrell and Eric Werner; (back row, from left)
Coach Tommy Futrell, Ben Brumley, Jerimiah knelt, Brent Burchett
and Chris Coles.

of the tunnel, so to speak," Lady
Vols coach Pat Summiu said.
. Fortunately for Tennessee,
Jolly was able to return and play
effectively. The Lady Vols were
10-6 without her and 17-4 since
her return, puuing them in position for their fifth national title.
"When we started the season, I
did not think this basketball team
could win a national championship," Summitt said. "On paper,
I said we're not supposed to win.
But I'm not going to count this
basketball team out."
Stanford (34-1) can commiserate with Notre Dame. A series
of injuries — strained knees, a
broken finger — forced coach
Tara VanDerveer to bring in AllAmerica volleyball player Kristin
Folkl, fresh off a national
championship.
"I don't know that I've ever
been on a team that's so close,"

•Haskins...
history of basketball."
Rupp's stars.
The matchup against all-white
"It was just one player at one
Kentucky never happened;
"A lot of people talked about
college writing to another," Ri"Rupp's Runts" lost ,in the hiswaiting two years or three years,
ley said through Miami Heat
toric national championship game
(Kentucky) may integrate," Haspokesman Tim Donovan.
to Texas Western, which started
skins said. "That was kind of a
It was more than that to
five black players.
slap in the face and an insult. ...
Haskins.
"I think — I know — Dwight
It was really hurting to think that
"It meant a lot to me," he
Smith and myself and Greg, we
you could not go and play at a
said.
dreamed of playing Kentucky,"
university if you wanted to go in
Although Haskins never played
Haskins said. "It probably beat
your own state."
against Kentucky, he did finish
us, because we were so worried
Haskins went on to score 1,680
his college career on the Wildabout wanting to play Kentucky
points during his three-year cacats' home floor. Western lost to
so bad that we probably overreer at Western (freshmen weDayton in the first round of the
looked Michigan."
ren't eligible). In his junior sea--1967 NCAA tournament.
Haskins has relayed that 'story
son, 1966, the Hilltoppers had
Haskins' only previous meetone of the nation's best teams.* and many others from his playing ing
with Kentucky came in his
They met Michigan in the second
days to his players.
last game as coach at Western
round of the NCAAs, but Haskins
"Coach was a pioneer," Eric Kentuc
ky in 1986, the season beadmits he, Smith and Smith's
Harris said. "He paved the way fore he
took the Minnesota job.
younger brother, Greg, new to the
for a lot of African-Americans to- The Wildcats beat
the Hilltoppers
team in '66, were looking beyond
day. It's great we don't have to 71-64 in the second round
of the
thc Wolverines to the regional figo through that today, but at the NCAAs.
nal, where Kentucky would be
same time it makes us realize that
On Saturday, Haskins will get
waiting.
even though we don't have to go his second shot
at the school that
Western lost to Michigan
through that we still have a denied him
opportu
an
nity. He in80-79 when Cazzie Russell made
responsibility."
sists those old memories are not
two free throws with under 10
In 1967, Haskins broke his what will
motivate him.
seconds remaining after a call
right wrist during the regular sea"I may have some personal
Haskins — and everyone at
son. He iissedfivegames,ajljt
l
..grudges,"--- he.-said, "but they
-We-sit-di-WM remembers — still
Wis-about that time that he got don't
have anything to do with
refer to as "the worst call in the the letter from Riley, one
of the players."
FROM PAGE 10A
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•Doyle...
FROM PAGE 10A
With his team trailing 3-1 in
the third inning, Doyle's shot to
left field tied the game. Then,
with the so:lied tied 5-5 after five
and a half innings, Doyle again
cleared Reagan Field's left field
wall to put MSU up two runs.
"Eddie is probably one of the
better turnaround players we have
this year," Thieke said of Doyle,
who now has three homers on the
season. "He had a decent year
last year, but he's really sparked
us this season. His on-base percentage is around .500, he's lead• ing the team in triples and he's

1

hit five home runs."
Adam Hines came on in the
sixth to pitch three innings and
got the win. Billy Freytag earned
the save by recording two strikeouts in the ninth.
In addition to Doyle's 3-for-4
day, catcher Jeremy Quire went
2-for-5 with two RBIs and Donny
Kelley went 2-for-4.
Next, the 'Breds travel to
Morehead State on Friday to start
a key three-game OVC series.
MSU is in the thick of the OVC
race at 3-3, while the league leaders are 4-2.
Thieke said the key for his
team is to play with the same

FROM PAGE 10A

•

opener with Mayfield Wednesday was canceled. The Tigers
instead open the season today.
visiting Hickman County for a
4 p.m. start.
Calloway County, meanwhile, plays its first home game
of the season today, hosting
Carlisle County at 4:30.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me hv all your farndy insaance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

111111 8••••

Old Dominion (33-1) has been
the healthiest of the bunch, but
that's not saying much. Backup
center Angie Liston has been
sidelined since Jan. 31 by a thyroid condition called Hoshimoto's
Disease. Clarisse Machanguana
missed a couple of games with
pneumonia.
Otherwise, the main question
about Old Dominion is its
strength. The Lady Monarchs
have struggled in the tournament,
needing overtime to beat Purdue
and going scoreless in the final
6:35 of a victory over Florida.
As long as All-America point
guard Ticha Penicheiro stays
healthy, Old Dominion figures it
has a chance.
"We've got the best point
guard in the nation and I
wouldn't hesitate to go to war
with her on the court," coach
Wendy Larry said. "She'll give
us everything we want and then
some."

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm sk'there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

EXHIBMON BASEBALL

Wslaermley • Gomel
Los mimeo 5 Flonda
Montreal 2. Memo 0
Cincinnati 6. Hcuslon 3
Suwon_ 7..._P10.0.ingh 2
Philadelphia 14 Kamm. City t0
Toronto 13 St Louts 3
\anneals 16 Chicago Wine Sox 3
Nee York Yankees 14. Texas 7
Bellmore 13. Nee York Meta 2
Croogo Cues 6 San Franasoz 3 10 tnikng•
Sir 0490 14, C0101•00 7
Oakland 10 Milwaukee 1
UM, 6 Anaheim 2
Deuce 16 Cleveland it
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Chicago White Sox vs Boston at Fort Ways.
Fla. 1205 pm
Cleveland vs Kansas City (se) at Hones City
Fl., 1205 pm
Chicago Cute vs Colorado ai Tucson, Anz , 05
m
lAiraukee vs San Franosco at Scortsdae Anz
205 pm
San Cher vs Seattle at Peons. Any 2 05 p m
Atlanta vs Slew York Yankees at Tamps Fla .
605 pm
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Apparel
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200/0 OFF
Over 100 Selected Styles of
Athletic Shoes
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•MHS...

Folk! said. "You wouldn't believe the bonding that goes on.
It's rare that everyone on a team
is so committed to one goal."

confidence in OVC games as they
do in non-conference battles.
"For us to be a good club, we
have to play with intensity but we
have to play relaxed," the coach
said. "We didn't do that against
Austin Peay. We played with
emotion but we didn't play
relaxed."

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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1995 Cadillac Sedan
$22,900
Shale Beige wiTan Leather - Spring Edition.
1995 Cadillac Sedan
Mocha w/Mocha Leather - 35,xxx Miles.

207040010 OFF
Sale Ends April 6th

1996 Cadillac Sedan Deville
$29,900
Carmine Red w/Tan Leather - 10,xxx Miles.

Nike Air Max
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•New cast...
points a game.
Padgett was at a friend's house
watching the championship game
last year.
"Now I can go out and play
and be a contributor and help the
team out," said the sophomore
forward. "It's great to be out
there, even if I wasn't playing
this year. Just to be out there and
be on the team and be able to go
to the Final Four is great."
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
said the team's success this season has been based on the players
not dwelling on past
accomplishments.
"I think it's very good talent
with a big heart, playing with a
purpose, not embracing any form
of success from last year, which
is the most difficult obstacle for
young people to overcome," he
said.
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Nike Air Max Tailwind
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Mystery surrounds mass suicide in California
By DEBORAH HASTINGS
Associated Press Writer
RANCHO SANTA FE, Calif.
(AP) — The mysterious
computer-cult whose members
died in a mass suicide left a videotape announcing their plans
and may have timed their deaths
to the approach of the Hale-Bopp
comet, an associate of a former
member said today.
The 39 men and women
dressed in black, wore their hair
in buzz cuts and lived — dozens
of them — in an antiseptic,
million-dollar mansion stocked
with bulk food and computer
hardware used to create Internet
saes.
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Ashley J. Ross
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They sent a farewell videotape
to a former member and died in
the same mansion, lying in apparent peace on their backs, arms at
their sides, each covered across
the face and chest with a triangular shroud of purple cloth.
Sheriff's deputies who went to
the Spanish-style mansion on a
tip Wednesday found the victims
of one of the biggest mass suicides in U.S. history. Other than
the bodies, they found little but
mystery.
"There's' no gunshot wounds,
there's no knife holes in anybody," said San Diego County
Sheriff's Cmdr. Alan Fulmer.
"Nothing to my knowledge has
been found in the way of
poison."
The home apparently was the
center of a thriving business designing Web pages for businesses.
that want a presence on the Internet. Customers of the company
called Higher Source described
the home's occupants as cultlike
and clannish, but businesslike
and proficient.
Nick Matzorkis, a Beverly
Hills businessman who employs a
former member of the Higher
Source group, said today that
members. sent the employee —
whom he identified only as Rio
— two videotapes this week that
described their intentions to commit suicide. He told NBC's "Today" show that it was his understanding that they died Monday
and used sleeping pills to kill
themselves.
Members believed it was time
to "shed their containers," perhaps to rendezvous with a UFO

they believed was traveling beimmediately confirm whether any
hind the Hale-Bopp comet, Matbodies were on the van.
zorkis said. The comet is curMembers of the cult told the
rently visible from Earth.
landlord, Sam Koutchesfahani,
Rio received the videotapes by
that they were sent to Earth as
mail Tuesday evening, Matzorkis
angels and met in "middle
said, and Rio discussed them -America," Milt Silverman,
with Matzorkis on Wednesday.
Koutchesfahani's attorney, told
They then decided to notify poSan Diego radio station KFMB.
lice, he said. One video was of
Members also said the group
the group's elderly male leader,
has branches in Arizona and New
Matzorkis said. The other conMexico, Silverman said. He
tained each member's taped
didn't elaborate. In Santa Fe,
farewells.
N.M., Sgt. Jerry Archuleta said
A Website that "Today" said
one car parked outside the house
was apparently designed by
was registered to 4 mailbox there,
Higher Source described th„,e
and authorities said they knew of
group's desire to leave Earth and
no cult branch there.
rendezvous with a spaceship beSilverman told CBS' "This
hind the Hale-Bopp comet.
Morning" that the group had pre"The joy is that our Older
viously rented from a couple who
Member in the Evolutionary
were doctors and came with good
Level above human (the 'Kingreferences. "They seemed to be
dom of Heaven') has made it
perfectly reasonable people, alclear to us that Hale-Bopp's apways paid their rent on time," he
proach is the 'marker' we've
said.
been waiting for.... Our 22 years
Tom Goodspeed, director of
of classroom here on planet Earth
the San Diego Polo Club, said
is finally coming to conclusion
Higher Source designed a Web
— 'graduation' from the Human
page for the club. He visited the
Evolutionary Level. We are haphouse and described quiet men
pily prepared to leave 'this
with buzz-cut hair and stylish,
world' and go with Ti's crew,"
collarless black shirts.
the Heaven's Gate Website reads.
"They had that look about
However there is no informathem that maybe they were a
tion on the Heaven's Gate Weblittle bit strange of appearance,
site that connects it to the Higher
but that they could probably sit
Source group. The Heaven's Gate
down in front of a computer and
Website also contains a entry
really get it done," Goodspeed
specifically against suicide.
told ABC's "Nightline." "They
Overnight, investigators
did a fantastic job for us."
Goodspeed was one of several
searched the house and refrigervisitors who thought of Higher
ated vans from the coroner's office stood by. One of the vans, Source as a cult. He and others
capable of carrying 20 bodies. said the group appeared to anpulled away from the home about swer to an older man known as
5:15 a.m. Authorities would not "Father John," and that a

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

"Brother Logan" appeared to be
a second in command.
Bill Grivas of nearby Solana
Beach said he looked at the home
as a potential buyer and heard
them referring to themselves as
monks.
The Higher Source Web site is
adorned with pictures of stars and
nebulae, but appears largely a
straightforward business site,
touting the company's abilities
and listing satisfied customers.
"The individuals at thp core of
stir group have worked closely
together for over 20 years,"
boasts one entry on the site. "We
try to stay positive in every circumstance and put the good of a
project above any personal concerns or artistic egos."
The age of the victims and the
neighborhood in which it took
place fit the profile of modern
cult activity, said Ronald E. Enroth, a professor at Westmont
College in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
and a leading expert on new religious movements.
The case began Wednesday
with a pair of anonymous calls —
one to the San Diego Sheriff's
Department and one somewhat
later to Beverly Hills police. Both
suggested checking the house in
this wealthy enclave of walled estates and polo fields in the rolling
hills 20 miles north of San Diego.
A deputy made his way up the
steep, gated drive, went in an
open door and found 10 bodies in
a room. More deputies arrived,
wearing surgical masks against
the putrid odor of decaying
bodies.
Fulmer said at first that all 39
victims were male between 18

and 24. He later said some were
women and some were older, but
was unable to provide further
detail.
The smell was so bad that officers at first thought it might be
poison gas. Later, Fulmer said it
was the smell of death, bad
enough to indicate the ylgtims
had been dead for some time.
There were no marks on the
bodies and no suicide notes, Fulmer said. The bodies were lying
on cots and bunks throughout the
house, each with a 3-foot triangular purple cloth lying over the
face and chest.
Investigators discovered that
the home had been rented in October. The nine-bedroom, sevenbathroom house sits on 3.11 acres
with a swimming pool and tennis
court. It was valued at $1.325
million in 1995.
Koutchesfahani, the landlord,
pleaded guilty last year to tax
evasion and fraud after admitting
he took up to $350,000 from
Middle Eastern students between
1989 and 1995.
Prosecutors said Koutchesfahani used the money to bribe college instructors at three San
Diego-area colleges into illegally
enrolling students into the
schools and certifying them as
California residents.
On April 19, 1993, Branch Davidian leader David Koresh and
80 followers — including 18
children — died by fire or gunfire, six hours after the FBI
started filling their cult compound near Waco, Texas, with
tear gas. The government called
the deaths a mass suicide after a
51-day armed standoff.

Two charged with forcing daughters to live in cage

-Standard & High Risk

MYAKKA CITY, Fla. (AP) —
Two teen-aged sisters were
forced by their parents to sleep in
beds in makeshift cages and were
beaten with leather straps and
rubber hoses, police said.
One teen told police she and
her sister were forced to live that

Ross Insurance
Agency
dfor
•600 Main

Street, Murray
502-753-0489

way for three years, and sometimes told they could not talk to
each other for months.
Parents Susan and Keith Ludwig were charged with two felony counts of aggravated child
abuse Monday after a tip led police to their home. They were

jailed in lieu of $50,000 bond.
The girls, whose exact ages
were not provided, have been
placed in foster care.
Investigators said the girls
were kept in bed by a crude
alarm system made of brick and
string, and were punished by hav-

ing to perform calisthenics or run
around the house batefoot.
They said their parents beat
them if they did not perform fast
enough.
Severely bruised, investigators
said the children were not allowed to go to school.
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Camp Woodmen of the World
gears up for another summer
Camp Woodmen of the World
is a non-profit corporation, sponsored by the West Kentucky
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society.
The camp is open to anyone
between the ages of.8 and 15 that
lives in the region. It is a fiveday adventure accredited by the
American Camping Association,
the leading authority in the camping industry, that includes nature,
friendship and lots of fun.
The price to attend Camp
W.O.W. is only a $15 registration
fee. This fee includes three meals
a day, two canteen visits, a professionally trained staff and
shaded cedar cabins. The cabins
accommodate 16, including adult
counselors who provide supervision throughout the night.

Camp W.O.W. is one of the
most reasonably priced camps in
the area with the most to offer, a
WOW member said.
Camp W.O.W." covers 13.5
acres just outside of Murray on
U.S. Highway 641 North.
Some of the features the campers enjoy include a junior size
Olympic pool, tennis courts, high
and low challenge course, 18 hole
putt-putt and a rifle/archery
range.
There is an Emergency Medical Technician or a Registered
Nurse on grounds at all times and
a doctor on call 24 hours a day.
The past summer, over 1,000
campers from a three-state region
attended the eight sessions and
enjoyed the many programs and
activities the camp offered.

New alumni organization
to focus on local grads
Murray State University alumni
in the local community will have a
new connection to the campus
through the newly-formed MurrayCalloway County MSU Alumni
Chapter.
Led by Mark Vinson, the chapter
is planning to take an active role in
organizing activities to increase involvement among local alums.
"MSU has never had a local
chapter before," Vinson said. "We
are looking for ways to get the
community inliolved and provide
assistance to the university. We
want to create activities that will
support both academics and athletics."
Other officers include Greg
McNutt, vice president; Rick Melton, secretary/treasurer; David Taylor, program chairman; Marilyn
Chatman, publicity chairman; and
Jeanie Morgan, student activities
liaison.
"One of our immediate goals is to

get involved with Alumni Weekend
(April 18-19) and the Alumni Aticnon '97," Vinson said. "We want to
get local businesses together and
help provide auction items." Vinson plans to have a table set
up during Alumni Weekend activities so anyone interested in joining
may sign up.
"I think there will be a lot of
interest from the community," Vinson said. "We can have bus trips,
mentorship opportunities for the
students, tailgate parties and more."
The MSU Alumni Association
currently has more than 25 chapters
throughout the United States. Members serve as representatives of the
university at various functions, including student recruitment receptions.
For more information about the
Murray/Calloway County Alumni
Chapter,contact the alumni office at
762-3001.

Swenson's lecture rescheduled for Monday
Coordinators of the College
Forum Series have announced a
change in the time of Dr. Cynthia
Cupit Swenson's lecture on Monday, March 31.The lecture has been
moved up to begin at 4:30 p.m.
because of the possibility that the
University al Kentucky will be
playing in the TAA championship
game that evening. The program
had originally been scheduled for 7
p.m.
This lecture, which *the next in a
series of programs dealing with the
family, is sponsored by_the Murray
State University College of Humanistic Studies and will be held in
Faculty Hall, room 208.
Mee:amen," Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. A vg.6879.57 - 1.13
Air Products...-. 68/
1
4 + 1/4
A T &•
- 1/.
Bell South...,...........43/u - 1/4
Briggs & Stratton...... 45 unc
Bristol Myers Squibb 65 - 1/4
CUT Corp. Ky.•.211/4 B b1/4 A
Chrysler
+ 1/4
Dean Foods..,.......,, 34S/ + 1/4
Exxon ...................1103/4 + 13/s
Ford Motor.............. 31'/. unc
General Electric...1033/4 General Motors.....563/. + 1/2
+ 1/4
+ 1/4
IB
+ 3/.
Ingersoll Rand....451/2 + 1/4
143 + 23/.
K U Energy........... 3W/. - 1/4
Kroger
523/4 - 1/6
L G & E
unc
Lucent Tech..............53 + 1/4
Mattel ....-........... 243/. unc
McDonalds..-.-.....- 481/3 unc
Merck -................. 903/. - 1/4
Microsoft ............... 951/4 • 1
J.C.
493/. • Ve
Peoples First 241/4 B 243/4 A
Quaker
391/4 + 13/4
Schering-Plough
773/. Sears.
523/4 - 1/.
Texaco
1O9/. • 1/.
Time Warner.... 443/. + 3/s
UST...........-.-...........291/. unc
Wal-Mart--............. 293Is - 114
*Hillard Lyons i,.mkt maker in this

"The Impact of Broken Families," will be the title of Dr. Swenson's lecture. She works as a clinician and researcher at the Family
Services Research Center at the
Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston. Her work at the
research center is focused upon the
development and application of intervention strategies for broken
families in an attempt to prevent the
children in these families from
suffering psychological disorders or
engaging in delinquent aCtivities.
This lecture is free and open to
the public. For more information
call (502) 762-4631 or 762-4529.

DEATHS
•

Mrs. Lola McCuiston Morgan

Services for Henry Vernon Garner will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Lawson Williamson will officiate. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Garner, 85, Hazel, died Wednesday, March 26, 1997, at 8:21
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Lena Elaine Hodges Garner, preceded him in death.
Born March 1, 1912, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Rufus Morgan Garner and Fronie Jane McDaniel Garner.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Wilma Gray Stokes and husband, Dan, Louisville, and Ms. Betty Jane Willoughby and friend,
Calvin Gibson, Murray; two sons, Gerald Henry Garner and
wife,
Jewel, and Stephen David Garner, Murray; 13 grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren._
Also surviving are four sisters, Mrs. Sue McKinney and husband,
W.D., and Mrs. Fronie Eldridge and husband, Dee, Murray, Mrs. Vickie Reed and husband, Butch, Hazel, -and Mrs. Nancy Brandon and
husband, Joe, Almo; five brothers, Chester Odell Garner and wife,
Opal, and Ernest Garner, Paducah, Chester Miller Garner and Leonard
Garner, Murray, and Morgan Garner and wife, Brenda, Benton.

A federal magistrate denied
bail Wednesday to Ronald Stafford and Geer. Lee Stafford's records were sealed because he is a
juvenile.
Ronald Stafford, the girls' former baby sitter, has a juvenile record for sexual assault, although
his lawyer said it was only for
stabbing a boy with a needle in
the buttocks.
The girls' father, Jesse Hainer,
said he had known Stafford for
more than a year but later told
him to stay away from his
daughters.
"I think it was revenge,"
Hainer said Wednesday.
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The three men planned the sisters' abduction for two weeks because they thought the girls'
father was mistreating them,
Dougal testified.
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FBI agent James Dougal testified that Geer said Ronald Stafford had fondled the breasts of
one or both girls and had taken
one to the woods for an hour.
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A medical examination of the
6-year-old showed no evidence of
penetration, Adazzio said. Her
9-year-old sister told investigators she was not molested, and
she refused a doctor's examination, Adazzio said.
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DENVER (AP) - Marsha
family members about such preKight helped lobby Congress so judice before he lets them appear
she could attend the trial of Tibefore the jury.
mothy McVeigh, who is accused
In his. reversal, Matsch said it
of killing her daughter Frankie
is clear under a law signed Thursand 167 other people in the Okla- day by Ptesident Clinton that
homa City bombing.
Congress intended those victims
On Tuesday her work paid off, to be allowed to attend
as a federal judge reversed himMcVeigh's trial, which begins
self and ruled that survivors and
next week.
relatives of victims of the bomb"I'm elated," said Delores
ing will be allowed to watch the
Watson, whose grandson, P.J. Alproceedings, even if they plan to
len, was severely injured in the
testify -in•
-penatty- phase. - Aprit-19; 1995 blast, which 'also"
"I'm thrilled," Ms. Kight said. injured more than 500. "The
"It was worth every ounce of
more I know about the trial helps
effort."
me with the healing process."
U.S. District hidge Richard
Matsch said his ruling also exMatsch had barred survivors and
tends to those victims and relavictims' relatives who want to
tives who want to watch the trial
testify at a possible death-penalty on closed-circuit television
in
sentencing hearing or provide
Oklahoma City. The historic
statements about the bombing's closed-circuit provision also was
impact on their lives.
passed by Congress last year.
Matsch previously said, and an
McVeigh's trial is scheduled to
appeals court agreed, that what begin Monday with jury selecthe witnesses heard and saw in
tion, but his attorneys filed a mocourt could prejudice their later
tion with the 10th U.S. Circuit
testimony. In his new ruling, Court of Appeals asking for a deMatsch said that McVeigh's lalay, claiming prosecutors have
wyers will still would hive a
stalled in handing over crucial
chance to question survivors and
evidence.
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Judge allows bombing
victims to sit in on trial
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The funeral for Mrs. Zetra Tucker will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Van Russell and the
Rev. Brett Miles will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Randy Tucker, Curtis Tucker, Sammy Tucker,
Ricky Tucker, Pat Hutson and Chris Tucker. Burial will follow in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery.
Mrs. Tucker, 85, Backusburg Road, Kirksey, died Tuesday, March
25, 1997, at 8:08 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Kirksey Baptist Church.
Her husband, Dale Tucker, died May 26, 1990, and one son, Bobby
Tucker, died in 1966. Born March 19, 1912, in Graves County, she
was the daughter of the late Leslie Roach and Bessie Bedwell Roach.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sylvia Hopkins and husband,
Harold, Murray; two sons, John Tucker and wife, Frances, and Jerry
Don Tucker, Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Zera Byerly, Sikeston, Mo.; one
brother, Olen Roach, California; seven grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
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Mrs. Zetra Tucker

Mrs. Lola McCuiston Morgan, 89, formerly of Hazel, died today,
Thursday, March 27, 1997, at 4:45 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was the former owner of Hazel Hardware Store and was the
oldest member of Hazel Church of Chnst.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Hildia Reynolds, Montgomery,
Ala.; two brothers, Pat McCuiston and wife, Clara, Pembroke, and
Macon McCuiston, Nashville, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews.
Miller Funeral home of Hazel will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Investigators: Abduction planned weeks ago
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)- The
youngest of two sisters who were
abducted by their former baby
sitter told investigators that the
man molested her at least three
times, a detective testified.
The 6-year-old girl said Ronald
Stafford molested her in a Daytona Beach hotel room after the
abduction Friday from the sisters'
Galesburg, Mich., home, Daytona
Beach Detective John Adazzio
testified at a bail hearing.
Stafford, 21, was arrested
along with his 17-year-old
brother Lee and Ricky Geer, 19,
on federal kidnapping charges
Tuesday after a search.
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MSU Alumni Weekend to include auction

•

Tammy Thompson (left) of the Murray Ledger & Times and Peggy
Billington of the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross load items donated by local residents to aid in flood disaster
relief. Items are still being collected for flood victims at the Ledger
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. through Friday at 5 p.m.

Although Alumni Weekend at
Murray State University typically
requires countless hours of preparation, a special event has the
alumni office working harder
than ever to make sure it will be
a success.
For the first time, the alumni
association is sponsoring an auction with proceeds going to benefit the alumni house fund.
Slated for 7 p.m., April 19, in
the Curris Center Ballroom,
Alumni Auction '97 will feature
trip packages, autographed sports
and celebrity memorabilia, dinner
certificates, golf packages and
more.
Tickets to the live auction are
$15 and may be purchased by
calling the alumni office at
1-800-758-8510. Hors d'oeuvres

Young viewers may be attracted to ratings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Like
forbidden fruit, the new TV rating system is likely to lure
youngsters to restricted programs,
says a study done for the cable
industry. It also concluded that
cartoons and other children's TV
programs rarely show the real
consequences of violence.
"The type of rating system
now being implemented has been
shown to attract many children to
restricted programs," researchers
from four universities concluded
in a report commissioned by the
National Cable Television
Association.
"This may necessitate greater
supervision of your children's
viewing, or it may be the source
of increased parent-children conflict over viewing choices."
The report released Wednesday
didn't specifically evaluate the
effectiveness of the age-based TV
ratings system that went into use
Jan. 1 — after the study was condutied.- But leseiratisThkere
skeptical of its effectiveness,
based on studies of the similar
ratings system for movies.
Researchers called for more
detailed information about programs' violent, sexual and language content.
The National Association of
Broadcasters defended the usefulness of existing ratings.
"This study again confirms
that parents must take a greater
role in monitoring the viewing
habits of children," the NAB
said. "We believe that the TV
parental guidelines voluntarily
developed by broadcasters, the
cable industry and the Hollywood
creative community will assist
parents in that endeavor."
Jack Valenti, who oversaw creation of TV ratings and is president of the Motion Picture Association of America, derided the
report.

"Now let's get this straight. A
ABC spokeswoman Julie
program rated PG-13 entices
Hoover laid the network's policy
ckildren to watch, but a program
"rdquirrs that negative consequrated 'sex, nudity, violence' does
ences of violence always be denot. This kind of survey will give
picted" and called the report
research a bad name."
"media phobia rum amok."
According to the report, nearly
Older children aren't as susall the programs that depict vioceptible to cartoon violence belence without real consequences cause they can distinguish beor punishments and other "hightween reality and fantasy, the rerisk" portrayals are cartoons — a
port suggests, but are vulnerable
subject of concern to researchers to more-realistic
portrayals of vifor years.
olence such as are found in mo"Of all channel types, childvies and dramas.
oriented basic cable (Cartoon
The survey, larger than the preNetwork, Disney and Nickelovious one, was based on a sample
deon) contains the most high-risk of 2,757
hours of programing
portrayals for young viewers," on
23 channels — a mix of cable
the report said.
and broadcast television — from
Researchers worry that such
October 1995 to June 1996.
portrayals teach aggressive attiThe number of shows containtudes and behavior to young
ing violence aired by ABC, CBS
children.
and NBC jumped this year to 54
Children under 7 have diffipercent from 47 percent a year
culty distinguishing reality from
fantasy, the report asserts, and it ago, the study reported. The overall level of violence on broadcast._
cautions parents that for,
this
grdliP'cartaan violence Must be and "cable loSe'ld 6-r 'Oaf:Cent;
from 58 percent last year.
taken seriously."
Brooks Barton, a vice president
Researchers at the University
for Turner Entertainment Group,' of California at Santa Barbara,
which includes the Cartoon Neti the University of North Carolina,
work, declined to comment on
the University of Texas and the
the study's findings about the
University of Wisconsin conchannel's treatment of violence. ducted the study.
But, she added, the company inFrom "TV-G" for all auditends to talk to the researchers. ences to "TV-MA" for mature
Nickelodeon's programming is audiences only, TV ratings now
not violent, said senior vice pres- being used are similar to movie
ident Mary Neagoy.
ratings.

Top of line

ships, autographed celebrity memorabilia, week at New Smyrna
Beach, Fla., condo, SEC football
weekend in Lexington, box seats
at Atlanta Braves home game,
1997 BellSouth Senior Classic

golf passes, 1997 Sara Lee
Classic golf package, Ricky Rudd
racing jacket and much more.
Anyone wishing to donate auction items or to reserve tickets
should contact the alumni office.
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UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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The New Dodge

March 10, 1997
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IV(' car stereo For '279.95
x% as :49.95. Only 4 to go!
We can match or heat Wal-Mart prices if you just

SHOP & COMPARE!
Plu% WV jntaIl & service whist we Aril! Do THEY?

World of Sound
222 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5865

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Salo Itatits Cash & Gamy
Sale Ends 4/2/97

zMYERS umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray

will be served. In addition, free
movies, popcorn and babysitting
services are available courtesy of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
The live auction is only one of
the many activities scheduled for
Alumni Weekend (April 18-19).
A silent auction will be ongoing
throughout the weekend in the
Curris center Small Ballroom, in
addition to reunions and other
gatherings. Anyone attending
Alumni Weekend activities will
be admitted to the silent auction
free of charge.
Here is a sampling of items
that will be available during the
auction 7 a Rolex watch courtesy
of Michelson's Jewelers, savings
bonds, dinner certificates, autographed books, autographed Jim
Brown football, fitness member-

(502)753-6450

To All Dodge Dealers
Subject: Dodge-Cummins Partnership
The success of the Dodge-Cummins partnership starting in 1988 has and continues to
be very important to both of our companies. The concern and misinformation about
Ford's ownership of Cummins stock over the past few years is an issue that we are
pleased to put behind us.
We would like to jointly inform you that Ford Motor Company no longer owns any
Cummins Engine Company stock. Ford had owned 3.2 million shares(8%) before
Cummins repurchased 1.3 million shares in January (please see the attached January
3, 1997 press release). Since the press release was issued Ford has sold its remaining
1.9 million Cummins shares.
We encourage you to clarify any misconceptioneregarding the Ford-Cummins
relationship and to promote the strength of the Dodge-Cummins relationship to your
customers and in your community.
We look forward to our ongoing partnership and your success with the Cummins
powered Dodge trucks.
Regards,
C.M. Vujovich
Vice President - Worldwide Marketing
Bus, Light Commercial Automotive and
Environmental Management
Cummins Engine Company

Perfectfor bordering shrubs, walkways, driveways, etc. Pressure treated to resist insects
and decay.

Quikrete
Concrete
Mix

Pressure Treated
8' Landscape
Timbers

80 lb. bag

sr'

$2
67

Raymond Fisher
General Manager Dodge Car and Truck Division
Chrysler Corporation

THE REAL POWER IN TRUCKS.

Cain's*

Clisysler-Plyinouth-Dadga4mpEagle
Hwy. 641 N. • Illuway, Ky.•(502) 7534448

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs,
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Gather With, Us
As We Worship
Faster Sunday.
Join Us For Our

Easter Celebration

Corner of 10th & Main
Sunday Morning Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship

•Community Sunrise Service 6:30 a.m.
at the Playhouse in the Park
•Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
*Worship Service- 10:45 a.m.
It is Unbelievable" - John 20: 1-10
by Rev. Bill Horner

Hwy. 121 South • New Concord, Ky.

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Stinday Evening Worship

9:40 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.
,... 11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

Bro. Darvin Stom, Pastor

above-nt*
a;
operated.

March 25

We cordially invite you to worship
and share with our church family.

'
41474-16

ALTERATIOI
See & Sew. '
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Emmanuel Baptist
Church
Join Us For Our

Easter Services

44;.X
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Easter Sunrise Service
Sunday School
Morning Worship

*V.K.
X4*
4X4P:
NNN%
NW.
NW.

Nve.

wee

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Pastor Paul McWherter

$$'M

'
:
1
22

11 a.m. worship service broadcast on local
radio WIISS 1340 AM on your dial.
Transportation Provided - Call 753-3292

1614 121 By-Pass • Murray

:•:•M•

9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Special Music
"C0/77e, Let Us Join"

Come Join Our

Easter Celebration

at 5:30 a.m

Special Music starting at 11 a.m.
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Jim Simmons, Pastor

Sunday School
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Evening Worship
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Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service 6:30 p.m.
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"Transformation At Dawn" John 20:1-18
by Pastor Bob Saywell

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

Rev. Darrell Young
:$$

Hwy. 783 Near Crossland • 753-6060

PHYSIC Read
Ann. Advises c
sent, Future. A
affairs of life.

Calvary Temple
In

First Pentecostal Church
of God of Murray

Pag

641 South • Murray
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ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH

Come Join Us At

16097 US HWY 68e, AURORA, KY
(502) 474-8058

Scotts Grove
Baptist Church

HOLY WEEK

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

*Lauds

HOLY THURSDSAY, March 27

(Sacrament of Penance following Lauds)

Mass of the
Lord's Supper
(Adoration after Mass until Midnight)

8 a.m.
7 p.m.

GOOD FRIDAY, March 28
.
*TENEBRAE.........-...
8 a.m.
*DevotIon................
12 noon to 3 p.m.

Bethel Fellowship
Church
Easter Drama

"Arise My Love"
Starting at 11 a.m.

Liturgy
(Sacrament of Penance following)
I HOLY SATURDAY, March 29

*TENEBRAE
Easter Vigil

Brother Heyward Roberts

Hwy. 641 North

(recreation afterwards)

(Transportation Provided - Please Call Church)
.0/

7 p.m.
8 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

EASTER SUNDAY, March 30 Easter Sunday..9 a.m.
(bring basket of food to be blessed, children bring their Easter

baskets, Easter egg hunt and refreshments following Mass)
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[Sacrament of Penance during and afterj

Radio Broadcasts:
6:00 p.m. - WSW
7:00 p.m. - WVH/v1 - Hardin

BURI

Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
7 p.m.
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Pastor Shelby Underhill
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PLQY Ada

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column inch
40% Obeount 2nd Nun.
Ocria Discount Sid ItiJn.
(An Ad,*ma.man•GOV Pfikid)

$2.00 per column inch extra for

010

Tuesday Mopping Guide).

020

Card a Thanks
Legal Notice
140
Notice

240

Miscellaneous

Articles For Sale

260

Mobile Home Lots f-or Sale
Mobile Homes 1-or Sale

025

Personals

155

Appliances

300 per word, $6.00 minimum

040

Roommate Wanted

160

home Furnishings

1st day.60 per word per day for
each additional consecutive

050

Lost And Found

165

Antiques

Help Wanted

170

Vacuum Cleaners

060

270

485

Sport I. ulity Vehicles
Used Cars

400

Yard Sale

495

Vans

290 ... .

410

Public Sale

5(4)

Used licks

070

Dumesuc & Childcare

180

Lawn & Garden

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

510

Campers

Position Wanted

190

Farm Equipment

310

Wont In Rent

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

Business Opportunity

195

Heavy Equipment

320

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

100

Sports Equipment

330

210

Firewood

340

For Sale Or trade

220

Musical

360

110

010

0+.11

Legal
Notice

Notice is hereby given that Peoples Bank of
Murray, Murray,Kentucky has made application to the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, Washiggton, D.C. 20429, for
its written consentIMinerge with the PBM
Bank, Inc., Murray, KY, and Peoples Bank
of Murray will be the surviving Bank.
This notice is published pursuant to Section
18(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
Any person wishing to comment on this
application may file his or her comments in
writing With the Regional Director of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation at
its Memphis Regional Office, 5100 Poplar
Avenue, Suite 1900, Memphis, Tennessee
38139, before processing of the application
has been completed. Processing will be
completed no earlier than the 30th day
following the first required publication. The
period may be extended by the Regional
Director for good cause.The nonconfidential
portion ofthe application file is available for
inspection within one day following the
request for such file. It may be inspected in
the Corporation's regional office during
regular business hours.Photocopies ofi nformation in the nonconfidential portion of the
application will be made available upon
request. A schedule of charges for such
copies can be obtained from the regional
office.
• It is contemplated that all ofthe OffieSe ofthe
above-named banks will continue to be
operated.
March 25, 1997
Peoples Bank of Murray
Murray, KY
PBM Bank, Inc.
Murray, KY
020

Nodes
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Ag•84.

Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service'

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

Kaci:
Back then you
were very cute
and a tittle mean.
But today you are
sweet sixteen.
- Love ya Sissy!
Hake

Workers Cafe
Cooked
Meals

Home

Everyday &
Desserts

Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat.
v5 it..m.,72 p.m.
Starting March 28
Fri. Nights 5-9 p.m.
Sun. 7-2 p.m.
901%Coldwatts- Rd.
759-2288
(Formerly Jennie Petite)

aDIABETICS- You may be
able to receive your diabetic supplies at no out of
pocket expense. Insulin de
pendent please call
800-785-3636 for information, Diabetic Hotline.
BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL FAMILY- Host an
exchange student. International Fellowship has
helped families enjoy this
experience for 304- years.
For more information, call
today. 800-647-8839.
DIABETICS! (USIN( INSULIN)- Did you know
Medicare or insurance covers most supplies? Save
money- call 800-633-2001.
Liberty, Medical. Satisfaction guaranteed. No HMO
Members. Mention
271910.
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 10 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
I John Anthony Carroll will
not be held responsible for
any debts other than my
own as of 3/20/1997

Lost
And Farad

753-8107

FOUND: Male, beagle mix
at Murray Wal-Mart on
3/21/97. No collar. Taken to
Shelter, 759-4141.

BURIAL INSURANCE

FOUND: near hospital,
adult male Beagle. No eel1w. Friendly, lovable dog.
CaN 759-5242.

If you are in average health and can answer
no to • few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below we • few monthly preferred
rams at different ages for $4000 policy

MALE
$11 et
14 18

FEMALE
$9 20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE SO UP
,17.50
13 09
21.78
so• 65
15 54
27.31
see 70
19 33
36.77
2818
see 75
Promsums gusranised NOT • incr••••
les 00

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Load 753-4110
Nationwide TOLL FREE 14004111-4191

550

Produce

Farms For Sale

560

Free Column

F-or Rent Or lease

460

Homes For Sale

570

Wanted

060
Help
Wanted

060

Nsio
Wanisd
A highly self motivated individual with great interpersonal skills for traffic./ billing
position for advertising
sales. Job responsibilities

indude dab entry and accounting procedures. Must
be a responsible individual
who can work under a
deadline situalion. Send resums to: PO Box 1040 C,
Murray, KY 42071. EOE.
ARE YOU GUARANTEED$850.00 per week plus bonuses WI yew long? We will
at David W. Hood Trucking,
Inc. For west coast runs.
Produce experience a
must, many benefits. Meet
DOT r•quir•ments.
8 0 0 - 4 2 4 - 9 0 1 3,
812-288-4410.

-

Help
Wanted

b-DRIVERS- Been there,
done that? Now its time to
come home to Dallas Carriers. CDL-A with 1 year
OTR. Call us today. Dallas
(800-727-4374) Atlanta
(800-365-1337).

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION SUPERIN.
equipment operTcoNVENT. Aggressive
construction company is
ators. CDL drivers
looking for experienced
are also needed for
superintendent with good
new tandem dump
scheduling and people
skills. Send resume to'
trucks.
Superintendent, P.O.E3ox
Apply in
107, Murray, KY 42071

person at
426 W Gardner,
Mayfield, KY.

COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
20K to $50K/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486

EOE
AVON- Sell best products.
Easy methods. Receive 50
ways to find customers. 4-6
hours weekly. $$$/
Bonuses Age 18+.- Independent Sales Representative. 800-831-1793.

a-DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD- 35 States_ Flat with

sides, late model oonventionals. 3 Years experience Start 300 a mile +
benefits.
Call
800-444-6648.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

Dixieland Center

HALEY'S
!Ipp,

„gt
u 9Duck
wha Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing in

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
What the mind can cause, the mind can cure.

FREE CONSULTATION
Wiggins Furniture has furniture
coming in and we are in the
middle of painting and fixing up.
We're forced to sell at BIG DISCOUNT PRICES until we are
done. Furniture must be moved
out - (in order to get Extra Extra
Discount) we must make room.
Just received a truck load of white
wicker and 24 more pieces of
living room furniture.
COME SEE - COME SAVE NOW!
Up To 36 Mos. Financing • Free Delivery

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
2 mi. North of Murray on 4 Lane
753-4566

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in

the classifieds. You get a 2x1
display ad, regularly priced at
$12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Muumtun of 13 Weeks)
New rate effectlyrApril 1, -1995

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

fir
-CARPET & FLOOR COVERINGy
Check our prices on prefinished

HAIR Designer- assistant
needed for full or part time
position. Current KY Cosmetology license required.
Call 753-6323 for
interviewer.

& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile.

DRIVERS-CDL-A With
HazMat company and
owner operator OTR positions. Exceptional compensation package and respect. Challenger
800-777-0585.
DRIVERS- Covenant trainers earn over $70,000. Covenant teams earn over
$100,000 and run 225,000
miles a year. Make money
and get the most miles. Call
today Experienced drivers
and owner/operator teams
800-441-4394. Graduate
students 800-338-6428.
DRIVERS, EXP, 0/0- Recent school grads Builders
Transport is now hiring in
your area for our van,
flatbed & dedicated fleets.
Call today: 800-762-1819.

injection molding operation. Successful candidate
will have a minimum of 10
years experience in injection molding, 5 years as a
journeyman. Experience in
building and repairing
molds a must. To apply
send resume to: PO Box
766, Hopkinsville, KY
42241. Attention: Rita
Brown.
POSTAL JOBS Start
$12.68/hr, plus benefits
For application and exam
info. CaN 1-800-256-7606,
Ext KY107, 8am-9pm, 7
days.
POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
available. No experience
necessary. For information
call, 1-818-764-9023 Ext
8132.

DRIVERS, HIRING DRIV- SALES HELP WANTED- 5
ERSI- 27-29c a mile, pre sales people needed to
mium equipment, 401K, make above average salaguaranteed get home. As- ries & bonuses. Call Jim for
signed tractors, insurance confidential interview,
available. Up to 4 weeks 800-250-7725.
paid vacation Saver Eagle/
Arnold
Transport
800-846-4321.

SEEKING full time employee in optometric office
Experience in insurance to
DRIVERS- Now hiring computer desirable, but not
Solo's & teams. Excellent essential. Send resume to:
pay and benefits. Our 1208 Johnson Blvd., Mur-

teams run primarily West
Please call 800-334-9677.
DRIVERS
OTR/
REGIONAL TRANSPORT
AMERICAN- Is hiring CDL
qualified drivers. At least 6
months OTR experience.
Drivers make minimum of
$500 a week. Our best
drivers make $700 a week
or more. We offer home
weekly, great retirement
plan, and more to help you
succeed. 800-447-1211.
DRIVERS- Regional runs
from your area. Glass A
CDIJ1year OTR experience required. Min 23
years. No experience?
Free training available.
800-527-9568. EOE.
DRIVERS:- Start at 27-320
a mile. Raises to 360 a mile.
Home every 9-12 days with

ray, KY 42071.
THE Homeplace- 1850, at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, is seeking a historical interpreter/ guide for a
seasonal, hourly position.
Duties include domestic
work in a traditional female
role, cooking on a wood
stove, hand sewing, spinning and weaving, gardening, and providing demonstrations or programs about
the 1850 era. Applicant
should have at least a high
school diploma plus two
years of university courses
or equivalent experience.
Hourly rate of pay is competitive, no benefits. Send
letter of application and re
sun* to: The Homeplace-

1850, 100 Van Morgan
Drive, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42211-9001.

WANTED: Musician. Send
assigned tracer. Medical, resume to: Mt. Moriah
dental, reereinent. $1,000 Church, P.O.Box 2831,
Patarp & quarterly safety bo- ducah, KY 42002, Alin: Donus. Hornady Truck Line nald Topp. Deadline March
800-6489664.
31, 1907.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now. No experience

WANTED: mature
reliable person to Nye in efficiency apartment & help

Free supplies, info. No obliwith wort, siding with
gation Send LSASE to:
abled man. Must have good
ACE, dept: 1209 Box 5137, Warman. For
more WorDiamond Bar, CA 91765. motion oil 436-2312.

BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience

WE STAND

c-DRIVERS, OTR- Teams
& Singles. Guaranteed
home policy. No Northeast.
No touch freight Min. 23, 1
year OTR, CDt. with Haz- LOCAL day care has a fullMat. Paschall Truck Lines, time teaching position
Inc. 803-848-0406 EOE. open. -Call 753-7359
Mur- DAY help needed. Apply at ray Day Care.
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy NO EXPERIENCE $500
121 N
TO $900 WEEKLY/ PODIRECTOR of Music, part- TENTIAL PROCESSING
time. Northside United MORTGAGE REFUNDS
HOURS
Methodist Church, Padu- OWN
cah_ Friday evenings, 1-800-771-5281 EXT 1209
442-4959.
OTR DRIVERS NEEDED-

ment to support a $35mm

753-0113

Attention

Exp. PBX or Switchboard Operator with
computer knowledge.
PIT position availablq. Send resumes
only with references.
Send to:
P.O. Box 213
Murray, Ky. 42071
No Calls

)ockfordrosclab.

Sunset Boulevard Music

• Doodlines are 2 days
kr advance,

Class' ied Advertisers!

DISTRIBUTORS wanted: $35-$45,000 per year.
An opportunity to build your Inexperienced- A good
own business in the well- work and driving record is
ness field. Call 753-6079 required. Get your CDL in
20 days for $399.00 down
and
leave message.
In The
Classifieds .
. .
100%
placement
....
DRIVERS, BOYD BROS.- 800-540-JOBS.
Offers drivers an assigned
all conventional fleet, sign- PLASTICS MANUFACon bous, executive style TURER SEEKING TOOL
benefits and get up to $700 ROOM SUPERVISOR. We
for orientation. What more are searching for an agrescould you ask for? Find out sive individual with a vision
more. Call 800-543-8923 to build and run a world
class tool repair departExt. KS1. EOE.

11=3011
CAR Ilk II.J11
Clair
ion
Car Audio

/40b.-Fd. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

t

/ ALPINE
•

OFFICE HOURS.
,

060

Help
Wanted

Pavcon Construction Co.,Inc. is now
accepting applications from experienced workers for
asphalt paving and

Eating - Sleeping
Studying - Nall Biting

206 South 6th

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

Lots For Sale

450

For

060

APPLICATION PROGRAMMER Information Systems. Position to begin May
1997. Qualifications: Production programming experience in an IBM Mainframe environment using
COBOL, plus VSAM, MVS
JCL, GIGS, and CMS experience desired, Bachelors degree preferred, consideration will be given to
candidate with extensive
experience as an application programmer. Responsibilities: Program, test, document, and install new
software into the production environment; analyze
production software problems under supervision and
take corrective action;
study manuals and texts as
necessary to obtain and
keep up to date with standard utilities and tools. Application Deadline: April 11,
1997. To- Apply: Send resume and names, addresses,and- phone numbers of
three - professional references to Ann Gupton, Senior Programmer Analyst,
Room 115F, Industry and
Technology Building, Murray Stale University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

Say

440

Rent

Houses

Hob
Warded

Happy Birthday

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY
NOTICE OF PROPOSED
BANK MERGER

PHYSIC Readings by Mrs.
Ann. Advises on Past, Present, Future. All problems 8
affairs of Ste. 767-0508.

Heating And Cooling

090

200

A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE- Scandinavian, European, South
American, Asian, Russian
exchange students attending high school. Become a
host family/AISE. Call
800-SIBLING.

Auto Services

490

Instruction

ATTENTION MARRIED
WOMEN- Contestants
wanted for 1997 Yrs. Kentucky America Pageant.
For free information, call
800-688-8413. You must
ask for Judy.

Motorcycles

480

Pets & Supplies

Computers

ALTERATIONS, Rukh's
See & Sew. 753-6981

370 Commercial Property for Sale
Livestock & Supplies

110

?bike

For Sale or Lease

380

120

020

Happy Birthday
470

365

390

A $2.00 los will bora:Wired lo mato
*ry changes to ad after deadline.

Legal
Notice

Master Card

280 .. Mobile Homes For Rent
285.. Mobile Home Lots 1-or Rent

yard Sale 7.50 Preogla

010

see so
sass

Want'to Buy

Reader Ads
day. $2.00 extra for Snooper
(Tues. Classifieds go into ShopOng Guide.) 42.00 extra ter
bilnd box ads.
e'

NS-

CALL 753-1916
In Memory

150

ADJUSTMENT
Advortisors are rriquostod to
chock iho slkst Insertion of
their ads for any *nor. Murray
Ledgm & Times will be responsibio for only one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported knmodiatoly so corrections con be
made.

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Sale* & kletailatiOn

753-7728

Ton Tioa

Murray

KnglIre

Hwy. 641 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 100 yards

'

FREE CAR WASH
W/Fill-Up
3F')
1200 S. 12th St. • 753-0066
Min. Purchase Required
411%,

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System, an equal opportunity employer, is now accepting applications for the position of Journeyman Lineman. Applicant must be a graduate of an
accredited apprentice program. Applicants
must possess a commercial driver's license,
and must be willing to submit a drug and
alcohol screening. Applications may be obtained at 401 Olive Street, beween the hours
of 8 am., and 5 p.m. The deadline for
applying is March 31, 1997.

Arctic Refrigeration Heating and
Cooling Company is looking for qualified servicemen to do residential and
commercial refrigeration and heating
repairs. Certifications and tools are
required Pay will depend on experience.
Only apply in
person at
401 Memorial Drive, Paris.

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full -lime sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,

paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off rearms to:
Murray Loclgor & Times
1001 WhItnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

NOW HIRING
325 Per

Week

Our Reno based manufacturer has expanded into the Benton, Henry, Calloway,
Carroll, Chester, Decator and surrounding
&MS.
This has created openings in our delivery,
sales, service & management depts.
Excellent income & benefits are available
to qualified applicants in a fast paced environment No experience is necessary due to
factory sponsored training. Other benefits
include:
-Up to $325 per week to start
•Insurance Program

'Paid vacation after 6 months
-Monthly bonuses
•Management training program
For a confidential interview call
our personel department

Thum & Fri. only 8-5.

901-584-0924
(1) 800-215-4806

•

4

48

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Help
Wanted

Ankles
For Sale

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Now hiring Game Wardens, Security, Main te nance, Park Rompers No
Exp necessary For apphcanon and into call
800-299-2470. ext KY 111
C, 8am-9prn. 7 days

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CHILDCARE in my home
Afternoons, evenings &
weekends Drop ins welcome 759-0276 Ref
CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda,
759-9553

Want
To Sim
ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia 1pc or all
you've got Call Larry at
753-3633
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

CLEANING Service expanding Call for appt for
free estimate Barbara
767-0423

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340

JUNK cars & trucks Call
753-3633 ask for Larry

HOUSE & office cleaning
Fast, efficient & reasonable
Phone
(502)753-6199
WILL at with the elderly.
Experience & references
Call 753-4590 for
information

$120 WEEKLY 8-10 hours.
Details by
mail.
800-528-7890 during business hours EST for free
information. Operator Code
253 Not MLM
9% INTEREST Secured
by equity 753-9211
BEAUTY. SHOP FOR
SALE- 3 styling stations, 3
tanning beds, good tanning
business 753-7455 or
753-2217.
BE YOUR . OWN BOSSEarn $2500 part time$8000 lull time per month
processing insurance
dams for healthcare providers Software purchase
required plus computer.-Financing available
http.nwww samsi corn
800-722-SAMS
BUSINESS for sale
759-4882 9:30-5pm,
489-2922 after 5pm
FOR a small investment
you can have a turn- key
business you can do from
your home part time or full
time Call 753-6079. Leave
a message and we will
return your- call
MOTHERS & Others! Mail
order business, $250+
week, ptift 601-895-0879
r

Visit

www work-from-home co
rn/mg
PAUL Harvey recently said,
'People under the age of 45
will probably never get a
Social Security check!'
Concerned? I have the answer! Call 1-800-411-0883

STANDING 'TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts 502-753-2533
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

Articles
For Saks

Home
Furnishings

DARK green leather sofa
10FT Jon boat, like new,
and chair, beige/ mauve
$150: Wedding gown &
sofa Both good condition
veil, size 9/10, $275.
3 Area rugs, blue, beige
753-7852 after 5pm
and Mauve Will sell sepa2 USED vacuum cleaners, rately or together
1 upright, 1 canister, 435-4561 after 4pm.
$25
each
Call KING size waterbed. Excel759-9215
lent condition. Light color
$444 POOLS POOLS wood Must sell, call and
$444-Free assemble on make offer 753-6063
new 20X32 family size pool MARCH
sale days! Save
during early bird special. on all bedroom,
dining
Includes deck, filter, liner, room, & living
room groups
heating device and more. and sleepers
All bedding,
100%
financing. special savings Rolla800-580-8488
ways See us for all your
AT HOME TANNING- furniture needs Carraway
Home tanning beds the Furniture, 105 N 3rd,
size of salon systems yet no 753-1502
special wiring required.
'93
Guaranteed results or money back. Financing availFarm
Equipment
able. Free catalog.
800-KEEP-A-TAN
870 CASE with plows
AVAILABLE now Utility -discs, hay rake, cruel() plow
sheds to store your lawn & 9ft disc mower.
753-7169.
tractor, tools & so forth
Solid built, any style, any REAR
Tyne tiller, 3 point
shape Will even match the pick-up,
40in cut_
siding on your home Start- 753-0195
ing as low as $635 for a 6x8
We delirvef+4 setup Call
200
Sam to discuss your needs
Sports
502-767-9787
Equipment

LUMBER sale! Daily specials New garage doors
while they last Paschall
Salvage, 'A mile from
Hazel, KY 498-8964

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

2 ROOM office space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509 or 753-6612

2E1R with 2 toom addition in
New Concord area References & deposit required.
Ph 436-2920 after 5pm

4 CAR shop available Apnl
1, 753-4509

3BR, 14 bath, central h/a,
city water. '4 mile from city
limits on 641 North Excellent condition References
& deposit required.
$500/mo. 753-3533

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

3BR, 2 bath house, 18
months old for lease Call
Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444

SMALL house for rent as
office space Zoned commercial, located at 1100
Glendale Rd, $350/mo.
753-4389 or 753-5960

3BR. 2 bath, central h/a.
Lease/ references required No pets $500/mo.
489-2414.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853
320

1BR apartment with all appliances including washer
& dryer available. Call MurCal Realty, .753-4444.
1BR, nice, near MSU. Appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898

1BR upstairs apartment.
PSE Marauder bow, 65% Appliances furnished
let off & 9 Easton arrows Across from campus
$265/mo. No pets. Avail$100 767-0547
able now. References required. 753-1203.
220
Musical

2 6.4BR houses Lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2BR $200 deposit
$300/mo 753-0076

3000SQ tt warehouse with
11ft ceiling. 602 Maple St,
Murray. For information,
753-8964.

1 OR 2br apte near downtown Murray 753-4109

3811. 2 bath, new house in
peaceful elibdiVision' 2
miles from town $550/mo
plus deposit & lease
753-7091
4BR 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Central h/a. Available now Coleman RE, 753-9898
KIRKSEY area 3br, 1 bath.
Utility room, Irving room,
large kitchen, appliances
furnished including dishwasher. Newly decorated.
Includes N & satellite. Also,
pasture with stables.
753-4284.
NEWLY remodeled 3br, 2
bath near MSU on quiet
street with all new appliances, central gas h&a,
iied hookup, ceiling fans 2
finished rooms upstairs for
study rooms. Double carport & outside storage.
$575, lease, secunty deposit, references No pets.
753-1059.

400
Yard Sale

Garage
Sate
Fri, March 28
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
3 miles out on 121
South. Turn left on
Applewood Rd. 3/4
mile on lett.
Baby items, lots of
misc.

Garage Sale
610 Tanglersood Circle
WoodgMa Subd.
753-5677
- Fri. 7 rant-S p.m.
Sat. 7 sin,/
1984 Toyota,lots of children's & adults clothes,entenanment center, 19 in
t v , Sears 5 in 1 toning
able, buffet, water puntier, furniture, outdoor
swing & household items
•

Garage Sale
94W to Oaks Country
Club Rd., right Misty
Meadows Subd.
Fri., March 28
Sat., March 29
a.m.-2 p.m.
Wooden worldoench, patio table w/4 chairs, motorized jeep, strollers,
Little Tykes work bench,
men's golf shirts.

Fri. 8 am-5
Sat. 8 am-Noon
314 N. 6th St
Toys, *its, clothes,
tools, household goods

Garage Sale

5 1 ACRES near KY Lake
Boat ramp, New Concord
$5,950 Easy terms
759-1922

Fri, March 28
127 Wadesboro Rd.
(4th house on left
west of 641 N.)
Dishes, ladder back
chairs, some baby
items, high chair, girls
18 mo.-24 mo.,lots of
toys, men's jeans size
32 and more.

MINI-farm 8 acres, fenced
pond & shed 4br house
with vinyl siding & wood
exterior. 2 bathrooms, 1
with a whirlpool. Living
room, den with a bay window, dining room, kitchen
with a garden window. 2car
attached garage. Central
gas heat & air. Brooks
Chapel Rd. $75,000.
753-8154 after Ipm or
leave message.

Don't put it
in-the attic,
garage or
basement
put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a Yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.
YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

Big Moving &
NICE brick house, located
PIANO for sale. Wanted 2BR apt with all appliances on 94E, lmi past city limits
Multi-Party
PYRUVATE, NEW
good home for antique including washer & dryer Right next door to LakeYard Sale
PACKARD
Bell computer, Wurlitzer spinet piano and available Call Mur-Call Re- Way Convenience Store.
BREAKTHROUGH- Be218
West Drive
come an exclusive distribu- Fisher stereo, Tappan bench Exccellent condi- alty. 753-4444.
Five rooms downstairs &
"East Y Sub"
tor of the greatest revolu- microwave 753-7077
one large room upstairs_
tion; professionally tuned;
2BR Embassy Apt Central Bath and half Garage and
Fri., March 28
tionary product that lust hit
POOLS MUST GO'- We're looks great, sounds even gas H/A Nice Available
8 am.-?
the market! Proven pahalf Large sun deck in
overstocked with new lef- better. Must sell due to now
Coleman RE back. Could be used for
Rain or Shine
tented weight loss product
physical
disability
$1,250.
tover '96 pools! Huge
753-9898
that burns fat, increases
Relveraor -2 yrs old, microcommercial offices This
19'X31' 0 D Family-size Call (502)489-2858
muscle mass lowers
wave,furniture, storm wridovn
Murray
2BR
near MSU Ap- house has all new central
pools with sundeck, fence
cholesterol, blood pres& doors. womerfs Ffs drespliances furnished Avail- gas & air condition This
& filter only $888 complete
sure Eliminate yo-yo efSee, pars, plus sass, shoes,
house was remodeled tour
able now Coleman RE
100% financing! Profesfect Increases endurance
lamps. Sowers, Midi kracks,
years ago Will rent to col753-9898
sional installation required
240
up to 50% Call now Call
too much I) melon
lege students. For more
toll free 800-759-6058
2BR
nice
duplex, central information call 753-0039
716-723-2607
ask for Chris.
IllsoellMeous
h/a, appliances furnished. hours 8am-4:30pm (BusiSIZE DOES MAT- SEE
us for your barn or roof A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE Coleman RE. 753-9898.
ness), leave message on
Huge
TER! Huge profit margin in
metal Cut to length Cov- LIGHT OLD-FASHIONED 3BR house. References remachine it out of office.
easy to do home-business ers
Garage
Sale
36
inches, many colors
WEDDING- Smoky Moun- quired No pets. 753-3300. 759-9728 Home.
For free report. E-mail
Economy Metal & Supply tains near Gatlinburg, overFrl.
Lin-4
7
pm
hom
e
TWO bedroom townhouse.
- Co 489-2722
looking river, horse-drawn AVAILABLE IMMEDI- Ceiling fan, central
biz2atgetback hartley on c
St 7 am-2 p.m
h/a, low
ATELY
1,2
&
3BR
apartcarnage, cabins, Jacuzzi,
a
SHED THOSE UN
ments Mur-Cal Apart- utilities. Southwood Dr.
6 miles out 94E,lift on
WANTED POUNDS - ordained ministers. No ments, 902 Northwood
Dr, close to shopping center.
WE PAY YOU $54000 per
Purdom Rd. on lilt.
Quickly and easily with our tests or waiting Heartland Murray,
Rent $455 with wit!, AvailKY. 759-4984
week to process 135 orders
800-448-869
7
(VOWS).
Dressers, glass, pool table,
somple and effective
Equal
Housing able now 753-4189.
a week for unique pet proweight bench, tuba &
weight management prog
a-A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL Opportunity.
tection firm Start with 3-5
chars, 149x28 tractor
ram Satisfaction guaran- WEDDING- In the
360
Smoky
hours a week Permanent
teed What do you have to Mountains Gatlinburg's BRAND new, 2br. 14 bath
bras, microwaves, tools,
For
Runt
income
Call lose? Phone now.
antiques, metal shelving
Little Log Chapel Charm- townhouse, appliances
Of Lams
303 922-0098
800 244 4696
and much, much mixelll
ing, romantic Borders na- plus w/d furnished, $500
2BR duplex. 2 full & 2'4
tional park. A dream wed- per month lyr lease, Imo
baths, all appliances, large
deposit
pets
No
Call
ding to fit your budget.
closets, no steps, covered
753-2905
or
753-7536
,,
4
1
:
‘' .1. i!1•
800-554-1451 SCP
••••• 4.
0
carport. 20X3Oft storage
DONTT forget- Big stock BRAND new 1br, 1 bath building in rear References
fiberglass, roofing, under- apartment $375/mo, Imo required No pets $525/mo
pinning & green house ma- deposit 1yr lease No pets with $525 security deposit.
753-2905 or 753-7536
terial Paschall Salvage,'4
Lease is required Call
501 S. 16th St
mile from Hazel, KY
BRAND new 2br duplex 2 753-3018, leave message
498-8964
Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
bath, garage, all ap- CREEKVIEW Self-storage
Lawn Care
Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
GET MARRIED- Smoky pliances, $600 per month, warehouses on Center
ORRIS Horns RePalr
Drive behind Shoney's.
Stove,
Mountains Cedar moun- lease, deposit No pets
mattress, baby
"One Call
Vinyl
taintop chapel or elegant 1706 Oak Hill Dr Ready $20-$40/mo 759-4081.
clothes
0 to 1 yr., play
i,
Does
Replacement
March
15 753-7457
white chapel Private setpen,
swing
and ladies
NORTHWO
It All"
OD
storage
Windows
ting, lovely gazebos, limouclothes.
sine. cabins. Christian ser- DUPLEX, 2yr old, 2br, 2 presently has units availPainting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
vices Complete arrange- baths, large rooms, lots of able. 753-2905 or
753-7536.
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Debris
ments, no tests! closet space, microwave
ref with ice maker, self
Removal
800-551-3372
380
cleaning range, disWe also do mowing & landscaping.
Pete
MARRY
ON
A hwasher, disposal, washer/
& Supplies
MOUNTAIN- Be married in dryer $475 per month
Free Estimates
(502) 759-4599
our magnificent mountain- Days 753-5341, nights BEAGLES4 adults, good
top chapel surrounded by 767-9503
hunters, $50/each Reason
trees and awesome views
for selling- geting „out.
of the Smokiest Pigeon EXTRA • clean efficiency 436-5494
Forge! For reservations, apartment, furnished or unfurnished Lease & deposit AKC COLLIE pups, $100
8 00 - 7 2 9 - 4 36 5
Located New Concord. No 753-4545
httpftworw mi./chapel corn
pets. 436-5401.
AKC Registered Tiny Toy
RH Nobitt Construction
270
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- Poodles. Vet checked,
Laser Leveling
Mobile
Masonry
land Westly Village, lbr shots & wormed, $200/ea.
Clean out your
Homes For Sale
apartment, utilities in- CaN 489-6081.
Certified Septic Installer
Concrete
closets,
basement or
cluded,
rent
based on inBackhoe Trucking
14X70 HOLLYPARK 2br. 1
Complete Foundations
DOG KENNELS 1 OX 10X6
garage. Advertise these
bath CaN 753-4381, after come 626 older, or handi- $199 Delivery/ set-up
-no longer needed'
cap & disabled Equal
Phone: 502-492-8516
60fr
Ausing Opportunity. available Farmers Faritems in the classifieds
Pager: 742-8516
macy, 759-2248.
14X80 1988 NORTHWIND 502-354-8888
abr. 2 bath, heat pump, all
DOG
obedience classes or.
Now booking
appliances $12,500
NICE 2br, duplex Call privates Serving Murray 17
residential masonry
753-1311
753-5731
years 436-2858
MOWERS 753-8292

Yard
Sale

FREE HOME INSPECTIONS

Ronny maga

BACKHOE SERVICE

Yard
Sale

LAKEFRONT home in Panorarna Shores 1100sq ft,
of new addition, at new
vinyl siding, new central
gas heat, garage, etc
Gentle sloping lot to lake
200FT on lake front, 105
mo from Murray Hurry!
Won't last long $134,900
753-2339

STRAW $2 bale 753-7169

753-5585

• In=

HAIR
SALON
EQUIPMENT- Contemporary custom design Excellent condition. Everything
needed for 7 station salon
with extras Less tha
price. Day 502-527-7717,
Night 502-527-7170

LARGE 2br duplex, 14 HAPPY JACK MANGE
bath, w/garage All ap- MEDICINE - Promotes hepliances, including w/d, aling and hair growth to
central gas hie, $550/mo + severe skin diseases on
deposit, lease No pets dogs and horses without
436-2113
steroids Contains no
NEW 2br duplex $375 benzyl-benzoate At Southmonth, 1 year lease No ern Stases and Kerr Drug
pets, deposit 753-4937 MISSING 2 female Beagle
days, 436-2741 nights
dogs from NIMBI- Alm°
UNFURNISHED upstairs area or Brooks Chapel Rd
apartment, 2br, $300 per Please call 753-1557 or
month plus deposit Water 489-2015
& garbage paid Call
390
753-8355 between 8 and 5
Lbassiock
& Supplies
110
Rooms
7x7x16FT Gooseneck
For Rood
horse trailer. $1600
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all 759-5036
utilities furnished Coleman CHICKS, ducks, turkeys,
RE, 753-9898
geese Taking orders now
PRIVATE bedroom, share Farmers Farmacy,
759-2248
remainder of house, w/d, N
Walk to hospital, down- GENTLE racking horse &
town, business & industry
he also works 753-0248
$170 First, last & security
GOATS
(nervous) Call
References 753-9211
753-8824, after 3pm or
leave message

6-11 Storage
All Sizes
AN aila hie

Homes
For Sale

Yird Sale

STEEL BUILDINGS 2BR trailer for sale
SALE - 30x40x10 $4.164, 753-9866
40x60x14 $7,536, FINAL Mark Downie Sev
50x75x14, $10,377, coral 1996 models left New
50x100x 16, $13.1353, energy efficient homes PR60x100x16, $15,810 Mini ICED TO SELL!!! Dinkins
storage buildings, 30x100, Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy 79
20 units, $9,692 Free bro
Paris,
TN
chures Sentinel Buildings. 1 800-642 4891
800-327-0790 ext 79
MOBILE HOME LOANSTANNING BED FACTORY
5% down, refinancing,
OUTLET-New & used
equity loan Free sellers
Waft, Sunmasier. Puretan
package, land or home
Sunbeds All at factory
loans Green Tree Finanprices to public $33 per
cial, 800 895 1900 Namonth Call today for color
tion's leading mobile home
catalog 830-679-9678
lender
WOLFF/SUNMASTER
Commercial or Home sys200
tems Our sunbeds are larMobile
ger, tan better, cost less
Homes Far Rent
America's largest independent manufacturer Easy 2 BR, central heat
payments, free delivery 753-5209
Free color catalog
2BR nice appliances &
800-605-2268
water furnished Coleman
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- RE, 753-9898
Tan at home. Buy direct
300
and save! Commercial or
Business
home units from $19900
Rentals
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842-1310.
160

1 cn

160

Moab
Homes For Safe

Need
Extra
Cash?

Your Ad Could
Be Here...

753-1916

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadllaes me 2 days to
advaucet
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers axe requested to chock the find
insextios of their ads for
any ertor. Murray Ledger
di Timms will be responsible for cooly owe incorrect insertios• hay error
should be repotted kr
sled lately so correction&
cam be wade.

Home
For Salo
107 EZELL Rd, 1,4 story,
3br, 3 baths, covered deck,
2 car garage, heated rear
utility garage, fireplace/gas
logs„3 acres, brick drive.
Call Barbara, Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
50 2 - 7 5 3 - 1 4 9 2
M1S1/4000622.
FRESHLY decorated, new
home 3br, IA bath, cha.
Highland Oaks Subdivision, 4mi N of Murray.
$61,500. 759-5571.
2YR old home,4 miles from
town,31x, 2fuN baths, 2 car
garage. Large lot and lots of
extras. 753-4761.
3BR, 1'4 bath brick in city.
Fenced yard, screened
• porch, $88,500. 753-8887
days, 759-9974 nights
38R, 2 bath, approx. 1650
sq. ft. in Mattis Farm Subdivision with extra shop/
garage. CaN 753-2627.
3BR, 2 bath brick home on
large lot in quiet subdivision. Many unique features. After 5pm call
753-4086.
3BR house on KY Lake,
central h/a, 2 bath,
$78,500. 502-436-5253,
leave message.
3YR old brick home, 31x, 2
full baths on large fenced
lot with large outbuilding.
Located on Wiswell Road 1
minute from Murray. Too
many extras to list. Must
see to appreciate. Asking
$118,000. Call 753-3710
after 5pm,
416 CHANTILLY, 2br, 2
baths, ceramic, luxury cabinets, cathedral ceiling,
$69,900. 527-9921.
4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights. Reasonably priced. 492-6200 or
753-7688.
4BR house with 2-3 acres
on Brooks Chapel Rd. Call
437-4327.

BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 full
bats,carpeted, fully brown
brick home wren gas heat &
air cond, 2 car garage,
2499sq ft Extremely low
uahbes,lan• deck, new
roof 810 N 20th St
$119,000 Call 753-6424
ESTATE sale 3br, 1 bath,
in town, garage, central hie
with separate 1 bedroom
rental unit, $63,900
Household furnishings, appliances, and more items
759-9932
EXECUTIVE home in
Spring Creek Oaks 4 bedrooms (master bedroom
suite 'with fireplace), 3
baths, formal Irving room,
formal dining room, large
great room with fireplace,
upstairs sitting room or
playroom, office or sewing
room, tiered patio, front
porch, professionally landscaped yard with sprinkler
system Priced considerably below appraised
value. 753-1566.

The

Vi

Call

A

FOR sale by owner 3br
with 1 full and 2 half baths.
Central gas heat & air. Inground pool w/ new filter,
motor & pump. Brand new
roof. Extra large lot with
mature trees in city. Priced
in the $80's. Show by appointment. Call 759-1348,
after 5pm.
IMMACULATE & Stunili
nir
3 Car garage, pea gravel
drive, 1305 Fleetwood. Gas
log fireplace, large kitchen,
formal dining, baths feature
cherry cabinets, 3br brick.
Sprinkler system. Call Barbara, Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
MLS*4000506
IMMEDIATE possession
on this 3-4 bedroom brick
with 3 bath in immaculate
condition with view of
watershed. Great room
with conversational pit at
fireplace. Price adjusted.
See on internet and call
Century 21, 753-1492. JUST Reduced to
$100,000. 3BR, 2 bath, Ir,
family room w/fireplace_
Refinished hardwood
floors Features big reck
room & 2 acre wooded lot.
Penny Highway. Call Barbara, Century 21, Loretta
Jobs
Realtors.
50 2 - 7 5 3 - 1 4 9 2
MLS*40004:39.

A

LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
story brick home. Letyour
kids walk to school close
to Murray Middle School &
Hospital. Newly remodeled
kitchen & cabinets, new
carpet, central gas & air,
large backyard. Excellent
home for young couple or
retirees. Offered at
$69,500 753-3445.
MELROSE PLACE. 1206
Melrose offers this 3br
home featuring living room,
dining room with hardwood
floors, kitchen & family
room. Garden spot in back
yard. Just reduced, offered
in the $60's. Contact Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.
TWO story, 4br, 2 bath
brick home in Murray.
$99,000 negotiable. 1504
Johnson. 767-9072.

V145011193.0106344EMERENii
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Spring Construction Special!
420
Home
Loans
BIG SAVINGS ON LOANS$500 up to $60,000 in debt
consolidation. Good or bad
credit O.K. Reasonable
payments. Our service is
writing. 800-949-8449.
CASH FOR HOME
OWNERS- Credit problems understood_ No application fee. As low as:
$10,000 for $95 a month
$25,000 for $239 a month
$40,000 for $382 a month
Fixed rates 800-669-8957
CASH NOW! We purchase
mortgages, annuities, and
business notes. Since 1984
highest prices paid Free
estimates, prompt professional service. Colonial Financial 800-969-1200, ext
58
430
Real
baste
2 DUPLEXES 492-8516
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.
INVESTMENT Cash in on a
duplex. 3 Great duplexes
all price range, all rented.
Great income. Call Barbara, Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic designed
home. Will build on your land or you can purchase a
lot from us. Financing available, contact Edwina at
Grey's Properties 759-2001 or Prestige Homes at
753-5628. References available.
= RI 1)1 ('1.1) RElil(ID 111.1)1 ("LD 141:1)1

A

43,
1
This has the best of everything! It's close to town,
yet in the county, and is waiting for you and your
touch. REDUCED to 355,000.00, it features a
living room, dining room, den, 4 bedrooms, 1.5
baths, a wonderful front porch and a beautiful lot
with two sheds. Call A-Plus Realty at 753-3100for
your appointment to see this gre.st
Joule.
7ri
x RUH CUD 1411/1(1 D in 1)1 ('f.1) RI 1)1(-1 I) =

LAKE FRONT LOTS
Also Water View & Ott Water
"New Subdivision—Now Open"
* 84 Lots * Underground Utilities
* Blacktop Roads * Restricted
App. 10 Minutes From lAurray, Ky. Take
Hwy.94E & Turn Right On Hwy.732.
Follow Signs To Subdivision.

McKee Pod Subdivision
New House On Water Front Lot Now
Under Construction
Call .11m or Vickie Rowlett
Days 901-498-8161
Nights 901-642-2478
Special Opening Prices!

1
0
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For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

MasterCard

753-1916
dab

A

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

SURROUNDED by farmland is this 1'4 year old
three bedroom, two bath
,v1nyf home with large front
porch. Located 5 minutes
from city. See on Internet
and call Barbara at Century
21. 753-1492

Saturday, March 29, 1997 - 10:00 a.m.
109 Bel-Air Drive
Mayfield, Kentucky
From Mayfield, Ky. proceed west on Broadway (Hwy.80) to
Bel-Air Drive(acrossfrom BurgasSuper Market)- turn south
& watch for auction sign.
Mrs. Hilda Wilkerson is moving and selling the following items
of personal property at absolute suction.

C
T

No neporisible kr academe Amioamcarrents day of at taim precedence over all prised rasemial

ESTATE AUCTION
The estate of Homer & Clara Marshall(deceased) will offer real
estate & personal property at auction

Saturday, April 5, 1997 • 10:00 a.m.
- Real Estate Sells At Noon Approximately 1 mile east of Hazel. KY on Route 893(Gilbert St.)

Open House
Sunday, March 30
2-4 p.m.

1
0

Double D
Auction Co.
Donald (Deb) Rickman, Auctioneer
837 NEW HOPE RD., CALVERT CITY, KY
Phone (502)527-8909
Dave Dunning, Auctioneer
111
Jerry Austin Insurance & Real Estate
I,I Atl,o,

ESTATE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
SAT. MAR. 29TH AT 10:00 A.M.
THE CONLE Y ESTATE
IF'S:ICBM:1i ILIICT1 VE
107

s

AC R.ES

CIO A LIA 7 ICY

FABULOUS LOCATION
From Sedalia's West Side On Hwy
339, Take Scott Road South .7 Mile

MINI TRACTS - BUILDING SITES

IN 10 TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS
Tract 0 - 3 Acres Fronting Scott Rd
CHARMING BRICK HOME
'4

Not tosporaibie for ,cc,.Agamemnon dsy of sac tag preceding over ill printed =lend

From Murray,Kentucky proceed west on Hwy.94W approximately 8 mUes to Howard Rd. - Turn left and proceed south
approximately 3 miles - Sale site located .4 miles south of the
Protemus Community on Killdeer Trail.
Mrs. Crider has decided to sell thefamilyfarm to the highest & best
bidder. This is a comfortabk, quiet & charming country estate
consisting ofan exceptionally well built brick home on 20±acres of
farm land. selling with No minimum & No reserve.

Thursday, April 10, 1997 - 1:00 p.m.
Open House
Sunday
April 6
2-4 p.m.

1
0

This property will be offered in 2tracts and in combination - selling
in the manner most favorable to the seller.
Tract al - A two bedroom brick home, professionally built and
well insulated with approximately 2.2 acres.
Tract - 18± acres of farmland - The perfect country setting
with deer & small game galore. 1997 is the last crop year for the
CRP program on a portion of this farm which will sell subject to the
rules of the Calloway County Farm Service Agency.
Also selling at auction - 1979 Ford 4WD full size pickup truck.
Terms on real estate - 15% down day of sale - balance at closing
within 30 days.
Terms on vehicle - complete settlement day of sale.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris. CAI and Richard Farris - Auctioneers
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149
Hamel, KY
(502) 492-8796
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements day of sale take

precedence over all printed =jaw.

1990 CHEVY Beretta Indy, 1988 GMC Satan V6, all
teal green, V-6, auto power, dual air, well mainloaded, ant 70,XXX miles tained Very dean, 140xxx
64000 obo, 753-6554

miles, $4250 436-5610

1995 PONTIAC Grand Am
SE, 2dr, all power, 45xxx

1995 DODGE Caravan,
one owner, 25,XXX miles
753-5121

mists, $11,000 obo Call
759-0785 idler 5pm

1995 MERCURY Villager
loaded, 24xxx miles
$20,000 492-8769

options, 29xxx miles Roll
over. '97 S-10, ext cab

1986 GIAC S-15 extended
READY for immediate
occupancy- New home, w/3rd door, stepside, V-6, cab, 150xxx miles 1981
3BR, 2 bath, great room,
dining room, eat-in kitchen,
open floor plan 1602 Tabard Cal 753-0090
THE paint isn't dry on this
new Ark, 25 bath home
Palladian windows adorn
the facade of this excellent,
fully funcbonal plan. You'll
love the hardwood flooring
throughout, two spacious
great rooms, soaring ceilings and quality craftsmanship throughout. Located in
Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac This home
could be just what your
looking for. For inquires call
435-4487, 759-1828 or
753-9950.
WALK to the lake from this
furnished two bedroom cottageor grill on the sr:sealed
porch 4 view the lake. Only

$37,721- Call Century 21,
753-1492.

auto, 2xia miles. Hit hard
on right front '96 S-10, ext
cab, 4cyl, 5sp, a/c, p/s, p/b.
Light roll over 437-4263
after 5.
REDUCED! Reduced!
1992 Cadillac Sedan de
Ville, 95xxx miles
759-5026

Ford LTD 436-5050

1988 CHEVY Silvered°
C1500 SWB, stepside,
loaded, 70xxx miles
436-2794 or 742-3596
(Pager)

Vans
1988 ASTRO
753-7169

van

1989 CHEVROLET

1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
4cyl, 5sp, a/c, p/s, bedltner
$8,600 obo. 759-1410

Silver

ado with camper topper,
122,XXX miles $7,000
435-4042
1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab black custom
wheels factory lift, Limited
Edition, 30xxx miles Call
759-5661 after 5m

1995 FORD F150 XLT
22,000 miles, $13,500
Days 753-4424, 753-3632
after 5pm

1989 CHEVY Silvered°,
350, V-8 swb, like new
753-9840
1994 FORD F-150, ext cab
Weekdays after 4, anytime
weekends 753-5293

195

1989 CHEVY S-10
BLAZER 4X4- f3rorevi with
ten interior, PIS PS. Oft
cruise, A/C, power locks,
power windows, 5 speed
V-6 Looks and runs great!
Clean! $4 500 Phone
502-875-4050 Dealer

510

Campers
17% FT pop-up camper,
has 150 miles on it, been
used 2 nights, air conditioner, sleeps 6, refrigerator
& much more Call
753-5646

AUCTION
Real Estate & Farm Equipment
Sat., April 5, 1997 in South Graves County near Bell City, Ky.
on Hwy.97.From Mayfield take Hwy.97,Old Murray Paris Rd.
Follow through Tri City.From Murray,Ky.take 94 West to Tri
City,turn onto Hwy.97 approx.4 miles to auction. Watch for
auction organ.

.4C.e
1982 KAWASAKI 650 LTD,
$500 759-5036.

°
1961111

1988 HONDA 1500 Aspencede, 2 helmets, 39,xxx,
loaded and nice. 753-3672

1993 YAMAHA Timberwolf, 2,excellent shape,
runs great $2,750 obo
492-6157
1995 MOTO-4 Yamaha
Asking $3,500 Call
436-2528 8am-5pm,
436-6032 after 5pm
YAMAHA Terripro 4
wheeler & sprayer
753-8697, after 7pm

Vehicles
1994 CHEVY Blazer, 6,xxx
miles. Asking $16,500. Call
436-2528 8am-5pm,
436-6032 after 5pm.

1995 GRAND Cherokee
Laredo, chargold, 4X4,
41xxx, $19,500 753-2861

!

1969 NOVA,2dr, dark blue,
250, 6cyl, auto Mech
sound, $650 474-8666

1986 TOYOTA Corolla,
4dr, automatic, 136xxx
miles, $2100. 767-0361.
1988 TOYOTA Corolla, 1
owner, 63xxx miles,
$4,000. 753-2767 after
5pm.

1989 PLYMOUTH Sundance, 2dr, a/c, cruise, new
power module, Pioneer
Speakers (150W), tilt.
753-6893 leave message.
1989(WHITE)Thunderbird
SC, supercharged V-6, extra clean/ nice. Fully
loaded. Call 753-0425 or
753-0882.
1990 GRAND Am SE, AM/
FM,CD and sunroof. 85xxx
miles, $4800. 753-0619.

MS
_
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Used
Times

downtown Murray in a great
neighborhood Home fea- RE BUILDE R autos '94
tures new carpeting & wall- S-10, 4.3V, 5sp, a/c, pis,
paper Offered in the $40's p/b, ext cab, 83xxx miles
through Kopperud %art/. Hit in rear '94 Blazer, S-10.
753-1222 MLSI 3000616 4dr, Vorlac V-6, loaded, all

Used
Cws

(502)492-8796

Absolute
Farm Auction

NICE 2br brick home conveniently located near

Used
C-

Real Estate Sells At 12 Noon
Tract L 47± acre farm with nice 3 bedroom brick house - one bath large living room - eat in kitchen - dining room - utility room - storage
room - private well - nice cowtry setting. This farm has an approx.
20x30 metal horse barn - good tobacco b§u-ri:,63_fire cured base -..&air_
cbred-base - pasture rand - 12 acres ofthis is on the west side of Hwy.
97 in front of the house. This farm will be sold in one tract.
Tract 2: 10 acre tract ofland at Protemus. This is a deer hunter and
turkey paradise. All real estate will be sold at the house site near Bell
City, Ky. on Hwy. 97.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.
Farm Equipment: Nice 135 Massey Ferguson gas tractor with
single hyd. power spread wheels, 1083 actual hours - 165 M.F. diesel Hyster fork lift diesel motor -6'rotary cutter- 6'blade -6'3 point disk 2 bottom. plows - like new Suzuki 4 wheel AVA4x4,1ock del': rack on
both ends, trailer hitch, 700 miles, nice. For more information and
your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate
Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011

no

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris • CAI & Rkhard Farris - AuctioneersMax R. Dodd-Broker
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY

2 baths, located in newly
established subdivision,
$83,900 firm. 436-5362,
436-5437, 759-4567

NEW ITEMS
14 HP CT 42" Gilson mower,42" LB. or Gilson decks;
26" Lawn Boy tillers; 4 HP and 5 HP Sensation push
mowers; 14 HP 40" Noma mower, 5 HP snow blowers;
electric splitters; 10"and 21" Lawn Boy mowers;42" and
48" snow blades; 5 HP rear-tine tillers; 14 HP 36"
Bunton; 36" Cub deck; 4 HP Toni Boy SP; 38" Gilson
decks.
USED ITEMS
Cub Low Boy hydraulic lift w/3 pt. hitch; Cub Cadets, 10
HP and 14 HP, sonic whiners and mowers, some with
blades and mowers; 14 HP Hydrostat Simplicity mower
w/38" cut; Snapper mowers; 2 HP and 2!/2 HP Gilson
tillers; 4 HP Ariens tiller, 5 HP Gilson tiller; Snapper
riding mowers; 8 HP Arian riding mower, Lawn Boy
tractors; weed eaters; Poulan electric trinuners; 5 HP
Sensation SP high wheel mower, 5 HP Sensation push
mowers; cutting outfit whanks and papers; 42" Gilson
deck; 18,111) 42" tractor, 26" and 42" ATI' tillers;
Craftsman metal lathe; wood furnace; tractor mount
composter; 48" Sensation deck; I -point hitch for Cub
Farman; tractor mount snow blade; fireplace inserts; 42"
2-blade deck; floor jack; roller conveyors, 2300 Poulan
chain saw; M25 Poulan chain saw; log splitter, 210
blowers; snow ski set; ski_ boots; 2V4htkMP welder.
miscellaneous chain saw blades and other' 'Intel' parts and
accessories; Ford 501 6' mower, trailer.
Also: 1987 Ford Taurus, 4-door Mazda.
Auctioneer's Note: Some of the new items to be sold will
be warranted through Newton's Repair and Sales.
TERMS:Cash or check with proper I. D. Not responsible
for accidents. Announcements made day of sale take
precedence over printed material. Refreshments available.

(502)492-8796

This large, brick home is located on one of the most attractive 1.5
acres in. the county. The home features a full basement.
approximately 2,000 square feet of living area, a large den, living
room, patio & 2 car attached garage. Huge mature shade trees &
professional landscaping make this a luxury country home.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of sale - balance at closing
within 30 days.
Also offered will be the following items of personal property: 1979
Buick Landau - I owner. 3 piece cherry bedroom suite, wingback
chairs, brass headboard, large oak desk, oil lamps, Kenmore
freezer. Kenmore washer & dryer. Tappan gas range, antique
kitchen table, corner shelf, costume jewelry, 2 marble top fern
stands, recliner. bookcase, Kenmore sewing machine, old high
back chairs, small wooden desk & chair, purple carnival glass,
stemware, figurines, pictures & frames, antique toaster, wringer
washer, mirrored shadow box, metal bed, linens, antique rocker,
Amami refrigerator, Jenny Lind full size bed, iron baby bed,
stoneware, portable color tv, dinette table w/chairs, wooden
cabinet, dishes & kitchenware, mission oak crib, maple twin bed,
bentwood rocker w/matching stool, Nintendo, Sega, daybed,
window air conditioner, microwave,school desk, walnut table w/4
chairs, garden tiller, weedeater, large picnic table.
Terms on Personal Property: Complete settlement day of sale.
In all homes built prior to 1978 lead based paint may be present.
The buyer will be required to sign a disclosure statement regarding
lead based paint along with a waiver of the TO day post sale
inspection. All inspections should be made prior to the auction
date.

NEW apprx 1400sq tt, 3br,

Street, Benton, Kentucky (formerly Seaford Lawn
and Garden).
Newton's Repair and Sales has recently purchased
Seaford Lawn and Garden. Selling at auction will be all
trade-ins and items no longer carried by the new owner.
Newton's Repair and Sales is not going out of business,
but has expanded to better serve their customers. Both the
Moors Camp Road and new Benton location will
continue to be in operation.

"The Sound of Selling"

A

NEW, 2 story. 4br. 24
baths Open foyer, columns, tile floors. etc. etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013.
435-4040

Location: Newton's Repair and Sales, 102 Went Fifth

W. Dan Farris - CAI and Richard Farris - Auctioneers
Hazel, KY

MOVING out of state, NEW home, near corn*
mustee4l3BR1s bath tion, 3br, 2 bath, 2 car
ranch. Brick with carport garage iv/storage Large
and detached garage on front porch, large deck, bay
1.17 acres. Many special window in hont breakfast
features, 869,000. Call room, c/h/a, gas 753-1428
137-1309 for a showing. after 6pm

AUCTION

FARRIS AUCTION
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Homes
For Sale

Saturday, March 29, 1997 • 10 A.M.

Ridgeway grandfather clock, goofus lamp, bookcase, dining table
w/4 chairs, halltree, wooden desk & chair, antique bedroom suite,
yo-yo pattern quilt & other quilts, quilt rack. Norman Rockwell
prints, Ray Harm numbered prints, large flat top trunk, Montclair
love seat, reclining love seat, corner what-not shelf, railroad
lantern, hobnail glassware, lemonade pitcher & glasses, copper
boiler, antique pictures & frames, old kitchen items & glassware,
color television, Singer sewing machine, occasional tables, lovely
upholstered chair w/Queen Anne legs, vacuum cleaner, Hotpoint
refrigerator.
TOO! - electric drill, drill press, Black & Decker router, Black &
Decker bench grinder, heat gun, Honda generator. electric brad
gun, hand tools, including hammers, saws, & drills.
SUNS & KNIVES - J.P. Sauer & Sohn. Suhl(S&S)32 cal. pistol
w/extra clip, several nice pocket knives including 2 unusual cigar
tip cutters.
This and much more. These items have been well cared for and
everything here is clean and nice - selling regardless of price.
Terms: Complete settlement day of sale.

P.O. Box 149

an
Horses
For Sale

REDUCED! $198,800
($21,000 below appraisal)
3BR, 2'4 beets, 2 fireplaces, plus large 7 acre
private backyard Roomy
back ranch Circle drive, 2
car heated garage
MLS14000502 Cab Barbara, Century 21, Loretta
Jobs
Realtors
502-753-1492

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

160

Horses
For Sale

3 Bedrooms - Central Heat & Air
Neat - Clean - Ready To Move In!
Lead Paint Could Be Present - Make Your Inspection
Prior To Sat. Mar. 29th, 1997. Buyer Will Be Required
To Sign A Disclosure Statement Of Lead-Based Paint
Hazards With A Waiver Of A 10 Day Post Sale Inspection.

THE BEST - THE BEST - THE BEST
WHAT A FANTASTIC AUCTION !!
000 - 10.6 ACRES EACH
ED - 42 ACRES WITH BARNS
at CP - 6.98 ACRES EACH
40(0) - 5.00 ACRES EACH
SELLING WITH NEW SURVEY

Estates Portion Of Wheat Crop Goes To Buyer
15% Down, Balance In 30 Days!
Or For The Right Of immediate Entry To The
Farm For The Purpose Of Planting Crops..
25% Down Balance In 30 Da sl
Real Estate 'Sells At NOON!
768 Lb. 01 Burley Poundage
Will Be AucUoned Separate From The Land
Tobacco Must Be Paid For in Full Sale Dap!

HOUSEHOLD HIGHLIGHTS:Antique Washstand •
Beautiful Antique Parlor Table w/Ball & Claw Feet
• Small Antique Marble Top Table • Quilt Chest •
2- Camel Back Trunks •Side Chairs • Rocker •

Couch & Chair • Keg Cart • Keg Table • Singer
Treadle Sewing Machine • End Tables - Coffee
Table•Zenith Console TV • Maple Dining Table w/
6 Chairs, Hutch • Roil Away • Oil Lamps 8 Other
Nice Lamps • Don Era Glassware•Collectables •
Pictures • Linens • Odd Tables • Typewritters •
Pots, Pens, Household Misc
FARM ITEMS
Horse Tools • MF Raki,• IH Loader For IH 504 •
Eze Flo•Salvage H Fennell•Old NH Baler • Shed
Misc....1975 Ford LTD Car...And On And On
•MP T
ETT EM N •. •F S .

J!
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CALL FOR DETAILED BROCNURE

se-spy

1990 OLDS 98 Regency
Broughman, 130,XXX
miles. 489-2035,after 6pm.
1991 Z34 LUMINA, red,
sharp, loaded $8,995 obo
Call 436-5496
1992 LUMINA Euro, 4dr,
completely loaded, only
25,XXX miles. Call
753-7785.
1993 MERCURY Tracer,
17,XXX miles, auto, a/c,
p/s. $5,800 obo. 759-1410
1994 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, excellent condition,
52,XXX miles $15,750
759-4163, after 6pm
1994 HONDA Prelude,
dark blue, sun roof, hilly
loaded, extra nice. Call
759-0425 or 753-0882
1994 PONTIAC Grand Am
GT, fully loaded. V6 with
51xxx, excellent condition
well maintained. Asking
$10,903. Call 753-3710 after 5pm

1994 TOYOTA Corolla,
4dr, automatic, 59,xxx
miles. Like new lease car
753-9459, leave message
1996 CHRYSLER Cirrus
LX, 15,XXX miles, hunter
green, V-6, air, pfriv,

am-fm cassette, new tires &
new brakes. $12,700 obo
759-4590.
1996 DODGE Neon. 2dr,
white, tap, good condition
Need to sell, beat reason
able offer, 436 6026. leave
nssage
1996 MONTE Carlo LS
loaded 31,XXX miles
$12,500 obo 767 0470

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat.,March 29,1997,10a.m.at the home of Mr.Wally and
Mrs.Phyllis Brines.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94 East
to Burkeen Grocery, turn on Faxon Road, follow
approx. 6 miles to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Antiques: High chair - baby bed - small display case from Beale
Hardware;d5tream Line electric train set - five game Poosh - M-up
pinball gain-- log carriers,2 man - old cream separator - cross cut saw
- old window weights - old T break down wardrobe - world globe - old
library table - bevel edge mirror - meat scales from Beale Hardware small wood cook stove - rocking chair - dining table - Avon bottles fruit jars - 19" color t.v. - VCR with remote - AM/FM stereo with 8
track and cassette player - large lot of 331/3 and 45 RPM records 17,500 air conditioner - bookcase - chinacabinet - complete 20 volume
set ofencyclopedias with yearbooks to 1996.10 volume set ofPopular
Science books. 10 volume net ofliterature books - large assortment of
outdoor survival and animal books - 20 volume set of wildlife
encyclopedias- 9 volume net of Time Life photography books - gun
books - nice couch & chair - small lot of dishes - large microwave - 12'
kitchen cabinet w/eink - other set of kitchen cabinets - nice large
upright freezer - metal office desk - metal filing cabinet - odd chairs wildlife prints - 5,000 BTU air conditioner, Hoyt pro custom target
bow - Bear Korlick Hunter bow - Howard Hill leather quiver and
arrows - P.S.E. 50-70 lb. pull game sport compound bow with
overdraw sights, arrows and case - P.S.E. Starfire 150 lb. pull
crossbow with scope, arrows and case - Burnham Bro. game call
systems w/cassette tapes - Coleman lantern & camp stove - Apache 3
section ladder tree stand - pole climbing spurs -2tanned fallow deer
hides - buffalo horns - elk antlers - 2 tripods - steel traps and fur
stretchers - fishing equipment - D.P. Trac 20 weight and exercise
center -, 2 cooker smokers - bicycles.
Shop Tools:acetylene torch with tanks and dolly - large vertical air
compressor 220 volt - Craftsman 230 volt welder with hoods Craftsman 10"table saw.Craftsman router with table & bits in case.
Craftsman 8"grinder w/lights& stand -112 h.p.jigsaw - Sears wet/dry
vac - large snap on vise - Craftsman 10 drawer tool storage and work
table -(2) wood work tables -lot ofnut.,bolts & screws - ammo boxes assortment of carpenter and mechanic tools (some snap on),
assortment of electric power tools - 250 gal. water tank fits in
standard pickup beds - Frontier Safe Company gun safe 61"x36"x24"
holds 20 long guns, has 4 shelves, holds 10 to 20 hand guns on door,
interior light - dehumidifer - fireproof weights approx. 900 the.
Guns: Mossberg model 835 - 12 ga. camo turkey shotgun with accu
choke barrel, 3x9 variable scope with extra slug barrel, shoots 23/4 &
31/3"shells - Stevens 12ga.double barrel shotgun - Hopkins and Allen
12 ga.single barrel shotgun - Thompson Center 50 cal. scout carbine
muzzle loader with accessories - Colt Colteen 22cal. single shot rifle Marlin model 81-DL 22 cal. bolt action rifle w/scope - Remington
model 4-22 cal. rolling block single shot rifle -(2)22 cal. revolvers Thompson Center contender stainless steel pistol with 14" stainless
steel 7x30 waters barrel and scope and 44/410 stainless barrel Benjamin Franklin 22 cal. pellet rifle - accu-tak model AT. 380 cal.
semi-auto. pistol never been fired.
Laws & Garden: nice 16 h.p. Case lawn tractor with 46" cut - Troy
Built 8 H.P. Chipper shredder - Troy Built 4 h.p. self propelled
mulching mower - Snapper 8 h.p. riding lawn mower- Echo 440
18" chain saw in case - water hose and soaker hose - small 2
wheel cart- assortment oflawn & garden tools - 16 hole Martin box and much snore. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction
needs phone 436-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
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30
Services
Were/

Service*
Oftered
1974 27FT Prowler camper. see cordoned, sleeps
7, air, $3700 753-8306

HANDYMAN Company
Remodel- Repair- Replace. Emergency
electrical,plumbing We do
It MK Licensed 8 insured
474-8621,

CLEANING- yards, barns.
sheds attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb. 436-5950

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

PURCHASE Auto Detail
Fair rates on intenor/ exterior care Phone 832-2709
for prices

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

HAVE Rainbow, will dean
Experienced, honest, & dependable mother- daughter
team. Your housework is
our priority! 492-8663

ROOFING and pameng.'intenor, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107

AdiEgliikvuoviy6/4/4/04)

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical.
489-2832.

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269

ROOFING- Tear offs, reroofs & new roofs
437-4718

Wondelfu( Address

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica. Wulff's Recovery, Murray. 436-5560.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-436-574-4
1.-800-548-5.2452

520
Saes
Idolise

Licr•sto I INSILAFD Free &ewe's
24 Hr Service
Heeled Treorsoeued
„:114
X
11 7 Tres Sproyarig
Tree A Sumer
Mr•-'-ve
Removal

1977 18tt Hydra Sport
bass boat, 115hp Evinrude
motor, new depth finder &
trolling motor, $3500
753-2861
1984 PROCRAFT 1T/I ft,
150hp Mercury motor, garage kept, low hours
$6.500 753-4606

Tres Truisms*:
Clearessp Service
Full Lubs of
Egeiyoseeat
4.1.a1.1. 1/n.

"
111 . •••• •

1986 16FT anyhow boat,
$2800 & go cart, $325
753-0563

- A

1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

1987 SEA Ray 19'2 Bow
Rider Special Edition
'Sorrento V-6 Mercury engine -205hp" Full loaded
with accessories. Extra
nice condition. 1991 load
rite trailer Call 759-0425 or
753-0882

CREDIT PROBLEMS?

1988/95 JAWS 24' OFFSHORE CUDDY BOATNew 355 C.I , 375 HP motor New stainless Marine
exhaust Runs and honest
55-57mph New everything
in 1995 Too many extras to
list. Boat is in excellent
condition. One of a kind!
$21,500.00 080. Phone
Frankfort 502-227-2760.

24-HOUR
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
1-800-748-8353
GUARANTEED fINANCING
If we can't get you financing we'll pay
you $100.00. Same Day Delivery.

1994 MARINER 40hp,
$1,000 753-6579

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
527-8671
1-800-457-4866

DON'T HIDE!

Call Doug Clark

DARNELL Marine Inc now
doing service repair on
Mercury, Mercruiser, Mariner & Yamaha. See
George or Shane exclusively 753-3734, Hwy 94
East

Niummini i•i
ATTENTION 1
0

Contractor or Horne Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing

KAWASAKI & Yamaha jet
,skies Both on double
trailer Excellent condition,
$5200 502-622-5625.-

Licensed Master Plumber
Free fstimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

5311

Phone 436-2667d
P

Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full, line of equip-•
MOrirF rei estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262..

FREE ESTINIATI

'
0
411Atit•Vtal

- ©Thl©
S

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980_
Free estimates 4.37-3044
or 492-8737

NEW CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS

A & A Lawn Care Mowing
trimming, landscaping, junk
hauling, tree trimming Satisfaction Guaranteed
Mark Lamb 436-5791

CALL ANYTIME

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592

ADAM'S
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS- Repairs and remodeling No
job
small
too
502-759-9906
AFFORDABLE Homes/
Dream Homes built on your
lot Choose from plans we
have or one of your own
Starting at $35 sq ft Free
consultation & estimate S
& K Construction,
753-3078/ 753-7091
ASH Roofing Licensed &
insured All work guaranteed (502)924-0616,
(502)522-6255
ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, tree work
Joe, 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs sidewalks, driveways, buildings
remodeling repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

•

Services
Offered

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Spead sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hd 759-4664

1976 MANOWAR traveler
trailer Good condition
$2800 753-1520

1969 16F1 Outboard aluminum bass boat
436-2102

Sersiese
Offered

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind

Bunny

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebudd. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after Ipm,
Horace Sholar

LANDSCAPE Services Installation of small trees,
shrubs & flowers. Pruning
lawn fertilizing, seeding,
yard clean-up. Free estimates. Small jobs welcome. 753-3484_
LAWN mowing No rush job
here! personal one on one
service Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates
489-2590.
LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358.

DAVID'S Cleaning S
vices 'Cleaning' vinyl Off
irig, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid ileaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

L&L Lawn Service. 10
years experience of bringing smiles to our customers' faces. Commercial or
residential mowing & trimming. Call 753-6289 ,for
your free estireale.
•
MARC'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING. LAWN MAINTENANCE, SHREDDED
MULCH, GROUND
BREAKING AND DISKING AND BOX GRADING. 753-6226 or
753-4168.

DEAD DOCTORS DON'T
LIE! Amazing colloidal minerals changing health &
bank accounts nationwide!!
Free tape!!! Phone
800-374-6477, Pager
6615

MICHAEL'S Transmissions. Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transtnissions.
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions. Call 753-0152.

CUSTOM paint and bodywork Graphics and motorcycle painting 753-7010
after 5pm.

ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION-• SPECIALISTS- -•• lAlOWAY Fence Co-Chain
Sattelite systems from link & vinyl fence at reason$12900 DSS Sattelites in- able prices 759-1519
stalled Phone jacks added.
Cable jacks added. Com- MOODY'S ...dower Repair.
plete sales and service of Free pickup and delivery.
business and residential 753-5668.
phone systems, home MORRIS Mobile Home
theatre, intercom, room to Movers. Local and Out of
room stereo, burglar and'State Moving. 767-9630.
security systems. Murray
Telephone & Electronics- MOWING, trimming, etc.
Veal, Owner Rudolph's lawn care. Af• fordable, dependable ser753-7567.
vice. 502-753-9095. Free
EVANS Odd Job Service
Estimates.
Lawn care, landscaping,
malching, tree removal, MOWING, ,weedeating.
hauling, gutter cleaning, Commercial, residential,
etc. Free estimate. Call church or cemetary.
474-2037.
489-2617, leave message
Experienced
MULCH delivered, Murray
FOR your homebuilding or 436-5560
remodeling needs, contact NEED a carpenter? All
Jerry at Heritage Construc- types of carpenter work.
tion 'Free estimates, refer- Decks, porches, handrails,
ences available. Heritage garages, trim work & other
Construction, 753-2316
odd jobs. Mark Prescott,
753-2627.
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots. Gerald Carroll,
492-6159.
GREEN'S Home Improvement. Siding. fader, soffit!
& decks. 502-354-6445.

NICHOLS
Lawn
Maintenance- Servicing
Murray and Calloway
County. Special rates for
large lawns and lake prop
erties. For total lawn care,
call 759-9577. Call for
estimates.

PAINTING Interior- exter
ior Al types of home repair
Free estimates 436-5032
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

ROY Steele Trucking
White rock, gravel, sand.
753-6879.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
STUMP REMOVAL
TREE WORK- Low rates,
free
estimates
502-658-3566
SUMMER'S almost here!
Keep your car cool with
tinted windows from Bluegrass Window Tinting. All
work guaranteed. Call for a
tree estimate. 753-6554.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TEACHER wanting yards
to mow. Call 753-6125.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. OVOT
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592
WEST :-kY Lawn Care:
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WILL do your lawn mowing
and trim work. Reasonable
prices. Call 753-2530,_
leave message.
WILL mow yards any size
Call now to schedule,
489-2854
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5 Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted.
753-0530.
YARDS mowed, Lynn
Grove area 435-4423

Free
WU=

FREE to good home: Lab
mix puppies. Already
wormed. (502)753-2154,
after 7pm.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759 1515
BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rot/orbiting snow removal
753-0834 or 759 9835
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134,
492 8584
BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens, bushogging
and blade work Phone
753-3413
B & T Construction Decks,
porches, outbuildings & privacy fences Remodeling,
repair Free estimates
759 0278 or 753 6579

Will Build To Your Specificution.s.!
• Kitc:hcn
& Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

PRESTIGE HOMES
'
11IMMINNiasum
No factory built or snap together homes.
From the ground up, we build solid homes.
We build for your family - for your future.
Prestige Homes - Tht only way to build.
$35 sq. ft. basic, excluding exterior 753-5628

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service (4 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
-We Service All Major Brandsit
/W
77
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Lic 8M02182 (502) 435-4699

Classifieds
Office Open -1
Closed Saturday

MY 6001
BELIEVE
HERE AU

r--

THE BON
THE SEA'

Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 7-5,Sat 7 Noon

(Cooper
TIRES

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

WEST KENTUCKY
LAWN CUTTERS

FREE to good home. part
Schnauzer, part Pekingese
adult dog. 759-4490.

Tr

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6

by Freddie O'Bryan and Company

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

Jails warned after woman's
bogus letter frees prisoner
FORT MYERS, Fla.(AP)- A
prisoner's girlfriend got him released by faxing a bogus letter
saying he had been pardoned, police said, but the man landed
back in jail when he tried a similar ruse to free his former
cellmate.
Jails across the state have been
alerted to the deception, Florida
Department of Law Enforcement
agent Steve Emerson said
Tuesday.
Gregory Williamson, 35,
walked out of jail last week on
the authority of a fax that appeared to come from the Pennsylvania governor's office, Emerson
said. Officials realized their mistake when Pennsylvania authorities arrived to transport back to
that state to face probation violation charges.
Jail officials received another
fax Friday - purportedly from
Gov. Lawton Chiles' office, telling them to free James Couts, 23,
Williamson's former cellmatc.
This time they checked with
Chiles' office and were told that

Accuunts
Welcomed!

CUM mereiai

Mowing, Trimming, Mulching,
Reseeding, Fertilizing etc. Drainage
and Irrigation Specialists
(Toro, Hunter and Rainhird)
TOLL FREE CALL 519-4299 FOR
YOUR PERSONAL ESTIMATE

A Week!

502-759-9672

7.30 a.m. - 5 p.m
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
BY JACQUEUNE BIGAR
**** You need to readjust plans
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, because of what is going on with a
work-related matter. Tremendous
March 28, 1997:
You will find this an unusual year, opportunities are available, finanwhen you advance both profession- cially and professionally; take adally and personally. You get ahead vantage of them. You come from a
because of your willingness to learn solid basis. Your intuition is accumore and open doors. Some may opt rate with a loved one. Tonight: Be
to go back to school; others may take homeward bound.
an unusual trip. You see the world in LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
a much different light as a result. Be ***** Reach out for others, espesure of yourself when approaching cially a family member.Take action,
exciting situations and people. If and keep communications flowing.
you are single, your relationships A loved one could exhibit rebellious
are likely to be extraordinary, al- behavior. Carefully think through a
though some might hook up with a decision involving a partner. There
foreigner. If attached, you will feel could be a strongercommitment here.
as if you just met each other. Ro- Tonight: Hang out.
mance blooms again.SAGITTARIUS SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You feel most empowered
is a good pal.
during the daytime hours. Others
The Stars Show the Kind of Day respond to your requests. Financial
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; matters dominate the later part of
the day. You see matters in a differ3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
entlight once a family member opens
up. A jolt could be heading your way.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Dynamic thinking marks Tonight: Go spring shopping.
ideas. The unexpected occurs, and SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
you experience a new beginning.Your ***** Everything is corning up
point of view is changing; you find roses,and you feel great. Unexpected
many new options possible now.Try news invigorates and excites you.
out some ofthese opportunities. Use Use your creative, dynamic energy
your imagination. Tonight:Take off. to invigorate a relationship. Solutions come easily in the mood you are
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** One-to-one relating is key, in. Still, continue to use caution fiprofessionally and emotionally. You nancially. Tonight: Be a live wire.
can transform a situation or a rela- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
tionship by your openness. Good *** The morning hours are your
news from a distance is important in strongest; that's when you feel you
making a change. Be willing to do have more under control. You tend
things much differently. Tonight: It to be successful if you use this time
could be a sizzler.
wisely..In the afternoon, pull back;
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
take some long-overdue time off.
***** Be more upbeat. Follow Research a real-estate investment.
through on what is important to a Tonight: Go for it.
partner. You discover a newfound AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
sense of togetherness, if you are ***** Clear your desk and handle
open to what a loved one can offer. A responsibilities early in the day. In
change in plans could be in the cards; the afternoon, you will want free
be ready to deal with it. Tonight: Go time to relax and enjoy. Get together
where your friends arb.
with co-workers, and talk through
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
some changes. A positive attitude
**** Get the job done. Pace your- goes a long way in creating what you
self, as you might encounter many want. Tonight: Have a good time.
distractions. In addition, a partner PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)'
seeksyourattention.MakeTklarmfor **** Creative thinking moves you
later today or this weekend. An un- toward your goals. Your imagine
expected professional or fiscal de- tion knows no limits. Be understandvelopment opens a door. Tonight: ing,and direct with a child or loved
one, who may not appreciate that
Make the mood mellow.
you need to put in extra hours. You
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Let your imagination loose. might be startled by your own reUnpredictability could affect a trip sponse. Tonight: Work late.
and some partnerships. News you
hear could thrust you in another BORN TODAY
direction. You can deal with all po- Actor Ken Howard (1944), baskettential changes. Instincts are cor- ball player Byron Scott (1961), ac(1948)
rect with a co-worker.Tonight:Have tress Dianne Wiest
***
yourself some fun.
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ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

HOROSCOPES

pardons were handled more
formally.
State agents allowed Couts to
prepare to leave before he was
stopped for questioning on Williamson's whereabouts.
"We let him look out and see
freedom and then we nabbed
him," Emerson said. "He told us
Williamson and his girlfriend
were part of a plan to get Couts
out for $2,000."
Williamson and his girlfriend,
Kim Starke, 32, were arrested later Friday on fraud and escape
charges at her Fort Myers
apartment.
Emerson said Ms. Starke was a
former printing company production manager, and investigators
found computers and disks containing official seals for state offices across the country in the
apartment.
Williamson and Couts, who
faces similar charges, were being
held Tuesday on $50,000 bond.
Ms. Starke was out on supervised
release, the Lee County jail said.

GARF

'Help Us Help
Those In Need.
March 17-March 28 help us help area
disaster victims by bringing in one or
more of the following items to our
office and get $3 off a one year
subscription.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
(behind Piggly Wiggly)

CLEANING SUPPLIES
Bleach
Rubber Gloves
Sponges
Mops
Trash Bags
Disinfectants
Small Plastic Buckets
Paper Towels
Etc.

PERSONAL HYGIENE ITEMS
Toothpaste
Toothbrush
Deodorant
Toilet Paper
Shampoo
Soap
Diapers
Etc.'

IMRE
I'M 500
BROWN. I
TAKE MY E

BACK

MURRAY

Ledger &Times
Call 753-1916 for more Info.

•

m.o.-••••-•11.

•;.'""A.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago

TODAY IN HISTORY

makers Club at the home of Zella
Covington.

Joe Dick and Melvin Henley
were elected to serve on the
board of Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development
Corporation at its annual
meeting.
Anne-Marie Hoke as Miss
Spring 1987 will be featured in
the upcoming special Miss Spring
edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times to be published on May 1.
Births reported include a girl to
Debra and Danny Bell and a girl
to Shetiga and Gary Floyd,
March 23; a girl to Charlotte and
Larry Miller and a boy to Alice
and Perry Noel, March 24.
Mary E. Winter and Mary Margaret Bell of Kentucky Historial
Society spoke at a meeting of
Magazine Club at CUITIS Center,
Murray State University.

Thirty years ago

Forty years ago

Murray Rotary Club will present Rubinoff and His Violin in
concert on April 1 at 2 p.m. and
8:15 p.m. at Murray State College auditorium. The proceeds
will be for the benefit of the Rotary Club Student Loan Fund.
Murray Training School Seniors will present a play, "The
imaginary Invalid" March 29 and
30. Cast members are Larry
Parker, Ann Falwell, Georgia
Speight, Paula Blalock, Patsy
Hatcher, John Shroat, Tommy
Marshall, Dale Cochran, Nick
Horton, Prudence McKinney and
Bob Horton.
Calloway County Judge WayIon Rayburn spoke on "Community Morals Are Yours" at a meeting of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian
Church.

Twenty years ago
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from either a 3-3 division of the
missing clubs or, failing that, a sucNORTH
cessful heart finesse. But a third
* A 86
possibility exists, and South should
✓ 10 7 5
keep it in mind as he proceeds.
•K Q 8
Declarer starts by taking the club
4 K 75 3
lead with the ace and cashing four
WEST
EAST
diamond tricks, discarding a.heart
+ 53
J 10 7 4 2 from dummy as Eastdiscards a spade
11,KJ 2
V 98 6 3
and a heart. Next he plays the A-K•9 5 4 2
• 10 6
Q ofspades, West discarding a heart
J 10 9 8
+64
on the third round.
SOUTH
South now turns his attention to
•K Q 9
clubs, cashing the queen and then
V AQ 4
leading to dummy's king as East lets
•A J 7 3
go ofanother heart on third club.
4A Q 2
With the clubs failing to diAde evenly
The bidding:
it may seem that the heart finesse
East
South West North
must now be taken. But if declarer
Pass
2 NT
Pass 6 NT
has been doing his homework, he
Opening lead — jack of clubs.
realizes he has much better than a
The finesse is undoubtedly a vi- 50-50 chance to make the slam. In
tal cog in declarer's machinery, but fact, he has a sure thing!
it is a play that most declarers use
Only three tricks remain to be
far more often than they should. If played. West is known to have one
there is an alternative thatincreases club left and is also known to have no
the chances of making the contract more spades or diamonds. His two
to better than 50-50, the finesse remaining cards are therefore
should ordinarily not be employed. hearts. Whether one of them is the
Take thisdeal where South starts king is not known, but this is not at
with 11 certain tricks — three all important.
spades, a heart, four diamonds and
At trick 11, declarer leads
three clubs—and mustfind a twelfth dummy'slastclub. West has no choice
to make his slam.
but to win and return a heart into
At first glance, it appears that South's A-Q,and the slam automatithe extra trick will have to come cally comes home.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
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I M SORRY CHARLIE I DON'T
BROWN ..t IHAVE TO KNOW WHERE
TAKE MY BLANKET
IT 15..
BACK..

YOU DON'T KNOW
WHERE IT IS ?!!
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DAILY COMICS
MY GOODNESS' I CAN'T C'MON,
WHAT'S THE
BELiEVE YOU'RE
CON, BIG HURRY,
HERE ALREADY!
GET IN! ) DAG?
LET'S GO!! I,

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
DEAR ABBY I can't get d lettel
,
t.tit
lt.it.ii
it!!
t111.!,
Today is Thursday, March 27, the 86th day of 1997. There are 279 that I read in your column out of my
M‘ !MA'AM'
1 'di 111
mind. It was from "Happily Selfish
days left in the year.
Parent," who wrote that today's young
tneeks alter the vit.:tiding nit haToday's Highlight in History:
people want everything and people of
hand s to-v,orker handed h1111 .1 t.11i1
On March 27, 1794, President Washington and Congress authorized her generation wanted only
food. shel11.1111t•d out lo
creation of the U.S. Navy.
ter and clothing.
lliitegelle1“0111\01.wkiligti-1,1110
On this date:
I would like to point out that all of
lo‘el‘ gilt The pioldein' ‘A,
t•t
In 1512, Spanish explorer Juan Ponce de Leon sighted Florida. the things she thinks we -have to
gilt
We atilt ow III. lid- Alt
In 1625, Charles I ascended the English throne upon the death of have" — television. computers, answering machines, pagers, CDs. viSome
art oit liii' Iit's It
James I.
deos and microwillkes -- did not exist
gilt
41111,11.1,-i],
In 1836, the first Mormon temple was dedicated, in Kirtland, Ohio. in her day. She couldn't want items
the couple to recei‘e Oh Atli, I
In 1884, the first long-distance telephone call was made, between that hadn't been invented yet. Nor Ing
thalik-utl nolt• tilt, rwas she bombarded by the media to
Boston and New York City.
itt' %%ere
gi‘c ,1
In 1917, the Seattle Metropolitans became the first U.S. team to win desire such things.
me
her
1..et
ask
this
Did
you
conNou
the Stanley Cup as they defeated the Montreal Canadiens.
sider newfangled inventions like raWAFii
In 1945, during World War II, General Dwight D. Eisenhower told dios and telephones important' Hov.
reporters in Paris that German defenses on the Western Front had been 'about electric lights and indoor
DEAR WAITING TO•REAR: It
plumbing? It's all relative. Don't be a
broken.
your husband does not clime forIn 1958, Nikita Khrushchev became Soviet premier in addition to sour grape.
waIrd stating that you have riot
LIVING ERt7GALLY AT Ti
yet sent a gift. someone else Quay
First Secretary of the Communist Party.
not receke the thank-you that is
In 1964, Alaska was rocked by a powerful earthquake that killed
DEAR LIVING FRUGALLY: I due.
114 people.
defended today's young people
In 1968, Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, the first man to orbit the in my answer to "Happily SelfEarth, died in a plane crash.
ish Parent," but not as eloquentI )E.AB
r It I
In 1977, 582 people were killed when a KLM Boeing 747, attempt- ly as they did themselves. They
lit it'ing to take off, crashed into a Pan Am 747 on the Canary Island of responded in droves. Most of
1
.1!1
them had part-time jobs while
Tenerife.
Atol..1 .,[11
,
In 1979, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 8-1 that police could not they went to school (some held
more than one). Many have budstop motorists at random to check licenses and registrations unless gets and savings
Enongitolg.0.0.2ech.:011n
.
plans. Some
.i
there was reason to believe a law had been broken.
have never borrowed from their
Ten years ago: The Marine Corps charged that Sgt. Clayton J. parents, but of those who did,
Sd111d it. tiLt
Ci/111111d1;1111%
Lonetree, a Marine guard, had escorted Soviet agents through the U.S. the majority paid back all the
! ,
It !IA
money. They purchase their
Embassy in Moscow — an accusation that was later dropped, although
Tilt' first 1i-i1 1111,, I tIiU!II ISO Iii total
"luxury items" with their own
Lonetree was convicted of espionage.
and a -wile 11
money.
Five years ago: Democratic presidential front-runner Bill Clinton,
One
young
reader
summed
it
campaigning in New York, apologized for recently golfing at an all- up very welk
"Financial irresponwhite club. German Chancellor Helmut Kohl met with Austrian Presi- sibility is not a generational trait
dent Kurt Waldheim in Munich, a meeting denounced by Jewish but one that spans genders, races tit a Lit-tet in Hesmosa tirlach..CTitif
whorn
hat e Ipt441 %ITN, nitich"
groups because of Waldheim's alleged involvement with Nazi perse- and ages. Please don't take your CtilingI atmust
the 1)o:its leaving tile liii
own family's shortcomings out on
cution during World War II.
lit il' IllS Iluild it 11'- lit tutu WIth
whole generation. We have
One year ago: An Israeli court convicted Prime Minister Yitzhak a
• 4/1' tilt' girl iu Hermosa
proven that we deserve better."
!low well I rt•called her lini;!hire,..
Rabin's confessed assassin of murder, then sentenced former law stu•
Zulu tiiiiuilltii lye slit..
dent Yigal Amir to life in prison.
tfuottglits

One hundred persons attended
the Hazel School Alumni banquet
on March 25 at Hazel School.
James Harmon was master of
ceremonies. New officers elected
were Freed Curd, Bobby Grogan,
Jo Farley and Myrtle White. Dr.
Joseph Miller was speaker.
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ will conduct a comprehensive religious survey on April 1
and 2.
Murray Civitan Club held its
annual pancake breakfast on
March - 25 at two locations,
Rudy's Restaurant and Maple
Leaf Restaurant.

Jimmy Ford, Grayson
McClure, Max B. Hurt, Leonard
Vaughn and H. Glenn Doran have
been named as new directors of
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Peggy Billington, Bonnie
Jones, Cecelia Brock, Brenda
Marquardt, Dorothy McKenzie
and Helen Kline were elected as
new officers for 1977-78 of Murray Woman's Club.' Mrs. Cammie Simpson was
honored at a 90th birthday celebration on March 20 at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Hassel
Windsor and Mr. Windsor, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
Ruth Eversmeyer presented a
lesson on "Italian Cooking" at a
meeting of South Murray Home-
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1 Brother of
Billy Baldwin
5 Hebrew lyre
9 Mr. Mineo
12 But (Sp.)
13 Hawaiian
feast
14 Color
15 Wnting
implement
17 Capra ID
18 Mr.
Parseghian
1.9 Washington
bills
21 Big name in
film"
23 Single
representative
27 Italian river
28 Omni. for
one
29 — Lingus
31 Peruke

34 Myself
35 Glide over
snow
37 Stimpy's
friend
39 Home
appliance

mfr.
40 TV alien
42 Letter abbr.
44 Mount
(2 wcfs.)
46 "—No
Angel"
48 Blasting
explosive
50 Body of rules
53 Elizabeth or
Bob
54 — Amin
55 Negative
prefix
57 Give as a
gift
61 Insect egg
62 — Scouts
64 — University

(New
Rochelle,

N.Y.)
65 Summer (Fr.)
66 Healthy
67 — Laurel

DOWN
1 Supplementary
material
(abbr )
2 Jamie —

or the ill-tilt
it t'i't' interrupted hv
frown the other (qui- .d the it it' .\
It vely woman it liSt iI?'t,tchtio4 hold
'rig a llek% grits
tut N% I i
ii'lil ha nil-. flit.' it till? -ii Ill Li 1111 iii
siiry next week.- -lie
It iiigirl Iron)
Beach -- older. hot as aitr.ietiie LiIH)t'Gl..-\S,-\\l),II,Nl'l',-\
)14:1:.1':-;( iN

DEAR DOUGLAS AND JUANITA: Congratulations im your
.50th wedding-anniversary.. Mily
you enjoy many more decades
together.
To Ordel."HON it, V4 ritt• 1A•ttlri
,
for 111
Occasions,- send a business-sited, ...It addressed IM(.11.104., Phi••• 11,4 k it, n
order for 53.145
te

Ahh), Letter Booklet. P.O. Box II:,
Mount Morris, Ill. 611154-11-117
included.,

DR. GOTT
By Peter it Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT. Because id rht
leg pain, my doctor ordered an 'it Ill
scan that showed a bulging
between the 4th and 5th lumbar erle
brae. I was given pain pills and physt
cal therapy. No improvement In tact
the pain worsened and my right le
became noticeably weak.
I went to a highly regarded neuro
surgeon in my community The visit
was less than satisfactory The Irian
told me that he couldn't belie% c that
the herniated disc was the ('aut.
My symptomst he thought that thc
problems were "in my head."
Doctor, I am not imagining the pain
and progressive weakness, which
causes me to stumble I can't easily
raise my foot) and has severely ham
pered my lifestyle. Is there something
I can do to get well?
DEAR READER: See another no

rosurgeon.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ELAL DES I
ROT
EIRE
I NAT UNO
REMISS LASSIE
SUCH
LISTS
CUMULOUS PO
EVERT MEG SOB
CY/ EARACHE VA
EXO NIN
ETHER
TV PLETHORA
ABOUT YETI
VIOLET ROCKET
ALL RANI
AERO
SEE
I RAE
LYNN
3-27 C 1997 United Feature Syndicate
Curtis
3 Seabird
4 Protective
coverings
5 Kirstie —
6 —. T. —, V
7 Boob
8 Alan — of
"Spin City"
9 Partial •
darkness

MEM ME= MEM
MN= NMI MEM
MENNEN EM MOM
MEM WIMMEM
MMEMMEMM WM
MEM WOW NNE
ME NM did NM
MEM MEM MN=
MN MEMMOIMME
WIMMEN MEM
dd MOMMAIN
MEM MOM WM=
AMM WI= MIMI

10 Emanation
11 Faucet
problem
16 Opening (of
pipe, e g)
20 Mineral
springs
22 — art
23 She's
remembered
24 — Hershiser
25 — plus ultra
26 Ending for
mountain
30 Entertain
32 "— —
Rhythm"
33 Mr. Hackan
36 Free (abbr )
38 One who
inflicts
vengeance
41 Having limits
43 Ms Chansse
45 Palm lily
47 "— Better

Blues"
49 Anstocratic
50 Movie
51 Mine
entrance
52 Near
56 Inlet
55 Youngster
59 — — roll
60 Pale
63 Loggia ID

The syndrome you describe is chat
acteristic of sciatica (pressure on
spinal nerves). usually caused by her
niated discs, leadine to nain and
weakness The "foot drop- I inability to
raise your foot) is completely ions?'
tent with this diagnosis In my ipin
ion. surgery is the only therapy that
will relieve your symptoms and pre
vent permanent damage
The new neurosurgeon will. of
course, examine you and review the
MRI scan. But I'd be surprised if he
stopped there. I believe that you need
a myelogram, a type of X ray test that
will, once and for all, document that
the disc -- or some other hard object
in your spine
is compressing the
nerves that lead to your leg. Then the
surgeon will know exactly the extent
of the damage and where to operate
Like most other patients, you don't
have to be satisfied with a medical
opinion that contradicts reality. In
cases such as yours, a second opinion
is mandatory.
DEAR DR GOTT For some time. I
have become violently ill from eating
garlic and onions, especially onions. I
get a pounding headache, followed by
vomiting. What can I do to prevent
this'
DEAR READER Stop eating what
makes you sick
You may have developed a food
allergy to onions and garlic, or the
edibles may simply be reacting badly
in your system. In any case, listen to
what your body is telling you and mod
ify your diet.
lc 1997 NEWSPAPER F.NTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Florida may consider other execution methods
By JACKIE HALLIFAX
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
The Vatican today condemned as
a barbaric act the execution of a
Lonvicted murderer whose black
Icather face mask erupted in
tlames when power surged
itirough the electric chair.
Pedro Medina, a Cuban refugee
convicted of stabbing a teacher
vt-ho had befriended him, was
'burned alive like a torch" when
he was executed Tuesday, the
Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore
Romano reported today.
Pope John Paul II had made a
ilea for mercy for Medina, who
ime to the United States in the
480 Marie, boatlift.
"That this incredible, tragic
,..'ent might cause justice offila's to reflect and abolish capital
:unishment is the least one can
iope for in this Holy Week in
Nhich the Christian world corniemorates another condemnation
) death: that of Christ," wrote
'he Rev. Gino Concetti, the newsaper's commentator on moral
:sues.
"He found the most barbaric
-nd in the country of democracy
nd liberty," Concetti wrote.
Gov. Lawton Chiles said the
flalfunction has prompted him to
.onsider changing Florida's
rnethod of execution.
"We'll be looking into ...
,shether lethal injection is a way
-1 which we should be going,"
'hiles said. "But the question is
...ally, 'Is this something that is
. orturous or 'painful?' ... And
'ight now wt don't have any in.lication that it is."
Medina's death also prompted
,:lorida's lead attorney represent!ig death row inmates to request
. halt of .t.wo .scheduled execuons next month.

the right side of the mask and
use of a synthetic sponge.
"It was brutal, terrible. It was
orange and blue flames shot
then
was
no
While
there
visible
said
a burning alive, literally,"
reaction Tuesday from the 39 up to a foot in the air and burned
Michael Minerva, a front-row
witnesses, some later said they for about 10 seconds, filling the
witness to the execution who also
were nauseated by the sight and room with acrid smoke. Medina
reprethat
agency
heads the state
did not react obviously to the
the smell of burning flesh.
sents death-row inmates.
flames, having already lurched
39,
Medina,
had
appeared
Bob
But state Attorney General
back and balled his hands into
Butterworth said Medina's execu- calm, pursing his lips and looking
up while he was strapped into fists when the current hit him.
tion would act as a deterrent.
Medina, one of nearly 125,000
"People who wish to commit "Old Sparky," the three-legged
murder, they better not do it in oak chair built in 1923. His last Cubans who came to the United
States during the Mariel boatlift,
the state of Florida because we words were: "I am still
was convicted of the 1982 killing
may have a problem with our innocent."
Then the black leather mask of Dorothy James, 52. He was
electric chair," Butterworth said,
was lowered over his face to con- found driving her car, in which
adding that he opposed delaying
ceal his expression from the wit- authorities discovered a knife bethe April executions.
Chiles appointed an indepen- nesses, and 2,000 volts of electr- lieved to be the murder weapon.
Ms. James' daughter, Lindi
dent medical examiner to evalu- icity surged through his body.
There was a small flicker on James, opposed the execution,
ate the state's method of executions. Any changes would have to
be approved by the state
Legislature.
It was the second time an inmate's mask has burst into flame
during a Florida execution. The
first time, in 1990, executions
were suspended for three months,
In 1936, Hank Luisetti was the first basketball player to shoot the
resuming after prison officials ball with one hand in a game. Previously, players had used a twoconcluded the fire stemmed from handed set shot.

said he hoped the gruesome scene
would help attract attention to the
inhumanity of the death penalty.
"The horror becomes more of
a horror. If it were nice and clean
and antiseptic, it wouldn't come
to people's attention as much.
People are noticing,- Post said.

Century 21 Presents...
Architect-designed 4 bedroom, 4.5 bath brick
nestled on two lots with two
fireplaces, two-story living
room, with a gourmet
kitchen, featuring upscale
informality with marble
foyer...

CALL 753-1492
211 CENTURY 21 LORETTA JOBS
ankilY
Loretta Jobs Realtors

303 North 12th St.
Murray

Come into Fleming's Furniture during our BUY ONE GET ONE FREE SALE

-1onvicted skinhead
,
tttacked by black
nmate in prison
A
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP)
shite ex-paratrooper serving a
Ile term for a racial killing was
.ttacked in prison by a black in-late, even though he was sup;..klsed to be separated from other
,risoners.
. James Burmeister had asked
.hat he be kept isolated in protecLive custody after he was conicted last month in the 1995
dayings of Jackie Burden and
lichael James in Fayetteville.
A "breach in security" Mowed the other prisoner to get at
'turmeister last week in an exerise area of Central Prison, de'uty warden R.C. Lee said.
"Based on my experience, I
,:ould say absolutely" the attack
as racially votivated, Lee said.
Everybody in the cell block
'!lows who (Burmeister), is."
Burmeister .was not -seriously
)Jured, he said.
Burmeister, then in the Army's
nd Airborne Division at Fort
iiragg, was identified as a racist
skinhead who displayed a Nazi
flag in his barracks room. Prosecutors said he chose the victims
simply because they were black.
Prisoners under protective custody are supposed to be separated
from other prisoners at all times,
allowed out of their cells for only
one hour a day of isolated
exercise.
Burmeister was in an exercise
area on the first floor and the inmate who attacked him was in an
exercise section on the second
fl(x)r. A door that separates the
two levels had been left unlocked, Lee said.
Guards quickly separated the
two. The other inmate, who was
not identified, faces administrative assault charges, Lee said.

saying she never believed Medina
killed her mother.
At the First Presbyterian
Church of Cape May, N.J., where
Medina lived for less than a year,
his supporters grieved his fiery
death.
Lorry Post, a church member,

you can get two stylish Action/Lane recliners for one incredibly low price!
Stop by today and find a pair that suits you. But hurry, because these
comfortable classics won't last long! If you don't need
two, bring a friend to share the savings!
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SUPERCFATIR 1801 Ilinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile Fast of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-44c5• 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10 In 7• Sunday 1 In 3• Friday in In
ALL STORES
CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY

focrogy Ourtir avrias
8ROYNIll CorteRy
305 North Main Street Benton, KY 51 S. 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224
Open Daily 9 In 3 Friday 9 In 6
Open Daily 9 to 5 FAtioy 9 In 6
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